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Summary

Coherent electromagnetic waves are extensively used in various fields of research and

many applications. Almost every part of the electromagnetic spectrum, ranging from

radio waves to hard X-rays, has been put to work for the benefit of mankind. Therefore,

it is not surprising that, despite a huge variety of existing sources of electromagnetic

waves, there is a continuous demand for novel sources with improved properties tailored

to particular needs.

An important, recent development in this ongoing strive for new sources is the use of

materials that are periodically structured on the scale of the electromagnetic wavelength,

so-called photonic crystals, which fundamentally control the emission of light. This control

enables scientists to devise photonic-crystal lasers with unique properties. Examples are

ultra-fast modulated lasers or lasers with ultra-low threshold. Due to the employment of

small, wavelength sized structures, these lasers are inherently suited for operation in a

chip-sized format. For instance, photonic-crystal lasers may very well complement diode

lasers in lab-on-a-chip applications that greatly simplify the analysis of biological and

chemical samples. To create an even wider applicability of photonic-crystal based lasers,

it is crucial to provide many different frequency ranges in a compact format.

While the unique control of periodic structures is frequency scalable, so far the op-

eration of photonic crystal lasers is limited to certain spectral ranges. This is because,

to date, photonic-crystal lasers are based on certain discrete bound-electron transitions,

typically provided by specific semiconductors or quantum dots. On the other hand, the

emission from free electrons is not subject to such limitation. When free electrons un-

dergo transitions between the continuously distributed states of kinetic energy they can,

in principle, emit any frequency. It is thus very desirable to combine the capability of free

electrons to generate electromagnetic waves over huge frequency ranges with the frequency

scalable control offered by photonic crystals, to generate coherent light.

In this thesis we study this novel type of photonic-crystal laser that is based on coherent

emission from free electrons. We name this laser a photonic free-electron laser (pFEL).
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We present in this thesis the first comprehensive study of the properties of a pFEL. As

pre-condition we limit the scope of this thesis to pFELs that use low energy electron

beams (about 10 keV). These electron energies can be produced by compact electron

sources to achieve compact devices. The thesis presents also first steps for an experimental

realization of pFELs at microwave frequencies.

For studying the working principle and laser properties of the pFEL we first numeri-

cally investigate an example of a laser driven by a single electron beam using a particle-

in-cell (PIC) method. This pFEL is pumped by an electron beam with a beam energy

of about 12.5 keV and a beam current of around 1 A. The photonic crystal has millimeter

dimensions and is set up from a periodic array of metallic rods placed inside a rectangu-

lar metallic waveguide, which should yield operation at microwave frequencies. For this

investigated example of a pFEL we find a current threshold of about 140 mA. Increasing

the pump current to a value of 1 A leads to a linear scaling of the output power to values

in the order of 1.5 kW at an output frequency near 16 GHz.

The PIC calculations for this specific example of a pFEL further show that the emission

of a pFEL can be well described within the framework of a simple working principle. This

working principle is based on the constructive interference of multiple wavelets emitted

from the photonic crystal as response to the passing electrons. The emission of each of

these wavelets can be viewed as spontaneous emission of Čerenkov radiation from single

electrons inside the photonic crystal. The Čerenkov emission process becomes stimulated

if the photonic crystal control provides a suitable electromagnetic mode. This mode

has to possess a longitudinal electric field component and a phase velocity component

which matches the velocity of the electrons, such that the electromagnetic wave can form

electron bunches from the initially continuous stream of electrons. During the formation

of electron bunches on average more electrons are decelerated than accelerated and the

associated net reduction of kinetic energy in the electron beam is converted into a growing

electromagnetic wave. Via tuning the electron velocity, the velocity-matched frequency is

changed which allows frequency tuning of the laser output.

Using PIC methods gives a detailed insight into the pFEL operation mechanism and

performance, however, such detailed description is not always necessary. Especially, as

PIC modeling suffers from long calculation times, an alternative approach to assess the

suitability of photonic crystals for use in a pFEL is desirable. This advantage is crucial

when the suitability of different kinds of photonic crystals has to be quickly compared,

and when a wide range of pump parameters has to be explored, such as for preparing an

experimental demonstration. We address this inherent problem of PIC calculations by

verifying for the first time for a pFEL that a linearized gain model can compute the laser
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threshold and small-signal gain rather well.

While the high power of 1.5 kW generated by a single-beam pFEL might be promising

for a variety of microwave applications, an even higher promise lies in the fundamental

frequency scalability of pFELs. When reducing the spatial period of the crystal by a

chosen factor to increase the laser frequency of a pFEL with the same factor, the output

power would only remain constant if the other laser parameters are kept constant. The

latter means particularly the energy and the current of the single electron beam that

pumps the laser. The problem with this is the following. When reducing the crystal

period also the cross-sectional area available for electron beam propagation reduces and

the pump current can only be kept constant when increasing the current density, accord-

ingly. Current densities of electron beams are, however, fundamentally limited to certain

maximum values which are given by the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons. Thus, upon

frequency up-scaling the current in the single electron beam will inevitably reduce and,

consequently, also the generated output power.

Fortunately, photonic crystals offer an approach for achieving frequency scaling while

maintaining a constant output power. Photonic crystals naturally provide many vacuum

channels in parallel. Thus, by adding more electron beams, such that the total beam

current remains constant upon frequency scaling, the output power can remain constant.

Such scaling would, however, require that adding more pump beams to a pFEL not only

increases output power, but that no transverse mode oscillation is introduced which would

decrease the brightness of the output.

For investigating this latter, central property, we increase the number of transverse

photonic crystal periods such that the laser can be driven by up to seven electron beams.

The calculated output power is observed to increase with the number of pump beams

and reaches about 8 kW with seven beams. Importantly, the laser remains oscillating in a

single mode, i.e., the lowest transverse mode remains dominating and contains more than

95% of the total output power. This single-mode power scaling is most likely caused by

the fact that the electron beams are mono-energetic which leads to a gain competition

between the transverse modes that is similar to homogeneous gain broadening of spectrally

different modes in solid-state lasers.

Using this power scaling, we envision that in the future the total pump current for a

pFEL might eventually be distributed over hundreds or thousands of low current pump

beams. Such arrays of electron beams may be provided, e.g., by field-emitter arrays. The

electron beams of these arrays should pump a single-mode of a pFEL at THz frequencies

and generate several watts of output power with a high spectral and spatial brightness.

The second part of the thesis is aimed to prepare the realization of a microwave pFEL.



The key element to provide amplification in a pFEL is the photonic crystal. More specif-

ically, the crystal has to provide a longitudinal electric field component at the position

of the electron beam. This field component determines the absolute strength of am-

plification. It is thus important to experimentally characterize this field component for

photonic crystals considered for pFELs. However, to date, measurements of individual

field components well inside a photonic crystal have never been undertaken.

For mapping the absolute value of individual electromagnetic field components in-

side photonic crystals we present and demonstrate such a measurement technique. The

method relies on measuring the change in resonance frequency when the photonic crystal

is placed inside a resonator and the field inside the photonic crystal is perturbed by a sub-

wavelength scatterer. In our experiments a spherical scatterer is applied to measure the

dominating longitudinal electric field in a specific photonic crystal slab. We observe good

agreement between measured and calculated longitudinal electric field strength without

using any adjustable parameters in the calculations.

Our numerical investigations clearly indicate that the concept of pFELs is highly

promising for generating frequency tunable coherent Čerenkov radiation of appreciable

output power. To prepare also an experimental study of such lasers, we present a design

for realizing a pFEL at microwave frequencies. This requires to combine four differ-

ent technologies, i.e., electron beam generation and transport, high-voltage technology,

microwave engineering and vacuum technology. A commercial dispenser electron gun,

usually applied in traveling-wave tubes, is selected as electron source. This particular

electron gun provides about 2 A of beam current at its nominal beam energy of 14.2 keV.

For studying the frequency tuning of a pFEL the beam energy can be varied in a range

of 10 keV to 15 keV. The required high-voltage power supply to operate the gun is pre-

sented and realized. Further, we present the design and realization of an electromagnet

for guiding the electron beam through a photonic crystal and we investigate the asso-

ciated electron flow. We present the design and fabrication of a photonic crystal. The

experimental realization allows to use a photonic crystals that comprises more than one

hundred unit cells. In this case we expect a low pump current of about 7 mA necessary

for reaching the laser oscillation threshold. We expect that, after fully assembling the

setup, the first systematic experimental analysis of a pFEL becomes possible.

The theoretical modeling presented in this thesis and the subsequent experimental

demonstration and laser operation based on this thesis may become the key for the emer-

gence of a new family of compact and high-power laser sources for the microwave to THz

spectral range.
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1
Introduction

Galileo Galilei, the father of modern physics [1], was one of the first to actively control

light by using materials. In his time he used curved glass surfaces to guide light to form

a telescope for observing the moons of Jupiter [2]. Nowadays, controlling the flow of

light through optical fibers is one of the foundations of the internet [3]. Within the blink

of an eye, text, music or video clips can be sent around the globe, which has changed

society in a most dramatic way [4]. This single example demonstrates the importance

of light, or more generally of electromagnetic waves, in society. Almost every part of

the electromagnetic spectrum, ranging from radio waves to hard X-rays, has been put to

work for the benefit of mankind [3, 5–15]. Therefore, it is not surprising that, despite a

huge variety of existing sources of electromagnetic waves, there is a continuous demand

for novel sources with improved properties tailored to particular needs.

A recent development in this ongoing strive for new sources is, for example, the use of

materials that are periodically structured on the scale of the electromagnetic wavelength,

so-called photonic crystals, which fundamentally control the emission of light [16, 17].

The emission generated within photonic crystals is temporally and spatially shaped due

to a modification of the local radiative density of the electromagnetic states [18]. While

initially only theoretically predicted, recently, a number of periodic materials, such as

metamaterials, plasmonic structures and photonic crystals have experimentally demon-
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strated the ability to radically alter the emission of embedded light sources, such as

quantum dots, molecules and ions [19–29].

This control enables scientists to devise photonic crystal lasers with unique proper-

ties. Examples are ultra-fast modulated lasers or lasers with ultra-low threshold [30–34].

Due to the employment of small, wavelength sized structures, these lasers are inherently

suited for operation in a chip-sized format [35–38]. For instance, photonic-crystal lasers

may very well complement diode lasers in, for example, lab-on-a-chip applications that

greatly simplify the analysis of biological and chemical samples [39–43]. To create an even

wider applicability of photonic-crystal based lasers, it is crucial to provide many differ-

ent frequency ranges in a compact format. Fortunately, the unique control of periodic

structures is frequency scalable, which is a direct consequence of the scale invariance of

Maxwell’s equations [44]. This means that a certain photonic crystal geometry provides

exactly the same electromagnetic properties and control, when appropriately scaled into a

different frequency range. Despite this unique potential for scaling, photonic crystal lasers

are only available in very selected frequency ranges so far [32]. This is because, to date,

photonic-crystal lasers are based on bound-electron transitions, typically within semicon-

ductors [31, 32] or quantum dots [30, 33]. The discreteness of energy levels of bound

electrons fundamentally limits the emission to a restricted range of the electromagnetic

spectrum.

The emission from free electrons is not subject to such limitation. Free electrons can

emit over huge spectral ranges, when undergoing transitions between states of different

kinetic energy [45]. As the distribution of these states is continuous, any wavelength

can a priori be generated. Free-electron lasers (FELs) operate at the extremes of the

electromagnetic spectrum as well as any region in between, i.e., from microwaves all

the way up to hard X-rays [46, 47]. The generation of coherent electromagnetic waves by

stimulated emission in FELs is based on providing a close synchronism between the initial

velocity of the electrons and the velocity of the electromagnetic wave to be generated, such

that a longitudinal force allows to alter the kinetic energy of the electrons in the electron

beam [48]. The frequency of the electromagnetic wave required for this velocity-matching

changes upon variation of the electron velocity. Hence, FELs are continuously tunable via

the velocity of the injected electrons. It is thus very desirable to combine the capability

of free electrons to generate electromagnetic waves over huge frequency ranges with the

frequency scalable control offered by photonic crystals, to generate coherent light – a

free-electron laser based on photonic crystals.

The typical approach to the generation of coherent light with FELs is what is called

a fast-wave FEL. There, velocity-matching is achieved via using an alternating static
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magnetic field of a so-called undulator. The presence of the undulator field allows con-

verting the kinetic energy of relativistic electrons into coherent electromagnetic waves.

These waves travel at the high vacuum velocity of light, c [49]. While this concept can be

applied in entirely different spectral ranges, for example to provide THz or X-ray laser ra-

diation [50–53], the major drawback is that velocity-matching requires highly relativistic

electron energies in the MeV to GeV range. Providing electrons with such energies is only

possible via large-scale accelerators surrounded by a radiation shield and fed by bulky

klystrons [53]. Indeed, these lasers are typically run only as exclusive user facilities that

provide unique research capabilities, but which also exclude wide-spread applications.

The alternative approach to achieve velocity-matching is by slowing down the electro-

magnetic wave via so-called slow-wave structures. Hence, devices based on this principle

are called slow-wave FELs and include Čerenkov FELs, Smith-Purcell FELs, traveling-

wave tubes and backward-wave oscillators [8, 54–61]. Notably, the slow-wave structures

used in traveling-wave tubes and backward-wave oscillators are well-suited for a significant

reduction of the velocity of the electromagnetic wave. A small fraction of the speed of

light, such as 0.15c is easily reached [62]. This allows velocity-matching with low-energy

electron beams having kinetic energies in the order of 10 keV. Thereby, very compact

designs for the electron source can be used [63, 64]. Unfortunately, the geometry of stan-

dard slow-wave structures in traveling-wave tubes and backward-wave oscillators, such as

a metal helix inside a waveguide, limit the operating frequency to the microwave range.

This is because typical slow-wave structures allow the injection and pumping with only

a single electron beam [65]. This implies that, upon frequency up-scaling, the maximum

current driving the device inevitably reduces. The reason is that Coulomb repulsion be-

tween the electrons, even when using external focusing, renders it effectively impossible

to send an electron beam through slow-wave structures beyond a certain electron density

[64, 66]. As the feature size and periodicity of the slow-wave structure is set by the de-

sired operating frequency, the current driving the device decreases when increasing the

frequency. The current is proportional to the gain of the FEL and this means that a

sharp decrease in performance is found when attempting to scale the frequency up from

the microwave range to THz frequencies [64, 65, 67].

Due to their spatial periodicity photonic crystals can essentially be seen as a slow-

wave structure as well. Correspondingly, a large reduction in the propagation velocity

of electromagnetic waves inside the crystal has also been demonstrated [62]. However,

in contrast to standard slow-wave structures, photonic crystals can also be periodic in

the transverse direction [29]. Thereby, photonic crystals can provide many channels for

electron beam propagation in parallel. When down-scaling the spatial period of a photonic
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crystal for up-scaling the frequency, the absolute size of the channels decreases as well. As

a result also the current that can be transported through an individual channel inevitably

drops. However, utilizing the transverse extent of the photonic crystal, many electron

beams in parallel can be sent through the crystal [68]. In this way, the current density

in each beam can be held sufficiently low to maintain the transport of the beam feasible,

while the total current can then be increased via the number of beams. This way the

total beam current through the photonic crystal can be easily made far larger than the

maximum current in other slow-wave FELs. Hence, utilizing photonic crystals as the gain

medium for a FEL should enable to provide an increased gain and thereby also a more

powerful laser output [69].

In this thesis we study a novel type of photonic-crystal laser based on coherent emission

from free electrons, which we call the photonic free-electron laser (pFEL). For convenience

we investigate the basic properties of pFELs at microwave frequencies, where photonic

crystal fabrication technology and electron beam technology is readily available. This

thesis describes a numerical modeling of such pFELs, and presents first steps towards an

experimental realization. Chapter 2 introduces the key concepts for obtaining stimulated

emission from free electrons inside photonic crystals. These concepts are then applied in

chapter 3 to study the generation of coherent electromagnetic waves from a single electron

beam streaming through a photonic crystal. While such single-beam pFEL shows high

promise for generating high-power microwaves, chapter 4 presents an extension towards

many electron beams as a route towards a frequency up-scaling without power loss. Chap-

ter 5 presents a experimental method to characterize the spatial distribution of individual

electromagnetic field components inside photonic crystals, such as for investigating the

suitability of a photonic crystal for use in a pFEL. Chapter 6 presents the overall design

of a single-beam pumped pFEL, which we expect to enable the demonstration and char-

acterization of a pFEL in the near future. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future

work are presented in chapter 7. effect of a shrinking channel diameter and current per

beam.



2
Theoretical foundations

2.1 Introduction

The photonic free-electron laser (pFEL) may be viewed as a particular example of a free-

electron laser (FEL), as termed originally by John Madey in 1971 [49]. Madey described

the FEL in his paper with a quantum-mechanical formalism. It was discovered later

that FELs can be very accurately described by classical mechanics and electrodynamics.

Since then, many different formalisms have been presented which self-consistently describe

electromagnetic field generation and particle propagation in FELs. These include Hamil-

tonian treatments [70], descriptions using the Maxwell-Vlasov distribution function [71],

and direct solution of Maxwell’s and the Newton-Lorentz equations [46, 47]. A unified

theory was published by Gover [48], showing that any FEL fundamentally satisfies the

same gain-dispersion relation and can be described by a single coupling parameter. Most

importantly, Gover pointed out that a close matching between the propagation velocities

of an electromagnetic wave and the electrons is a necessary condition for the generation

of coherent radiation in any FEL. If such, so-called, velocity-matching is achieved by

decelerating the phase velocity of the electromagnetic wave, the FEL is classified as a

slow-wave FEL, otherwise the laser is classified as a fast-wave FEL.

In a pFEL a photonic crystal is used to slow down the phase velocity of the wave
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to achieve velocity-matching with the electron beam. Therefore, we can classify a pFEL

as a slow-wave FEL. As such the theoretical foundations of pFELs should be closely

related to other types of slow-wave FELs, specifically, the Čerenkov FEL [58, 59, 72–79]

or the Smith-Purcell FEL [57, 60, 61, 80–85]. Also, certain types of microwave tubes,

including the traveling-wave tube, backward-wave oscillator or orotron, rely on the same

physical principles as slow-wave FELs [8, 54–56, 86–102]. Despite this, microwave tubes

are usually distinguished from FELs for historical reasons. For convenience of writing and

clarity, however, we will not follow such further distinctions in this thesis.

The most important difference amongst all existing slow-wave FELs is the type of slow-

wave structure that decelerates the wave propagation. To slow down the electromagnetic

wave pFELs use photonic crystals and Čerenkov FELs use dielectric lined waveguides.

Smith-Purcell FELs use gratings and microwave tubes electrical circuits. The electro-

magnetic field distributions in this variety of slow-wave structures are completely different

and one might think that this strongly changes the principles of operation. However, it

turns out that the basic principles of all slow-wave FELs can be described by referring

to the Čerenkov effect [103]. The origin of spontaneous Čerenkov emission is an inter-

ference of randomly phased Čerenkov emission events from single electrons. In order to

obtain stimulated emission, electron bunching needs to be present on the electron beam.

Stimulated Čerenkov emission can then be interpreted as a well-phased interference of

Čerenkov emission events from single electrons. As the emission of single electrons in

periodic structures has been shown to be an example of the well-known Čerenkov effect in

bulk, homogeneous dielectric media [104], the general working principle of slow-wave FELs

can be understood by considering the emission of single electrons in an effective dielectric

with a suitable refractive index. However, a more thorough analysis of slow-wave FELs

requires to self-consistently solve the basic equations that include the detailed spatial

structure of the electromagnetic field distribution and the spatial and kinetic distribution

of the electrons.

In a classical framework, Maxwell’s equations coupled to the Newton-Lorentz equation

describe the emission of slow-wave FELs. However, these nonlinear differential equations

are very complex and hard to solve, even in strongly simplified situations [105]. To enable

an analytic solution, the standard approach is to first assume that the laser amplifies

radiation of only a single, specific eigenmode of the slow-wave structures. Second, one

verifies to what extent one can neglect the influence of Coulomb forces between electrons

of the beam, which excite so-called space-charge waves. While such analysis has been

given for some specific slow-wave FELs [91, 106, 107], it has never been given for a pFEL,

probably due to the lack of analytic solutions for the modes of photonic crystals.
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By linearizing the Maxwell and Newton-Lorentz equations, the system of equations

can be solved in a largely simplified and general form [54, 103]. For certain slow-wave

structures the small-signal gain can then be computed from numerically calculated eigen-

mode solutions. For theses specific structures, such calculations can further estimate the

pump current at which oscillations set in (threshold current), the oscillation frequency,

and the gain bandwidth of the laser. Due to the relative simplicity of these linear theories,

it is very important to investigate whether this description is indeed valid when applied to

photonic crystals. Such validation requires a comparison to a fully nonlinear description.

More importantly, what a linear theory cannot well predict is the steady-state output

power or the way several simultaneously excited modes compete for the available gain in

the laser. The reason is that these properties are the result of nonlinear effects dominating

the laser dynamics.

To predict these properties the only alternative is a direct “brute-force” solution, for

example provided by particle-in-cell (PIC) methods [108–110]. While in the past the appli-

cability of such methods has been strongly limited by the lack of affordable computational

power, the ever increasing performance of desktop PCs now enables such computations

on single workstations. A tremendous benefit of PIC methods is that complex systems

with strongly nonlinear dynamics can be investigated with using very little approximate

assumptions. Essentially, all physical effects described by the differential equations are

inherently included in the numerical solutions. The solution can even include subtle non-

linear effects, such as the modification of the eigenmodes of the photonic crystal caused

by the presence of the electron beam.

To summarize, the theoretical description of a pFEL fundamentally relies on the

Čerenkov effect, which we discuss in section 2.2. For a quantitative treatment of the

laser operation, solutions for the coupled Maxwell and Newton-Lorentz equations have

to be found. These equations are given in section 2.3. To prepare the calculation of

the small-signal gain, the properties of the photonic crystal eigenmodes and of the elec-

tron beam are given in section 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. The actual derivation of the

small-signal gain is given in section 2.6. We conclude the chapter with a brief overview

of the approach of PIC methods, which can be used for finding specific and almost non-

approximate solutions of the Maxwell and Newton-Lorentz equations that describe the

dynamics of the laser from start-up to steady-state operation.
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2.2 The Čerenkov effect

During the 1930s, P. A. Čerenkov performed extensive experimental studies to reveal the

origin of the incoherent light emitted from liquids when exposed to gamma radiation

[111]. He concluded that the observed faint, blueish emission is caused by the polarizing

effect of fast electrons ejected from atoms and molecules of the liquid when hit by the

gamma radiation. Frank and Tamm recognized that, to theoretically describe this effect,

the ejected electrons must move faster inside the medium than the generated light [112].

Based on this understanding they formulated a theory which is in excellent agreement

with the experimental results of Čerenkov. Nowadays, the radiation is called Čerenkov

radiation, after its discoverer. An extensive review of the original work was written by

Jelly and here we follow his description [113].

Čerenkov radiation is the electromagnetic response caused by a medium through which

charged particles are passing. For example, when an electron travels through a medium

such as water, it transiently polarizes atoms along its trajectory through the medium.

As a response, the polarized atoms or molecules radiate like elementary dipoles causing

the emission of a wavelet, i.e., each atom or molecule emits a short pulse of radiation

with wide spectral distribution. Two separate cases can be distinguished regarding the

electron velocity, v, with respect to the phase velocity of the electromagnetic field inside

the medium, vph. If the velocity of the electrons is lower than the phase velocity, no prop-

agating field is observed at large distances, as the emission from all dipoles destructively

interferes. However, when the electrons overcome the phase velocity of the electromag-

netic field inside the medium, net radiation is generated by the locally induced dipole

moments. This Čerenkov radiation is observed under a certain observation angle θ with

respect to the propagation axis of the electrons.

The observation angle θ of Čerenkov radiation can be obtained using a simple geomet-

rical Huygens’ construction. Figure 2.1 depicts schematically a single electron propagating

inside a dielectric material with a refractive index n. The electron travels from point A

to point E in a time ∆τ with the velocity v. For example, suppose water molecules are

located at points A to E. Each time the electron passes along a molecule, the electron

induces the emission of a wavelet from that molecule. This wavelet propagates with the

same phase velocity, vph, in all directions, thereby forming a spherical wave. However,

recall that all the emitted spherical waves propagate with a phase velocity vph lower than

the electron velocity v. As a result, when drawing the wavelets emitted from each molecule

at the moment when the electron reaches E, we observe that, due to constructive interfer-

ence, a wave front is formed from E to F . To determine the angle θ, which the wave front
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Figure 2.1: (a) Huygens’ construction to explain the emission angle and velocity threshold
of Čerenkov radiation in a dielectric. (b) Faint blueish glow in a nuclear fission reactor
due to Čerenkov emission from high energy charged particles in water (Reproduced with
kind permission from Idaho National Laboratory, USA, www.inl.gov).

encloses with the propagation direction of the electrons we analyze the triangle △AEF

shown in Fig. 2.1a.

When the electron travels from A to E in a time interval ∆τ , then the length of

the triangle’s hypothenuse is v/∆τ . During the same interval the wave that has been

generated at A is traveling the distance A to F , and so the length of the triangle‘s leg is

vph/∆τ . The angle θ is then

sin θ =
vph

v
. (2.1)

This equation only has a real solution when the electron velocity exceeds the phase velocity

of the light, which mathematically expresses the existence of a velocity threshold for

Čerenkov radiation in a dielectric medium.

As the refractive index n is defined as c/vph, all media in which the refractive index

exceeds unity enable the generation of Čerenkov emission. In gases the refractive index

is very close to unity, thus requiring electron velocities that are very close to the speed

of light (v > 0.99c) [114]. In media of higher density, e.g., solid-state matter and liquids,

Čerenkov radiation occurs at somewhat lower electron velocity, but is intermixed with a

variety of other effects undesired for slow-wave FELs. For example, Bremsstrahlung is

generated and Čerenkov radiation dominates only at high, relativistic electron velocities.

A common example of this is the blueish glow of the cooling water surrounding the core

of a nuclear fission reactor (Fig. 2.1b).

It is possible to generate Čerenkov radiation without simultaneously generating Brems-

strahlung if the electrons propagate in close proximity to the surface of the medium in-
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stead of being sent directly through the medium. In this case the space-charge field of the

electrons still penetrates the medium causing Čerenkov radiation. However, because the

space-charge field decreases inversely proportional to the distance between the electron

and the surface of the medium, the emission also decreases with the distance to the surface

[115]. Further, the emission turns out to be strong only at high electron velocities [116].

From what is said above it appears as if the efficient generation of Čerenkov radia-

tion would always require electron velocities close to the speed of light. This would be

extremely undesired for devising compact slow-wave FELs. However, it turns out that

Čerenkov radiation can also efficiently be excited with rather low electron velocities at a

small fraction of c in so-called effective dielectric media. Examples are electrical circuits,

metallic gratings or photonic crystals [8, 117, 118]. In such an effective dielectric medium,

both the macroscopic spatial configuration and the refractive indices of the materials de-

fine the effective refractive index and phase velocity. Based on these combined effects

it has recently been predicted that spontaneous Čerenkov emission of single electrons in

a photonic crystal should show no velocity threshold [119]. Furthermore, more complex

emission patterns, instead of simple cone shaped emission patterns are expected for these

crystals. The reason is that the emitted wavelets propagate in different directions with

different velocities, unlike in homogeneous, isotropic dielectrics.

For the sake of completeness let us note that in a photonic crystal Čerenkov radiation

is always accompanied by another electron emission process named transition radiation

[119, 120]. In homogeneous media of larger volume (bulk media) both can be strictly

distinguished. Čerenkov radiation is generated inside the homogeneous medium, while

transition radiation is emitted from the surface when electrons cross a dielectric boundary

between two homogeneous media. However, as Luo points out [119], in a photonic crystal

both occur simultaneously and a strict distinction between the contributing processes is

not possible. For the sake of brevity, in the following we will not further distinguish

between these emission processes and use a single term, Čerenkov radiation.

2.3 Basic equations

Considering photonic crystal as an effective dielectric medium immediately explains why

a single electron emits Čerenkov radiation when streaming through photonic crystals.

However, this does not take into account the actual spatial distribution of the local elec-

tromagnetic field inside a photonic crystal. The electromagnetic field inside a photonic

crystals is clearly different from the field in a homogeneous dielectric [44]. The enhance-

ment and suppression of spontaneous emission from quantum dots inside photonic crystals
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provides a striking example for this [19]. More specifically for our study, the interference of

Čerenkov emission from multiple electrons, as used in slow-wave FELs, results in incoher-

ent radiation when no special measures are taken. To describe the generation of coherent

Čerenkov emission from multiple electrons the feedback of the electromagnetic field on

the beam of free-electrons must be included self-consistently. To consider the actual elec-

tromagnetic field distribution inside photonic crystals and the feedback mechanism, a

complete theoretical analysis of the pFEL is required.

Electromagnetic fields are described by Maxwell’s equations

∇ × H(r, t) = J(r, t) +
∂D(r, t)

∂t
(2.2)

∇ × E(r, t) = −∂B(r, t)
∂t

(2.3)

∇ · B(r, t) = 0 (2.4)

∇ · D(r, t) = ρ(r, t). (2.5)

Here ρ(r, t) is the density of free charges, J(r, t) the density of free currents, E(r, t) the

electric and H(r, t) the magnetic field. All quantities can explicitly depend on the location

r and the time t. Throughout this thesis the electric displacement field D(r, t) is assumed

to be linearly dependent on the electric field

D(r, t) = ǫ0ǫ(r)E(r, t), (2.6)

where ǫ0 is the vacuum permittivity and ǫ is the relative permittivity describing the

dielectric material properties. This approximation is justified unless the field becomes

comparable to the internal binding fields of the dielectric. Note that ǫ can explicitly

depend on the location r to define the spatial structure of the photonic crystal. For

simplicity, we assume here that ǫ is a scalar. For the magnetic flux density, B(r, t), we

find

B(r, t) = µ0µ(r)H(r, t), (2.7)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability and µ is the relative permeability describing the mag-

netic material properties. In this thesis we discuss only non-magnetic photonic crystals

and set µ to unity.

Feedback on the electron motion due to electric and magnetic fields is described by
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the relativistic Newton-Lorentz equation,

F = mel
dγv(r, t)

dt
= qel [E(r, t) + v(r, t) × B(r, t)] . (2.8)

Here, F is the force, qel = −e is the electron charge, mel the electron mass, v the electron

velocity, and γ is the Lorentz factor, which is defined as

γ =
1

√

1 − |v|2/c2
. (2.9)

Via self-consistently solving the set of nonlinear differential equations (2.2)–(2.8), using

proper initial and boundary conditions, one would obtain a full description of the gen-

eration of coherent Čerenkov emission inside photonic crystals. However, solving this

coupled, nonlinear system of differential equations is mathematically very complex, es-

pecially, due to the complex boundary conditions needed to describe photonic crystals.

A first insight might be possible by linearizing the equations, for example by using the

method of Pierce [54, 89]. The linearization allows the approximate value of the small-

signal gain of certain slow-wave FELs to be determined. This is achieved by modeling the

slow-wave structure as effective dielectric that couples electromagnetic waves to the space-

charge waves propagating along the electron beam. In order to prepare the application of

this theory also for photonic crystals we first recall the properties of modes of a photonic

crystal, and the properties of space-charge waves on an electron beam, separately.

2.4 Photonic crystals

Photonic crystals are structures in which the dielectric constant varies periodically on the

order of the wavelength. One distinguishes different types of photonic crystals depending

on the number of dimensions that show discrete translational symmetry. An example of a

one-dimensional photonic crystal is an infinitely wide stack of an infinite number of peri-

odically alternating layers of two dielectrics. Such a structure has a discrete translational

symmetry in one direction and is homogeneous and infinitely extended in the other two

dimensions. Analogously, two- and three-dimensional crystals are periodically structured

in two and three dimensions. The electromagnetic field distribution allowed in these kinds

of structures is strongly influenced by the specific geometry of the crystal. Controlling the

design of such crystals enables an unprecedented control over the propagation [17] and

emission of light [16]. For a pFEL in particular it turns out that certain spatial Fourier

components of the electromagnetic field that co-propagate with the electrons can serve to
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enable stimulated emission.

To calculate the field distribution inside photonic crystals we closely follow the ap-

proach of Joannopoulos [44]. In the absence of free charges, such as free electrons, the

space charge density ρ(r, t) and the current density J(r, t) are both equal to zero. Under

these assumptions Maxwell’s equations (2.2)–(2.5) become linear differential equations.

The standard approach to solve the remaining equations is to separate the time depen-

dence from the spatial dependence by expanding the field into a set of temporally harmonic

modes with the angular frequency ω,

E(r, t) = Ê(r) exp (iωt) (2.10)

H(r, t) = Ĥ(r) exp (iωt), (2.11)

from which one derives a wave equation for the magnetic field distribution, Ĥ(r), given

by

θ̂ × Ĥ(r) =
(

ω

c

)2

Ĥ(r) (2.12)

with θ̂ being defined as the differential operator

θ̂ ≡ ∇ ×
(

1
ǫ(r)

∇×
)

. (2.13)

Equation (2.12) is called the master equation, because it completely determines the mag-

netic fields inside the photonic crystal if the magnetic field distribution Ĥ(r, t) is chosen

such that it is orthogonal to the electric field distribution Ê(r, t) [44]. The strategy to

find this orthogonal pair of electric and magnetic field distributions, for a structure with

a given ǫ(r) is as follows. First one solves for the magnetic field distribution Ĥ(r, t) via

eq. (2.12). Then one computes the corresponding, orthogonal electric field distribution

by using eq. (2.2)

Ê(r) = − i

ωǫ0ǫ(r)
∇ × Ĥ(r). (2.14)

When inspecting the master equation (2.12) in more detail, one observes that the master

equation defines an eigenvalue problem, which defines certain eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

The eigenvalues are proportional to the square of the angular frequency ω. To each

frequency ω, for which a solution of the master equation exists, corresponds an eigenvector

which is a particular spatial magnetic field distribution. Via eq. (2.14) this defines also
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a particular electric field distribution. Together, the pair of the two field distributions

forms a certain eigenmode of the photonic crystal which we also denote in the following

as photonic crystal mode.

Recognizing the master equation as an eigenvalue problem has two important ad-

vantages. First, numerous numerical methods exist for eigenvalue problems which can

be applied to solve for the eigenmodes [121]. Second, by looking at the mathematical

properties of the operator θ̂, one can derive some general characteristics of eigenmodes

of photonic crystals without the need to specify a particular geometry. Examples are

symmetry and scaling properties. The latter leads to a very useful and simple relation-

ship between situations which differ only in the overall spatial scale but not in the spatial

structure of the crystal.

To derive this useful scaling relation we consider a photonic crystal with a given spatial

dielectric configuration, ǫ(r). Let Ĥa(r) be a specific solution of the master equation with

an eigenfrequency ωa. Accordingly, the master equation for that photonic crystal mode is

∇ ×
(

1
ǫ(r)

∇ × Ĥa(r)
)

=
(

ωa

c

)2

Ĥa(r). (2.15)

Now, we spatially compress (or expand) the dielectric configuration of the initial photonic

crystal using an arbitrary scaling factor s, to create a new photonic crystal and find its

eigenmodes. The scaled dielectric dielectric configuration, ǫ′(r), can be described by using

the scaling factor to modify the spatial coordinates of the initial dielectric configuration,

ǫ′(r) = ǫ(r/s). (2.16)

To find the eigenmode field of the scaled photonic crystal we perform a substitution of

variables in equation (2.15). We set r′ = sr and ∇′ = ∇/s, which yields

s∇′ ×
(

1
ǫ(r′/s)

s∇′ × Ĥa(r′/s)
)

=
(

ωa

c

)2

Ĥa(r′/s). (2.17)

Here, ǫ(r′/s) can be replaced by ǫ′(r′), see (2.16). Dividing by s2 shows that

∇′ ×
(

1
ǫ′(r′)

∇′ × Ĥa(r′/s)
)

=
(

ωa

cs

)2

Ĥa(r′/s). (2.18)

It can be seen that this equation is identical to the master equation except that the new

eigenmode, Ĥb(r′) = Ĥa(r′/s), is scaled and the associated frequency, ωb = ωa/s, is scaled

by the same factor. To retrieve the mode profiles and frequencies for a scaled dielectric
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configuration ǫ′ of a photonic crystal one can simply re-scale the old mode profiles and

frequencies. This is called the scale-invariance of Maxwell’s equations.

The implications of the scale-invariance of Maxwell’s equations are enormous, both

for experimental realizations and for theoretical descriptions [44]. For instance, the fab-

rication of photonic crystals at optical wavelengths is very complex, time consuming and

prone to relatively large fabrication errors. However, for example in the microwave regime,

where the electromagnetic wavelengths are much larger, photonic crystals can be easily

fabricated. The scaling behavior allows the basic properties of a particular photonic crys-

tal to be studied at the microwave range and then the obtained results can be scaled

to the optical wavelength range. The only restriction is that materials with the same

dielectric coefficient have to be applied at both corresponding frequencies. Typically, this

is possible for many materials. For example, the high refractive index of silicon at optical

wavelengths is quite comparable to the high index of aluminun oxide in the microwave

range. Also, for theoretical calculations the scale invariance is very important. Regardless

of the precise practical dimensions the computed field distribution for a certain geome-

try can be scaled to any frequency. This obviously reduces numerous, time consuming

computations for the same geometry of photonic crystals at different wavelength scales,

but it also allows treating the numerical problem dimensionless. This greatly reduces the

required effort to develop an appropriate numerical algorithm.

When applying such algorithms to a specific photonic crystal, e.g., to develop appro-

priate photonic crystals for pFELs, it is found that the collection of eigenfrequencies forms

a band structure for the photonic crystal. This is in analogy to the band structure found

for electrons in solid-state matter. Many other properties of electron bands in a crystal

can also be found for photons in a photonic crystal, such as bandgaps. For photons a

bandgap is a frequency range in which no eigenmode can be found for any propagation di-

rection or polarization. Besides identifying the meaning of bandgaps, applying knowledge

from solid-state physics to other aspects of photonic crystals turns out to be very insight-

ful, especially for understanding the spatial shape and symmetry of electromagnetic field

distributions.

In the theory of solid-state physics, many properties of a crystal are deduced by as-

suming that the crystal is infinitely extended into all directions. In this case all properties

can be obtained by simply studying the unit cell of the crystal [122, 123]. Analogue to

solid-state physics it is possible to define a unit cell of the photonic crystal and to associate

reciprocal lattice vectors

G = m1b1 + m2b2 + m3b3. (2.19)
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Figure 2.2: The photonic band structure of a photonic crystal in a particular crystal
direction ξ. Two photonic crystal modes are shown in a normalized wave vector range of
the −1st to 1st spatial harmonic. For completeness the definition of the 1st Brillouin zone,
originating from solid-state physics is also indicated.

Here, m1, m2 and m3 are integers and b1, b2, and b3 are the primitive unit vectors that

span up reciprocal space. By exploiting the consequences of translational symmetry in

all directions for the master equation it can be shown that the eigenmodes of photonic

crystals Ĥ(r, k0) can be expressed as

Ĥ(r, k0) = u(r, k0) exp(−ik0r). (2.20)

This means that the electromagnetic field of each photonic crystal mode can be seen as

a single plane wave with the wave vector k0 multiplied by a periodic vector function

u(r, k0). This result is commonly known in solid-state physics as Bloch’s theorem [122],

and in electrical engineering as Floquet theorem [124]. It is of major importance to

recognize that u(r, k0) is equal to u(r, k0 + G). Thus, the frequency corresponding to k0

is the same for k0 + G. Figure 2.2 illustrates this with the example of a specific photonic

crystal by plotting the frequencies of two eigenmodes along a particular direction ξ in

which the period length of the crystal is aξ. From the figure it is observed that the

dispersion, which is the variation of ω versus kξ, is periodic. This means that the full

information of a band diagram can be limited to the so-called 1st Brillouin zone or 0th

spatial harmonic, with −aξ/π < kξ,0 < aξ/π. Both names have the same meaning, but

originate from solid-state physics [122] or electrical engineering [124], respectively. For

the remainder of this thesis we chose the terminology of electrical engineering and use the

term spatial harmonic.

The function u(r, k0) itself can be expressed as an infinite series of weighted plane
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waves and eq. (2.20) becomes

Ĥ(r, k0) =
∞
∑

G=−∞

cG(k0) exp [−i(k0 + G)r] . (2.21)

Each component of the series is called a spatial harmonic and cG(k0) is the vector of

amplitudes for that spatial harmonic. The wave vectors of each spatial harmonic must lie

on reciprocal lattice points. In eq. (2.21) this is expressed by stating that the summation

over G extends from minus to plus infinity. In other words, the summation extends over

the complete reciprocal space. It should be noticed that only the complete sum is an

eigenmode of the photonic crystal and not each spatial harmonic separately.

In the remainder of this thesis, the periodicity of photonic crystals is considered, for

simplicity, only along the most important direction. This is the direction along which the

electron beam propagates (z-direction). In this specific case the electric field Ê is

Ê(r, kz,0) =
∞
∑

m=−∞

Em(x, y, kz,0) exp(−ikz,mz) (2.22)

with kz,m = kz,0 +
2π

az

m. (2.23)

Here az is the period length of the unit cell in the z-direction and m is the order of the

spatial harmonic.

To connect these theoretical findings to the operation of pFELs, let us discuss the

consequences of the properties of photonic crystal modes for the emission of Čerenkov

radiation. In homogeneous dielectrics the emission of Čerenkov radiation requires that

the electron beam velocity exceeds the phase velocity of the electromagnetic field along

the electron propagation direction, here the z-direction. The phase velocity along the

z-direction is ω/kz. While electromagnetic fields in homogeneous dielectrics contain only

a single wave number kz, photonic crystal modes consist of an infinite number of spa-

tial harmonics. Each spatial harmonic has a different wave number kz,m. Thus, each

spatial harmonic also has its own specific phase velocity vph,m. A consequence of this is

that Čerenkov radiation inside photonic crystals shows no velocity threshold [119], un-

like Čerenkov emission in bulk dielectrics. For any electron velocity there always exists

a spatial harmonic with a phase velocity lower than the electron velocity. The spatial

harmonic wave number kz,m approaches infinity for large m. Hence, the associated phase

velocity approaches zero. However, for the operation of a pFEL this turns out to be of less

importance. At low electron velocities only a small probability for emission is found when

studying single electrons streaming through photonic crystals. This can be seen in the
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derivation of Kremers, who shows that the emission probability for Čerenkov radiation

by a single electron decreases with the spatial harmonic amplitude Em(x, y, kz,0) [125].

As eq. (2.22) is a Fourier series, the spatial harmonic amplitudes Em(x, y, kz,0) converge

towards zero when m reaches high values. Thus, also the emission probability strongly

reduces. From this we deduce that for a pFEL operation in a low spatial harmonic is

desired for having a low current threshold.

2.5 Electromagnetic waves on electron beams

Besides in photonic crystals, electromagnetic waves can also propagate in a wide variety

of other systems, including electron beams [88, 89, 126–128]. An electron beam consists

of a large number of electrons confined in a certain volume. Such confinement can be

achieved with a strong magnetic field. Owing to the long-range nature of electrostatic

interactions between the individual electrons, collective motion of the electrons allows

for propagation of waves along an electron beam, so-called space-charge waves. Space-

charge waves are longitudinal waves that involve a spatio-temporal modulation of the

electron density. Such motion affects the velocity-matching between the electrons and

the electromagnetic waves inside the crystal and are crucial for an understanding of the

specific frequency at which amplification occurs in slow-wave FELs [89].

To qualitatively explain the origin of space-charge waves, let us consider an infinitely

extended electron beam. The electrons are initially at rest and the total charge is neu-

tralized by a gas of positively charged, immobile ions. At equilibrium the electrons are

distributed homogeneously throughout the entire beam. However, a local imbalance of

charge can be created, e.g., by taking a sheet of electrons and displacing them from their

equilibrium position. This creates an electric field that pulls the electrons back to their

equilibrium position. When the electrons reach the equilibrium position they still have

momentum and overshoot, similar to the well-known harmonic oscillator. This process

repeats periodically and leads to an oscillation of the electrons around their equilibrium

positions. The oscillation frequency of the motion is the so-called plasma frequency, ωp,

and can be calculated via [89]:

ωp =

√

e2nel

melǫ0

. (2.24)

Here nel is the electron number density. While an oscillation of a lump of electrons around

the equilibrium position might be expected to induce a propagating wave via coupling to

neighboring electrons, in a stationary electron beam this is not found. It turns out that
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the described oscillation corresponds to a dispersion relation that is independent of the

wave number k and, therefore, has a group velocity of vg = 0. Thus, no propagating space-

charge wave is induced on a stationary electron beam by disturbing its local equilibrium.

This does also not change if the electron beam travels in a certain direction. Nevertheless,

a stationary observer would perceive the local space-charge oscillation as a propagating

space-charge wave.

The complete description of the dynamics of a traveling electron beam is much more

complex. In order to find a quantitative solution for space-charge waves on electron beams

we summarize the results given by Gilmour [89]. Mathematically, space-charge waves are

described by the coupled Maxwell’s and Newton-Lorentz equations. To find the properties

of space-charge waves Gilmour derives the following wave equation from the Maxwell’s

equation [89]

∇2E − 1
c2

∂2E

∂2t
= µ0

∂J

∂t
+ ∇

(

ρ

ǫ0

)

. (2.25)

Here it is assumed that ǫ is unity, which expresses the relatively low particle densities

in a typical beam. Further, it is assumed that the electron beam travels in the positive

z-direction and that initially all electrons have the same velocity, vz,0. To focus only on

the basic nature of space-charge waves, we again assume an infinitely extended electron

beam which is neutralized by a background gas of stationary, positively charged ions.

Mathematically this means that we perform a one-dimensional analysis, where transverse

variations are excluded. Physically such a situation occurs when an infinite magneto-static

field is applied along the z-direction, such that the Lorentz force restricts the electron

motion to the z-direction. In this one-dimensional treatment the vectors E and J in

eq. (2.25) become scalars, Ez and Jz, and one obtains a scalar wave equation

∂

∂z
Ez − 1

c2

∂2Ez

∂2t
= µ0

∂Jz

∂t
+

∂

∂z

(

ρ

ǫ0

)

. (2.26)

Even with these significant approximations, can eq. (2.26) not easily be solved. The

differential equation (2.26) remains nonlinear because the current density, which enters

eq. (2.26), is the product of electron velocity and the space-charge density:

Jz(z, t) = ρ(z, t)vz(z, t). (2.27)

To find the solution of eq. (2.26), one can linearize the system of coupled equations when

restricting to small changes of all oscillating quantities as compared to their stationary

values. Thus, for the electric field Ez, the current density Jz, the space-charge density ρ,
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and the electron velocity vz we write

A(z, t) = A0(z) + ÃRF exp (iωt − ikzz) with ÃRF ≪ A0. (2.28)

Here, the A represents the quantities, Ez, Jz, ρ, and vz. Note that this approach removes

from the considerations the stationary part of the field (DC-component) caused by the

average space-charge of electrons. The remaining dynamical part (RF-component) os-

cillates in time and space, and forms the space-charge wave. For the amplitude of the

oscillating beam current J̃z,RF , the result of the linearization can be summarized as the

so-called electronic equation [89],

J̃z,RF = −iωǫ0

ω2
p

γ3(ω − kzvz,0)2
Ẽz,RF . (2.29)

Inserting the electronic equation into the wave equation (2.26), we derive the following

dispersion equation,

(

k2
z − ω2

c2

)(

1 − ω2
p

γ3(ω − kzvz,0)2

)

Ẽz,RF = 0. (2.30)

This equation has four independent solutions, two being ordinary electromagnetic waves

with kz = ±ω/c2 which would also exist without an electron beam present: i.e. at zero

plasma frequency ωp = 0. The other two solutions are only possible with an electron

beam present and are space-charge waves. From eq. (2.30) the wave numbers of these

space-charge waves are found as

kz =
ω ∓ ωp/γ3/2

vz,0

. (2.31)

The meaning of this equation can be better understood by calculating the phase velocities

of the two waves it describes,

vfast =
vz,0

1 − γ−3/2ωp/ω
(2.32)

vslow =
vz,0

1 + γ−3/2ωp/ω
. (2.33)

It can be seen that the space-charge waves which can propagate along an electron beam

either have a phase velocity slightly faster or slower than the DC velocity of the electron

beam. Hence, the modes are named fast space-charge wave or slow space-charge wave,

respectively.
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The consequence of the excitation of space-charge waves can be illustrated by com-

paring the kinetic energy density of an electron beam of uniform velocity vz,0 [128],

u = melc
2nel(γ − 1), (2.34)

to the energy density when space-charge waves are present.

It can be shown [128] that in the latter case the energy density, u, is increased by an

amount

∆ufast =
1
2

mel

e
|ρ̃RF |2γ3 vz,0

ρ0

(vfast − vz,0) > 0, (2.35)

for the fast space-charge wave, and the energy density is lowered for the slow space-charge

wave by

∆uslow =
1
2

mel

e
|ρ̃RF |2γ3 vz,0

ρ0

(vslow − vz,0) < 0. (2.36)

This result shows that exciting a slow space-charge wave on an electron beam with an

external longitudinal electric field leads to a reduced kinetic energy for the electron beam.

Note that, in order to provide a propagating electromagnetic wave that can reduce the

kinetic energy a wave needs to have a longitudinal field component. This requires ap-

propriate boundary conditions [129]. If these boundary conditions are met, the reduction

of kinetic energy will lead, via total energy conservation, to a growth of the inducing

longitudinal electric field. Assume now a weak longitudinal field is initially present. This

weak field then excites a space-charge wave that excites a larger electric field which ex-

cites again a space-charge wave and so on. As a result an energy flow from electron

beam to electromagnetic wave sets in and increases the initially low electromagnetic field

amplitude. In contrast, exciting the fast space-charge wave increases the kinetic energy

as compared to the original electron beam. Energy from the electric field is transferred

to the electron beam, which lead to an energy flow from electromagnetic wave to the

electron beam, which reduces the electromagnetic field amplitude to increase the electron

velocity. For the pFEL this means that only the slow space-charge wave can grow in

the interaction between the electrons and the velocity-matched mode component in the

photonic crystal. The fast space-charge wave is still of interest, but for other applications.

For instance, for the purpose of building an electron accelerator by injecting an external

electromagnetic wave into a photonic crystal [130–133]. Photonic crystal accelerators are,

however, beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2.6 Linear theory of slow-wave free-electron lasers

In the previous section, two types of wave solutions were found for an infinite electron

beam by linearizing the coupled differential equations set up by the Maxwell and Newton-

Lorentz equations. The resulting dispersion equation (2.30) has four solutions. Two of

the solutions were found to be ordinary electromagnetic waves with a phase velocity of

vph = c. Two space-charge waves were found to have a phase velocity vph = vfast and

vph = vslow, which is close to the DC electron velocity vz,0. In the discussed case, these

waves remain uncoupled which is seen by the fact that the dispersion equation (2.30) is

homogeneous.

A coupling is introduced between the four wave solutions when the electric field is also

allowed to vary in the transverse directions: i.e.

(

∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2

)

Ez 6= 0. (2.37)

However, the general result hardly changes if the phase velocity of the electromagnetic

waves without an electron beam present remains greatly different from the electron veloc-

ity [128]. For example, in free space, or when a material lowers the phase velocity of the

electromagnetic waves somewhat, the two electromagnetic waves have a phase velocity

in the order of the vacuum velocity of light, vph ≈ c, and with a relatively slow electron

beam the space-charge waves have their phase velocity vph ≈ vz,0 close to the slow electron

velocity. With such a significant velocity mismatch the coupling between electron beam

and electromagnetic wave remains very weak.

To create a strong coupling, the phase velocity of the electromagnetic waves needs to be

decreased so much that it is close to the slow electron velocity, e.g., by means of a suitable

dielectric. To mathematically describe this situation, the electric field, the current density,

the space-charge density, and the electron velocity are again linearized using the ansatz of

eq. (2.28). However, now the wave vector kz will generally have to be a complex number

such that its imaginary part describes the growth of the amplitude with propagation

distance z. As we have just discussed, for any coupling between electromagnetic waves and

electron beams, transverse variations in the fields are needed. Thus, transverse variations

should be taken into account in the electronic equation (2.29) and the electronic equation

becomes a vector equation. However, when the longitudinal current density Jz is much

bigger than the transverse current densities Jx and Jy, and, thus Jz varies approximately

only with z, eq. (2.29) remains a good approximation. This is justified when a strong

magneto-static guiding field limits the electron motion to the z-direction. In this situation
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the wave equation for the z-component of the electric field becomes

(

k2
z − ω2

c2

)(

1 − ω2
p

γ3(ω − kzvz,0)2

)

Ẽz,RF (x, y) = −∇2
T Ẽz,RF (x, y). (2.38)

Here, ∇2
T = ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2 is the transverse Laplace operator. For the complex wave number it

is assumed that it remains comparable to the wave number of the electromagnetic wave

without an electron beam present, i.e.,

kz = kz,ǫ + ∆k ∆k ≪ kz,ǫ. (2.39)

Here kz,ǫ is the wave number of the electromagnetic field inside the dielectric in the absence

of an electron beam. The effect of the coupling to the electron beam is described by ∆k.

These two equations describe generally the linearized growth of an electric field inside a

slow-wave FEL whose field in absence of the electron beam can be described by a single

wave number kz,ǫ.

Solving equation (2.38) has been carried out using different approaches [54, 103]. The

original solution from Pierce is based on using equivalent transmission lines and a ballistic

approach [54]. Later, also direct solutions of the wave equation have been given [103]. As

we use very slow electrons, vz,0 ≪ c, throughout this thesis we can restrict ourselves to the

non-relativistic limit with γ = 1. If we further assume velocity-matched amplification by

a transversely thin electron beam, i.e., evaluating eq. (2.38) at a single transverse beam

location (xb, yb), both mathematical approaches give the same solution. The four different

wave numbers kj that belong to linearly independent solutions of equation (2.38) are

k1 = kz,ǫ +
kz,ǫC

2
+ i

√
3

2
kz,ǫC,

k2 = kz,ǫ +
kz,ǫC

2
− i

√
3

2
kz,ǫC,

k3 = kz,ǫ − kz,ǫC,

k4 = −kz,ǫ + kz,ǫ
C3

4
,

(2.40)

with C being the so-called gain parameter defined as:

C ≡
(

|Ez,matched(xb, yb)|2
2k2

z,ǫWvg

I0

4U0

)1/3

. (2.41)

Here, I0 is the electron beam current, U0 the kinetic energy of the electrons expressed

as the acceleration voltage used to accelerate the electron beam, W is the energy per

unit volume stored in the electromagnetic wave, and vg is the group velocity at the

velocity-matched wave number. The gain parameter further depends on the electric field
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Figure 2.3: The amplitude Ãj,RF versus z-position of the four waves resulting from the
coupling of an electromagnetic field with space-charge waves.

amplitude, Ez,matched(xb, yb), of the z-component that is velocity-matched. The observa-

tion that four different wave numbers are found as a solution for the differential equation

can be understood as follows. While, in a dielectric without an electron beam present,

only a single wave number kz,ǫ describes the electromagnetic field, this fundamentally

changes when an electron beam is present. As each kj describes an independent solution

of the differential equation (2.38), the general solution for the oscillating part of the elec-

tromagnetic field, Êz,RF , and all other quantities (ρ̂RF , Ĵz,RF , v̂z,RF ) has to be a linear

superposition of all four waves:

ÂRF (xb, yb, z) =
4
∑

j=1

Ãj,RF (xb, yb) exp(−ikjz). (2.42)

Here A represents again any of these quantities. The amplitudes of the specific solutions,

Ãj,RF , are determined by the specific boundary and initial conditions of the investigated

situation.

In order to understand the physical meaning of the four different wave numbers, kj,
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let us discuss the magnitude and sign of their real and imaginary parts. What simplifies

the discussion is that the gain parameter C typically ranges between 0.01 to 0.1, [89].

Thus, the real part of all four wave numbers kj is close to the wave number kz,ǫ in the

absence of the electron beam. The sign of the real part of the wave numbers k1 and k2

is positive. Hence, the associated waves propagate in the positive z-direction (forward).

The magnitude of the wave numbers k1 and k2, is slightly bigger than the original wave

number kz,ǫ which indicates that both waves propagate at the same frequency ω with a

lower phase velocity than the original wave. Analyzing k3 and k4 we observe that the wave

associated with k3 propagates faster than the original wave in the forward direction and

that the wave with the wave number k4 propagates backwards. Sign and magnitude of the

imaginary part of the wave numbers kj indicate whether the wave amplitude is constant,

exponentially decaying, or increasing with the positive z-position. This is schematically

depicted in Fig. 2.3 for positive C. It can be seen that, for the complex conjugated pair k1

and k2, one of the wave is exponentially damped and the other is exponentially growing.

The growth of the amplitude is hereby dependent on the gain parameter C. The wave

numbers k3 and k4 have a zero imaginary part. Thus, their amplitude stays constant with

increasing z-position.

The gain parameter C can also become negative, namely, when the group velocity

of the wave is negative. We will find that this is the situation typically encountered in

photonic crystals, but the approach for deriving the wave numbers remains valid [88]. The

only difference in the final result is that now, instead of the wave with k1, it is the wave

with k2 which grows exponentially and k1 decreases exponentially with position. Thus,

depending on the sign of C, the wave with the wave number k1 or k2 should be observed

as amplified output.

While it is found that only one of the four possible waves is exponentially growing, in

general a non-zero amplitude of the other waves is still required to fulfill the boundary

and initial conditions of the differential equation system. The standard approximation is

to assume that only the three forward waves are excited [87]. Under the conditions that

the incoming beam is initially not bunched, shows no velocity spread, and that a certain

non-zero input field, Ein, is injected at z = 0 this input field grows as [89]

Êz,RF =
Ein

3

[

1 + 2 exp
(

−i
6π

2
CN

)

cosh
(

π
√

3CN
)

]

exp [−i(1 − C)2πN ] . (2.43)

Here z is expressed in units of the wavelength λz,ǫ, N = zλ−1
z,ǫ . Equation (2.43) describes

a rather complex development of the injected field with propagation distance. A super-

position of three waves, that either grow, decay or remain constant with z is found. The
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named initial and boundary conditions imply that, at z = 0 or N = 0, each of these waves

carries a third of the total amplitude. Only at a distance of multiple wavelengths, beyond

N ≫ 1, shows eq. (2.43) that the growing wave begins to dominate and the total field

can be approximated with a much simpler expression [89]

Êz,RF =
Ein

3
exp

(

π
√

3CN
)

, (2.44)

and a corresponding power growth,

P̂z,RF =
Pin

9
exp

(

2π
√

3CN
)

. (2.45)

We observe that effectively only a third of the actually injected field amplitude, Ein, be-

comes amplified, while the other two thirds decrease or remain unchanged. The wave

that is amplified, due to the factor one third in the initial field amplitude, carries only

a ninth of the injected power as can be seen in the eq. (2.45). Therefore, only a one

ninth fraction of the initial power, Pin = E2
in, becomes effectively amplified. An simplified

physical understanding of this mathematical conclusion is as follows. To bunch the ini-

tially continuous stream of electrons, half of the electrons needs to be accelerated which

decreases a part of the initially injected field strength.

It is common to express eq. (2.45) in terms of a power gain in decibel:

G[dB] = −9.54 [dB] + 47.3CN [dB]. (2.46)

The -9.54 dB term results from the factor one ninth in eq. (2.45) and can be seen as an

effective loss factor for radiation injected at z = 0 for amplification. As the loss term is

connected with the initial absence of bunching in the injected electron beam, we will refer

to this term as bunching loss in the remainder of this thesis. The value of the second

term per number of wavelengths, Gλ = 47.3C, is usually called gain per wavelength.

So far we have investigated thin electron beams, however, in real situations the electron

beam always possesses a finite transverse size. This means that transversely different parts

of the electron beam experience a varying Ez field. To take this transverse variation into

account an averaging over the electron beam cross section, S, is usually performed to

determine C:

C =
(
∫

S |Ez,matched(x, y)|2 dS

2k2
z,ǫWvgS

I0

4U0

)1/3

. (2.47)

In summary, eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) predict the small-signal gain experienced by an elec-
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tromagnetic wave when driven by an electron beam of matched velocity. The wave is

considered to contain just a single wave number kz,ǫ in the absence of the electron beam.

While this is a valid assumption for an electromagnetic wave propagating inside a di-

electric we have seen that a photonic crystal mode consists of a superposition containing

multiple wave numbers, so-called spatial harmonics. The amplitude of these spatial har-

monics, Em(x, y, kz,0), is determined from the specific spatial boundary conditions which

the total field has to comply to in a given type of photonic crystal, compare eq. (2.22).

This means that the above theory does not represent the precise amplification condi-

tions found in a photonic crystal. While the theory describes the amplification for a single

wave number only, multiple wave numbers should be included in the ansatz when solving

the differential equation (2.38). Such a situation is also present in backward-wave oscil-

lators that use corrugated waveguides for velocity-matching between the electron beam

and the electromagnetic wave [95, 99, 134, 135]. Corrugated waveguides are metallic

waveguides with a periodic variation of the transverse size. This geometry leads to an

electromagnetic field that is composed of an infinitive number of spatial harmonics. In

these devices it is assumed that the interaction takes place only with the velocity-matched

wave number of a certain spatial harmonic, for which

kz,ǫ = kz,m, (2.48)

and that only the electromagnetic field at that wave number bunches the electron beam

Ez,matched(x, y) = Ez,m(x, y, kz,0). (2.49)

This corresponds to the assumption that the corrugated waveguide can be approximated

as an effective dielectric medium. The refractive index of this effective dielectric is chosen

such that it results in a phase velocity matched to the electron velocity and that the

electromagnetic field has a transverse pattern identical to the velocity-matched spatial

harmonic. While this assumption is widely used for backward-wave oscillator, it has also

been shown that the influence of lower spatial harmonics can either increase or decrease

the starting current of backward-wave oscillators [136].

In principle, one can assume the same for a photonic crystal. However, it is not

guaranteed that this predicts the actual small-signal gain for a pFEL, where there is also

a transverse periodic variation present different to a backward-wave oscillator. Thus,

before drawing conclusions for pFELs from this theory we should carefully validate its

applicability for pFELs. In addition, truly nonlinear effects, such as the strength of mode

competition effects, which involve a strong degree of gain saturation can of course never
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be described by a linear model and require a nonlinear theory.

2.7 Nonlinear theory: particle-in-cell calculations

The linear theory presented in the last section can be used to investigate the small-signal

gain after being validated. This underlines the need for a more comprehensive approach in

order to perform this validation. However, more importantly even the best linear theory

will never allow the investigation of truly nonlinear effects in a pFEL. An example of

these effects is mode competition. Another very important drawback of linear theories

based on photonic crystal modes is that they cannot easily handle the effects that are

introduced by additional non-periodic boundaries, such as the finite size of any photonic

crystal structure. Investigating these effects is only possible using a theoretical approach

that solves the full nonlinear differential equation system (2.2)–(2.8) which can handle all

complex geometrical boundary conditions.

Particle-in-cell (PIC) techniques can directly solve the underlying nonlinear differen-

tial equation system with very little approximate assumptions [108, 109]. For instance,

PIC methods have already been in use since the early 1950th to analyze nonlinear ef-

fects in plasma physics [137]. Since then, these methods have developed enormously.

Initially only one-dimensional codes where used [137], but now many three-dimensional

codes are available [110, 138–141]. These codes have been successfully applied in a huge

variety of situations. Examples are found in astrophysics, particle acceleration and FELs

[69, 83, 142–146]. For FELs in particular, these codes allow the investigation of multi-

dimensional effects and highly nonlinear phenomena, which is very complex using other

techniques [144]. For example, even the most sophisticated analytic codes typically con-

sider the electron beam charge being neutralized by a background of ions [144]. However, a

background of ions is typically not present in real FELs, and in contrast to most analytical

techniques PIC calculations can easily include this situation.

In FEL applications the PIC method follows the trajectories of the electrons in time

and space, dependent on externally applied or self-generated electromagnetic fields in a

self-consisted manner. The entire spatial field distribution is computed for each time

step on a fixed grid and the individual particle positions and velocities are tracked in a

continuous space. Thus, the state of an electron at an instant in time is set by three spatial

coordinates and three momentum coordinates represented by a point in a six-dimensional

space, the so-called phase space. At each time step the field changes due to new particle

positions and due to changing particle velocities via the Maxwell equations. Particle

motion and acceleration is calculated based on the field generated forces determined by
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Figure 2.4: The four steps performed during each calculation cycle ∆t of the particle-in-
cell method. The named equations and symbols are given in section 2.3.

the Newton-Lorentz equation, to proceed to the next time step. Implementation of such

calculations in three dimensions has to be carefully designed [109], due to susceptibility

to discrete particle noise [147]. Simultaneously, the numerical code needs to be strongly

optimized with regard to processing efficiency, so that tolerable computation times can

be achieved. A description of the numerical implementation would go far beyond the

scope of this thesis. However, the basic implementation of this scheme in only one spatial

dimension is conceptually very simple and provides a good insight into the strength of

the method.

To simplify the explanation, we discuss here the implementation of a one-dimensional

PIC code given by Birdsall and Langdon [109]. The interested reader can find the exten-

sion to three-dimensional codes including electromagnetic fields in this excellent textbook

as well. The computation cycle used to advance the particles by a single time step ∆t is

shown in Fig. 2.4. The cycle starts with appropriate initial conditions for each particle

i at its position zi and velocity vi in the continuous phase space. The field quantities

are computed on a spatial grid, Zj, at discrete locations in space, as indicated by the

index j. In a typical FEL about 106 to 1010 electrons are simultaneously present in the

laser and need to be processed each time step. While computer technology has made
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impressive advances in the past, such a high number of particles can still not be efficiently

processed. To enable a reasonably fast computation it is common to lump together a

number of particles into so-called super-particles. These super-particles carry a charge

and mass much larger than that of a single electron in a manner that charge and mass

flow are equal to the considered electron beam and the stream of super-particles yields

the resulting electric current.

To calculate the field generated by the super-particles one needs to determine the

current density and space-charge density due to the particles on the grid points. As the

particle position can also be located in-between the grid points, this process of charge

and current assignment requires an interpolation. As the number of super-particle is still

around 100,000 a fast weighting technique is preferable. The fastest weighting technique

would be to assign the complete particle charge to the nearest grid point. However,

such zero-order weighting tends to advance unphysical results [109]. For a compromise

between speed and accuracy, the following first order weighting scheme is typically applied

to calculate the charge from each super-particle i on the grid point j.

qj = qs,i
∆z − (zi − Zj)

∆z
(2.50)

Here ∆z denotes the mesh resolution and qs,i is the charge of the ith super-particle. Note

that an assignment of a point charge to its nearest grid point by linear interpolation

produces the same result. Such a viewpoint is named particle-in-cell which has become

synonymous for the complete method.

After integration of the field equations on the grid, a second interpolation step is

required in order to propagate (push) the particles via the appropriate force present at

the particle positions i in the last step. In order to avoid so-called self-forces, it is desirable

to use the same weighting scheme for both the field and charge weighting steps [109]. A

self-force is a force on a mesh created by a certain particle that in turn acts back on

that particle, e.g., accelerating the particle itself. As a first order weighting scheme is

used for interpolating the charges on the grid, the same weighting scheme is applied for

interpolating the electric field at the particle position zi:

E(zi) =
[

Zj+1 − zi

∆z

]

Ej +
[

zi − Zj

∆z

]

Ej+1. (2.51)

To finish the computation cycle, one needs to integrate the equations of motion. From

tracing single particles it is known that higher order methods, such as the fifth order

Runge-Kutta method, are very accurate [148]. However, the choice of method is strongly

influenced by concerns over the computation power required. In the PIC calculations that
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we typically perform here, we select on the order of 100, 000 super-particles in the model.

The minimum information needed to integrate the equations of motions are the particle

positions zi and velocities vi at a single time t for zero order methods. Higher-order

methods also require to store also the positions and velocities at earlier times, i.e., at

multiple time steps. This increases both the amount of storage required and the number

of operations to advance the particles [149]. So it is desirable to find a simple method

with a reasonable accuracy.

A simple but astonishingly accurate method is the leap-frog integration scheme [150]

which is the standard method employed in PIC schemes to push the particles [109]. After

the particles have been pushed, one computational cycle is finished. By repeating a huge

number of these computational cycles, each describing an extremely small time step, the

particle propagation and generation of fields can be calculated in a self-consistent manner

[108, 109].

Implementing these steps not only in a single spatial dimension, but in three-dimen-

sions, makes PIC methods very powerful tools. For example, three-dimensional PIC

methods allow to compute the temporal evolution of the electromagnetic field, particle

positions and velocities in a slow-wave FEL [69, 83, 144, 145]. Specifically for the present

work, it becomes possible, e.g., to compute the steady-state output power of pFELs or

investigate mode competition in pFELs. This is impossible using linear methods. Further,

even sophisticated effects such as space-charge forces from non-neutralized electron beams

are included. In the remainder of this thesis, we repeatedly use this powerful method to

obtain deeper insight into a pFEL.





3
Photonic free-electron laser pumped

by a single electron beam

The emission of light sources is strongly affected by periodic surroundings [16]. This

effect is achieved via a modification of the type and density of electromagnetic modes into

which emission occurs. Examples are metamaterials, plasmonic structures and photonic

crystals. These structures radically alter the emission of embedded light sources, such

as quantum dots, molecules and atoms [16, 19, 25, 29, 151, 152]. This control enables

unique photonic-crystal lasers, including surface-emitting quantum cascade lasers, ultra-

fast modulated lasers and ultra-low threshold lasers [31, 32, 34, 35]. Notably, the unique

properties of photonic-crystal lasers are also of high interest for many applications, such

as optoelectronic integrated circuits [153] and lab-on-a-chip applications.

Lab-on-a-chip applications greatly simplify the analysis of biological and chemical

samples [39–43] and photonic-crystal lasers are very attractive as laser source in these

applications, because the inherent subwavelength feature size of photonic-crystal lasers

allows to supply the radiation in a compact format. A wider applicability of photonic-

crystal lasers in these applications requires to provide many different frequency ranges

for the great variety of different samples one would like to study. However, to date,

photonic-crystal lasers are based on bound-electron transition, e.g., in semiconductors or
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quantum dots, which cannot provide a wide variety of frequencies ranges. Specifically,

photonic-crystal lasers have remained limited to the emission of wavelengths that can

be amplified by the material-specific transitions provided by the chosen embedded light

source [154]. Despite the fact that photonic crystals are widely frequency scalable, see

section 2.4, a photonic crystal laser at infrared wavelength, for example based on the

emission of quantum dots, cannot be easily scaled to operate at THz frequencies. Such

scaling would require finding embedded light sources at THz frequencies which provide

the same properties as the original light source at optical frequencies. In practice this is

very difficult.

In contrast, free electrons emit over huge spectral ranges, when inducing transitions

between states of different kinetic energy. This is illustrated by the fact that FEL facilities

can cover extremely wide ranges of frequencies from the THz to the X-ray range [47].

Through the velocity of the electrons the emission frequency is essentially freely scalable,

just as is the control of emission via scaling of photonic crystals. Thus, it is of utmost

interest to combine the scalable emission frequency of free electrons with the frequency

scalability of photonic crystals. A precondition is that the emission of free-electrons can

be suitably controlled and enhanced by the photonic crystal in order to realize stimulated

emission. Given the frequency scalability of this approach, a smaller photonic crystal

period leads to an increased emission frequency. When restricted to relatively low electron

velocity, this approach appears promising for the realization of miniaturized free-electron

lasers which are hand-held, or even fit “on a chip”.

In first attempts of the latter kind, low energy free electrons have been sent through

photonic crystals and have shown to generate spontaneous Čerenkov emission in a number

of different frequency ranges [118, 155], including visible radiation. These experiments

used small pump currents typically below 1 µA, meaning that either a low number of

electrons or only single electrons are simultaneously present in the crystal. Naturally, such

results are well-described by single-electron models [119, 156, 156–158] which neglect any

feedback of the generated light on the electrons. However, when the number of electrons

is increased to enhance the amount of generated radiation, single electron-models fail to

describe feedback. Therefore, no electron bunching causing stimulated emission and laser

oscillation can be predicted, even for high electron currents.

So far feedback from Čerenkov radiation in photonic crystal modes on electrons has

typically been described using a one-dimensional approach [159]. In the model, the elec-

tromagnetic field has been approximated as a superposition of at most up to three plane

waves with different phase velocities propagating in the same direction and the slowly vary-

ing envelope approximation is applied [159]. While such modeling allows the description
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of exponential growth and the emergence of gain saturation, the according dynamic devel-

opment of electron bunching has never been presented. Fundamentally, the restriction to

three plane waves also fails to correctly describe the growth of modes inside photonic crys-

tals for three reasons. First, a one-dimensional scheme neglects the transverse variation of

the electromagnetic field which alters the gain. Second, the scheme fails to describe that

the photonic crystal modes are composed of an infinite number of spatial harmonics, each

with its own wave number, in order to fulfill all the boundary conditions of a photonic

crystal. Third, the slowly varying envelope approximation becomes invalid at the limit of

small group velocities [160], which are routinely experienced at the edge of a spatial har-

monic, i.e., kξ = mπ/aξ (see Fig. 2.2). This invalidity is a fundamental limitation because

the linear theory (see section 2.6) predicts a diverging gain at exactly these frequencies

(see eq. (2.47)). A diverging gain cannot be realistic because such growth would, eventu-

ally, be in contradiction with the law of energy conservation. While interesting work has

been published for a single set of parameters using also a three-dimensional model [161],

this description of stimulated emission and laser oscillation generated by free electrons

traveling through photonic crystals remains far from being complete. Therefore, previous

work is incapable of correctly predicting the full spatio-temporal dynamics for pFELs.

In this chapter we present a complete and detailed investigation of a pFEL based

on three-dimensional PIC calculations. As pointed out in chapter 2.7 such calculations

are direct numerical solutions of the coupled nonlinear differential equations, with all

transverse variations included, all boundary conditions fulfilled, and in which the slowly

varying envelope approximation is dropped. To reduce the complexity of the study we

limit ourselves to a single electron beam in this chapter. An extension to multiple beams

is given in the next chapter. In section 3.1 we present the general working principle for

pFELs. In section 3.2 we apply the working principle, especially velocity-matching, to

predict the operating frequencies of pFELs. To provide for the first time a comprehensive

investigation of the oscillation of a pFEL, we analyze the prototype of a basic pFEL

pumped by a single electron beam by using a PIC method (see section 3.3). First, we

study in great detail the start-up dynamics of the electromagnetic field and the electron

beam dynamics for a typical electron velocity. Then, we investigate the laser threshold,

steady-state output power and the frequency tuning upon change of the electron velocity.

While the PIC calculations on which these results are based offer a great amount of insight

into the detailed dynamical behavior of the laser, these calculations are also extremely

time-consuming. Using simplified theories, such as linear gain theories, might be much

faster, but the inherent approximations might lead to deviations. The magnitude of these

potential deviations is largely unknown. In fact, for the pFEL, simplified theories have
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never been validated versus nonlinear PIC calculations. Such a comparison is presented

in section 3.4. Section 3.5 summarizes the main conclusion from these investigations.

3.1 Working principle of a pFEL

To describe the working principle, we combine theoretical work on photonic crystals with

Čerenkov emission and slow-wave FEL theory. We formulate the principle using terms

such as spontaneous and stimulated emission to underline the close analogy to other

types of lasers. The gain in a pFEL is provided by electrons which stream through a

photonic crystal. When a single electron enters the crystal it induces dipoles in the

material of the photonic crystal due to its space-charge field. This is similar to the

Čerenkov effect in homogeneous, isotropic dielectrics (see section 2.2). As the electron

propagates, the induced dipoles show a time dependent strength and orientation such that

the positive charge of the dipoles remain oriented towards the passing electron. Due to

the dipoles time dependence, they emit light in the form of wavelets. The total emission

induced by a single electron is formed by the interference of all these wavelets, just as

in a homogeneous isotropic dielectric. However, unlike the emission in these materials,

the periodic environment in a photonic crystal significantly modifies the total emission

for even a single electron. In a simple dielectric the wavelet propagation is described by

the evolution of a spherical wave. In contrast, for photonic crystals each propagation

direction may possess a different phase and group velocity. As a consequence Čerenkov

emission inside photonic crystals reveals unique properties, such as the lack of a velocity

threshold and an optimized emission for mode frequencies that are velocity-matched in a

low spatial harmonic [118, 119, 125, 156, 157].

The reason why emission into velocity-matched frequencies is maximized can be illus-

trated by looking at a particular example. Assume a specific photonic crystal set up from

an array of infinitely long metallic rods in vacuum spaced a distance a from each other.

A single, passing electron induces a time-dependent dipole into each metallic rod. This is

because electrons in the metal are quasi free to be displaced by the external field of the

passing free electron. Thus, each rod emits a single wavelet. From each rod the emitted

wavelet propagates in all directions. While the detailed evolution of the wavelet is com-

plex, assume that a part of the wavelet propagates with a matched phase velocity along

the electron propagation direction. This part of the emitted wavelet arrives at the next

rods simultaneously with the electron and the next wavelet emissions are all temporally

synchronized with the first wavelet. This leads to a constructive interference between all

generated wavelets. At frequencies where no such velocity-matching exists, the emission
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from many rods destructively interferes. This indicates that a maximum amount of radi-

ation should be emitted into a velocity-matched frequency of a certain photonic crystal

mode. When comparing the emission strength for different modes one should take into

account that the spatial harmonic amplitude usually decays with an increasing order of

the spatial harmonic, m. Thus, one would expect that velocity-matching at low spatial

harmonics leads to a stronger emission, compared to matching at higher spatial harmon-

ics. Indeed, this has been calculated by Kremers [125], using a complex mathematical

formalism. In conclusion, the emission from a single electron in a photonic crystal is

enhanced at the velocity-matched frequencies of the modes.

So far the described emission from single electrons has been presented in the framework

of a entirely deterministic classical theory. As a result the Čerenkov emission is coherent,

as the emission process and the initial velocity and position of the electron is completely

deterministic. However, electron velocity and position are always compromised by noise.

The most important noise effects for any slow-wave FEL are shot noise and velocity noise.

Shot noise is due to the discrete nature of electrons and the process to generate free

electrons. For example, the electron emission of thermionic cathodes usually employed in

slow-wave FELs is a statistic process [89, 162]. Velocity noise arises due to the Maxwellian

velocity distribution of emitted electrons from a hot cathode [89, 163]. Thus, the electron

position and momentum are not exactly determined. It is this uncertainty in the electron

position that makes the time of emission fundamentally unpredictable. This is a central

characteristic of spontaneous, i.e., incoherent emission. In this perspective, the single

electron emission in a photonic crystal can be characterized as spontaneous emission.

In a pFEL instead of a single electron many electrons are simultaneously present in

the photonic crystal, giving rise to a further effect that influences the emission. While the

emission of an individual electron generated at each rod still adds constructively when

neglecting noise effects, this is not necessarily the case with the emission from different

electrons. The total emission is given by the total wavelet interference emitted by all elec-

trons. Therefore, the interference is also dependent on the phase between two wavelets

emitted from different electrons, i.e., it depends on the relative position of the electrons in

the crystal. For a continuous stream of electrons, electrons are roughly homogeneously dis-

tributed throughout the entire crystal. Such approximately homogeneous electron beam

leads to an overall approximately destructive interference. Only the remaining devia-

tions from a homogeneous distribution, which are weak and random, generates random

wavelets, i.e., incoherent emission. We designate this emission process as spontaneous

emission owing to its random, i.e., incoherent emission character.

For achieving coherent emission from the electron beam a proper correlation of the dis-
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tance between electrons inside the beam is required, which lets the emitted wavelets from

all electrons constructively interfere. Ideally the phase difference between each wavelet

should be a multiple of 2π (including zero). This can be realized when the spacing be-

tween the electrons is a multiple of a wavelength of the electromagnetic field of the specific

photonic crystal mode to be excited.

To explain the origin of coherent emission in more detail assume again a continu-

ous, homogeneous, stream of electrons propagating through the photonic crystal. As was

mentioned, to achieve coherent emission, the electron spacing needs to be re-arranged

to attain the same periodicity as the field that is to be amplified. This rearrangement

then sets a phase difference between wavelets which is a multiple of 2π. This translates

into a electron distance of which is a multiple of λz,m = 2π/kz,m, where kz,m is a single

velocity-matched wave number corresponding to a low spatial harmonic of a certain pho-

tonic crystal mode. However, the electron spacing in a general electron beam is initially

homogeneous with random components. Hence, only spontaneous radiation is emitted.

The random components may actually generate a randomly phased light field in quite a

number of velocity-matched modes. For achieving coherent emission, at least one of these

matched modes needs to possess a longitudinal electric field component Ez. It is this

field component which can impose a net force on the electron beam, thereby leading to

the desired re-arrangement of the electron positions. In particular, if velocity-matching of

such a specific photonic crystal mode occurs at a low spatial harmonic which provides a

Ez field component, a strong field interacts with the electrons throughout the entire pho-

tonic crystal . When the electron beam enters the crystal, this will initially induce a small,

spatially periodic modulation of the electron velocities. Upon further beam propagation

this is converted into a density modulation at the wavelength of the velocity matched

spatial harmonic λz,m, thus, electron bunching. The bunching leads to enhanced emission

into the original field of the mode at a phase that matches that of the originally present

phase. Under these conditions the interference improves and an oscillating field builds

up together with an enhanced bunching. This mutual generation of a properly phased

bunching by the field and a properly phased field by the bunching allows the field in the

photonic crystal mode to grow exponentially with the crystal length. Just as in other

lasers, it does not actually matter which absolute phase the initial spontaneous emission

possess, as the described process of exponential field growth generates an amplified wave

with the same phase. This is why the amplification can also be named stimulated, in

analogy with other types of lasers.

The described mechanism may be used to amplify an external signal in a single pass. If

the photonic crystal is placed inside a resonator the amplification repeats each round-trip.
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If the gain in the photonic crystal section exceeds the losses of the resonator, the field in

the photonic crystal mode should start to grow from initial spontaneous emission inside

the resonator. Eventually, a strictly periodic electric field should oscillate in the resonator.

It is expected that, finally, the gain reduces, which is called gain saturation, when the

power in the oscillating photonic crystal mode exceeds a certain value. Similar to other

FELs, gain saturation should be related to a change of the electron velocity dynamics as

follows. When electrons have emitted a significant amount of kinetic energy in the form of

radiation and their velocity is strongly reduced, the electromagnetic field starts to overtake

the electrons [76, 89, 164]. If the electromagnetic field slips by more than half a period

over the electrons and thereby switches its polarity, the electrons become re-accelerated

by the electromagnetic field. Such electrons absorb light, instead of amplifying it. This

re-absorption reduces the net gain (saturates the gain) until it becomes balanced with

the losses. Thus, gain saturation leads to a steady-state emission with constant output

power.

So far we have not included the Coulomb interaction between the electrons in the

beam. Including this interaction would qualitatively change the description in two ways.

First, Coulomb repulsion obviously limits the length to which electron bunches can be

compressed. This limits the ability of all electrons to emit in phase. Thereby, it forms a

limit for the maximum available gain. Second, as pointed out in section 2.5, the Coulomb

interaction is responsible for a collective motion in the form of fast and slow space-charge

waves. Only the slow space-charge wave is capable to transfer kinetic energy from the

electron beam into the build-up of an electromagnetic field. The effective velocity of that

space-charge wave becomes lower with increasing beam current. Hence, the frequency of

the amplified electromagnetic wave, should depend on the beam current as well and not

only on the initial kinetic electron energy.

3.2 pFEL model

To investigate the predictions from the last section and provide a solid theoretical back-

ground for subsequent experimental realizations we study in the following the properties

of a specific pFEL in greater detail. We chose a specific design of a photonic crystal for

operation in the microwave region. The setup of this pFEL is depicted in Fig. 3.1. Gain

is provided by streaming a single electron beam through a section of a metallic photonic

crystal slab. The length of this section is 20 unit cells. The unit cell is shown as an inset in

Fig. 3.2. A rectangular metal waveguide, which is w = 8.4 mm wide and h = 8 mm high,

encloses the photonic crystal slab. The photonic crystal slab consists of a rectangular
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Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of a photonic free-electron laser pumped by a single
electron beam. The electrons enter at plane A into a photonic crystal slab that provide
gain. The gain section of 20 unit cells is placed inside a resonator, formed by a fully
reflecting metallic mirror at A and a partially reflecting plane B. In plane B, the photonic
crystal slab is terminated and the waveguide is widened to a bigger cross section. In
plane C, the so-called output port, the generated electromagnetic wave is sampled in time
and decomposed into the modes of the output port. Throughout its entire propagation
length the electron beam is guided by a static, homogeneous, longitudinal magnetic field,
Bz = 0.5 T.
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lattice of metallic rods. In the longitudinal (z) direction the spacing between the center

of the rods is az = 2.5 mm and in the transverse (x) direction it is ax = 4.2 mm. The

radius of the rods is rp = 0.75 mm and the rod height is hp = 4 mm.

For the electron beam we choose typical parameters from other slow-wave FELs that

operate at microwave frequencies [64]. The diameter of the cylindrical electron beam is

2 mm and its beam current is 1 A. We restrict to rather low energy electrons of about Eel =

15 keV, thus v = 0.243c, which would be of interest for an overall compact size, but which

requires very slow waves inside the photonic crystal. To investigate the frequency tuning

of the pFEL the electron energy is varied. We consider energies between 10 keV to 15 keV,

corresponding to electron velocities between v = 0.199c and v = 0.243c. Further, we

assume that the initial velocity spread can be neglected compared to the velocity changes

that occur during interaction. To reduce the divergence by Coulomb repulsion between

the electrons, the electrons are guided throughout the laser by a static, homogeneous,

longitudinal magnetic field of Bz = 0.5 T.

The gain section is located inside a resonator which is set up by a fully reflecting mirror

at plane A and a partially reflection at plane B. The latter reflection originates from the

termination of the photonic crystal slab into a waveguide. To illustrate this, we recall that

a certain effective dielectric constant can be associated to the photonic crystal slab. Then

it is clear that at B the dielectric constant changes from the effective index of the slab to

the effective index of the waveguide, resulting in a partial reflection from that interface. In

appendix A the resulting partial reflection at B is calculated to be about 95%. The width

of the output waveguide is chosen such that for the predicted laser frequencies, only the

lowest order waveguide mode, TE10, propagates. All higher order modes have a cut-off

frequency above 17.8 GHz and cannot propagate in the output waveguide. Therefore, only

emission in the lowest order waveguide mode is expected to arrive at plane C, the so-called

output port. In order to later analyze the output generated by the laser, we terminate

the output waveguide with a non-reflective boundary in the output port. There the

electromagnetic field pattern is sampled versus time and the electromagnetic field pattern

is also decomposed into the eigenmodes of the output waveguide but, as higher order

modes are evanescent, they contain only a noise-like signal with a low power level. The

length of the output waveguide of 13.75 mm is a compromise between minimizing the size

of the modeled volume and preventing out-coupling via evanescent waves to the output

port.

According to the working principle discussed in the last section, it should be possible to

estimate the operating frequency of the pFEL by searching for velocity-matching between

the slow space-charge wave and the photonic crystal modes. To find the velocity-matched
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Figure 3.2: Photonic band structure of the lowest frequency photonic crystal mode with
Ez 6= 0 and range of slow space-charge waves for electrons with velocities from 0.194c to
0.243c. Inset: Unit cell of the photonic crystal slab defining the geometry parameters,
ax = 4.2 mm, az = 2.5 mm, h = 8 mm and w = 8.4 mm. The height of the rods is
hp = 4 mm and the radius of the rods is rp = 0.75 mm.

frequencies we calculate the dispersion (ν versus kz) of both waves. At the intersection

points of the dispersion curves, the phase velocities (vph = 2πν/kz) of both waves match.

The dispersion of the slow space-charge wave is given by eq. (2.33). The dispersion

of the photonic crystal modes has to be numerically calculated for each specific crystal

geometry, due to the complexity of the boundary conditions in photonic crystals. For

simplicity, all metal parts are treated as perfect electric conductors which is well justified

in the microwave range [165]. We use an iterative eigenmode solver [141] with periodic

boundary conditions along the z-direction, i.e., we solve for eigenmodes of an infinitely

long photonic crystal slab with a specific phase advance per unit cell. Essentially, this

means that one specifies a certain wave number kz,0. The iterative solver then searches

for a specified number of eigenfrequencies that solve the master equation (2.12) for the

selected wave number kz,0. These frequencies correspond to the eigenmodes of the crystal.

By varying kz,0 throughout the range of the 0th spatial harmonic (m = 0), i.e., −π/az <

kz,0 < π/az, we find the dispersion of the photonic crystal modes. In addition, the

solver also computes the field distribution of the modes throughout the unit cell. Note

that, due to the use of periodic boundary conditions also all wave numbers of the higher

spatial harmonics, i.e., kz = kz,0 + 2mπ/az, are contained in the electromagnetic field

distribution of the eigenmodes of the structure. Recall, as stated by eq. (2.23), that the
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field of each photonic crystal mode comprises an infinite number of spatial harmonics.

Here, we restrict the eigenmode search by implementing symmetry conditions in order

to find only the modes that possess a non-zero longitudinal electric field component at

the center of the waveguide. Only such modes can induce an electron bunching and thus

become amplified. A more detailed explanation of such calculations can also be found

elsewhere [166].

For the photonic crystal slab we study here, Fig. 3.2 shows the results of these cal-

culations. The curved trace gives the dispersion of the lowest frequency photonic crystal

mode found. The straight lines give the dispersion for the slow-space charge wave at

the highest and lowest electron velocity. To indicate intermediate velocities the range in

between is colored. It can be seen that, depending on the specific choice of the electron

velocity, velocity matching occurs for frequencies between 15.6 GHz and 16.3 GHz. Next

to the shown photonic crystal mode also other modes exist. These modes all appear

above 18 GHz. Of course, these modes are also velocity-matched, but matching occurs

at much higher wave numbers, i.e., in higher spatial harmonics. The Fourier amplitude

of the matched longitudinal Ez field component of these modes is weaker. According to

eqs. (2.46) to (2.49) this should lead to a lower small-signal gain. Indeed, it turns out

that these modes do not start-up in the laser and we do not discuss them any further in

this chapter.

For comparison with later results, we also predict the expected electron bunching pe-

riod, from the velocity-matching. To the predicted operating frequency range corresponds

a ranges of velocity-matched wave numbers kz,P hC . From Fig. 3.2a this range of wave num-

bers is found to extend from 1533 m−1 to 1830 m−1. From section 2.5 we expect that this

is the wave number of the slow space-charge wave excited on the electron beam. Thus,

the expected electron bunching period λel can be deduced from these velocity-matched

wave numbers kz,P hC via

λel =
2π

kz,P hC

. (3.1)

The equation yields values between 3.4 mm and 4.1 mm for the given frequency range.

Note that, this wavelength range is also equal to the velocity-matched wavelength λP hC

of the photonic crystal mode.
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3.3 Particle-in-cell calculations

As is pointed out in the introduction, analytical studies fail to describe the full pFEL

interaction. One of the reasons is that one-dimensional studies neglect the full properties

of a photonic crystal [159]. The only three-dimensional study concerning amplification in

a photonic crystal, does not give results for the dynamical evolution of the electromagnetic

wave, the electron beam dynamics and the frequency tuning of the laser. Thus, it can only

partly verify the above discussed dynamical growth from noise towards gain saturation

[161]. To investigate the oscillation of a pFEL for the first time comprehensively and to

provide a solid theoretical background for subsequent experimental realizations, we study

the specific laser model shown in Fig. 3.1 via extensive numerical PIC modeling [141]. The

PIC method gives a self-consistent solution of the coupled Maxwell and Newton-Lorentz

equations that describe the interaction in pFELs. However, this comes at the expense of

long computation times. Typical computation times for a single set of parameters are in

the order of several days on a high end, multi-core PC.

To reduce the computational demands to a level that can be easily processed by

affordable multi-core workstations, we perform four simplifications of the model. First, as

is common for PIC methods, we use super-particles, as described in section 2.7. For our

case, we choose the super-particles to have a charge and mass of about 16,200 electrons.

This reduces the average number of charged particles simultaneously present in the laser

from 6 billion electrons to 350,000 super-particles. This means that, at each time step

(∆t = 320 fs), 121 of such super-particles are injected into the laser at plane A to model a

beam current of 1 A. Second, we do not store the output data – the electromagnetic field

distribution and all particle positions – each time step. The electromagnetic field is only

sampled at the output port every 9.7 ps, and all particle positions are stored throughout

the entire modeled volume each nanosecond. Third, we limit the mesh resolution to 30

mesh cells per free-space wavelength, resulting in a total of 256,300 mesh cells which turns

out to be a good compromise between computation time and numerical accuracy. Fourth,

as indicated before, all metal parts are treated as perfect electric conductors. These

measures allow the reduction of the computation time for a single set of parameters to

about one day.

3.3.1 Laser operation with fixed electron velocity

For verifying the suggested behavior of the dynamical growth for the pFEL we first study

the laser dynamics, the electron beam dynamics, and the laser threshold at a fixed electron

velocity. As a typical example, we chose a mid-range beam energy of 12.5 keV (Fig. 3.2),
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which corresponds to an electron velocity of 0.221c. For studying the dynamical growth,

we chose, as initial conditions for the PIC calculation, to have no radiation field and

particles are present inside the resonator. Thereafter, by increasing the number of super-

particles from zero to 121 during the first 625 time steps, i.e., 0.2 ns, the beam current is

ramped up to a constant final value of 1 A.

From the working principle of the pFEL we expect the laser start-up to be distinguished

into three phases in time. First, spontaneous emission should be emitted. Second, an

exponential increase of the output power should occur. Third and finally, the growth of

the output power should stop due to gain saturation. Figure 3.3a shows the calculated

temporal evolution of the power at the output port in a semi-log plot. To calculate the

power, the electromagnetic field sampled at the output port is squared and time averaged

with an averaging time of about 63 ps. Initially, the output power is weak and noisy as

expected for spontaneous emission. After a few nanoseconds an exponential growth sets

in, as indicated by the almost linear slope of the curve in the semi-log plot. This growth

continues over many orders of magnitude. After about 50 ns the power growth reduces

and, eventually, at about 500 ns a steady-state output power of 1.5 kW is reached. Thus,

indeed the three phases of dynamical power growth, spontaneous emission, exponential

growth and gain saturation can be recognized in the start-up of a pFEL.

To clarify the difference in emission during the different start-up phases of the laser,

Fig. 3.3b–d, show the electric field including carrier frequency oscillations at three char-

acteristic time windows during the growth. At an early time, around t = 6 ns, according

to spontaneous emission the electric field is extremely weak and the amplitude fluctu-

ates (see Fig. 3.3b). Phase fluctuations in the oscillating electric field are also observed,

e.g., at t = 5.7 ns. Such fluctuations in an electromagnetic wave are characteristic for a

random interference of wavelets, i.e., spontaneous emission. Figure 3.3c shows the elec-

tric field for a somewhat later time, at around t = 33 ns. During this times exponential

growth in the power evolution is observed and in Fig. 3.3c a regular oscillation without

fluctuations is found. This is indeed confirming that a well phase-matched interference of

wavelets occurs, which leads to amplification and is a signature of stimulated emission.

Well into steady-state at about t = 204 ns the field is found to be constant (see Fig. 3.3d).

The field oscillation is again regular without phase fluctuations, which corresponds to a

single-frequency emission with a narrow spectral bandwidth.

In order to investigate how well-defined the frequency of this oscillation is, we look at

the power spectrum of this oscillation. In principle, noise should impose a lower limit to

the bandwidth of the laser. Figure 3.4 shows the calculated power spectrum, obtained

via Fourier-analyzing the complete sampled signal at the output port. This means the
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Figure 3.3: (a) Temporal evolution of the time averaged output power from a pFEL at
the output port. The electron velocity is 0.221c, thus Eel = 12.5 keV. The power develops
from low power spontaneous emission via an exponential growth to a constant steady-state
output power Pss = 1.5 kW. (b) to (d) The oscillating electric field at three characteristic
times during the growth. (b) During spontaneous emission at about t = 6 ns a fluctuating
electric field amplitude and a fluctuating phase is found. (c) During exponential growth at
about t = 33 ns a regular oscillation is found with a continuously growing amplitude. (d)
Well into steady-state, at about t = 204 ns, a single-frequency oscillation with a constant
electric field amplitude is observed.
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Figure 3.4: Power spectrum of the sampled electromagnetic wave at the output port.

signal from start-up at t = 0, ns until t = 500, ns where the calculations are stopped. The

calculated data is shown as circles and we observe a single maximum in the spectrum.

When using a linear interpolation between the individual data points to define the FWHM

of this maximum one obtains a spectral bandwidth of about 2 MHz. Note that, due to

the limited time over which numerical field data are available, trun = 500 ns, the Fourier-

limited bandwidth is

∆ν =
1.12
trun

= 2.24 MHz. (3.2)

This limit is given by the FWHM of the Fourier-transform for a rectangular time window

of trun = 500 ns. The good agreement with the bandwidth found in Fig. 3.4 shows

that the observed oscillation bandwidth is currently limited by the time over which field

data is available. Much longer calculation times would be required to identify physical

contributions to fundamental bandwidth limit of the laser. In conclusion, we have found

that, as expected, the laser start-up can be coarsely divided into three phases. The last

of these phases is characterized by a single frequency emission with a constant power

(steady-state). However, the detailed origin of gain saturation which determines the

amount of steady-state output power cannot be deduced from the power evolution or

frequency spectrum.

In order to investigate the physical origin of gain saturation we study the dynamics

of the electron beam. We expect that, initially, a nearly homogeneous electron velocity

distribution and space-charge distribution is found along the longitudinal z-direction .

During exponential growth both distributions should be periodically modulated along z.

The period length of both modulations should be equal to the electron bunching period λel
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and the velocity-matched wavelength λP hC of the interacting photonic crystal mode. We

further expect that, eventually, gain saturation should reveal itself by a strong deceleration

of electrons and loss of bunching. In the following we investigate these predictions. We

study the velocity of each super-particle and the charge density in the electron beam as a

function of the longitudinal coordinate z throughout the laser resonator. As is common,

we chose to express the velocity distribution in terms of the electron energy, Eel. As γ is

close to unity, for the low energy beams we consider here, the electron velocity v is given

by Eel = 1

2
melv

2. In order to take representative moments in time we select again the

times t = 6 ns, t = 33 ns and t = 204 ns. These times correspond to spontaneous emission,

exponential growth and steady-state, respectively.

Figure 3.5a depicts the energy of each super-particle versus the normalized longitudinal

position z/az at a time t = 6 ns. At this moment the laser emits spontaneously, i.e.,

hardly any light is present inside the photonic crystal slab. One might expect that in

this case the kinetic energy of the mono-energetic electron beam should remain constant

upon propagation through the crystal. However, it can be seen that the initial electron

energy of 12.5 keV reduces by about 250 eV when the super-particles are injected into the

resonator at z/az = 0, which is plane A in Fig. 3.1. Further, the beam acquires an energy

spread of about 160 eV and the electron energy displays a small periodic modulation with

a period length of about 2.5 mm. Finally, when the beam enters the output waveguide

at z/az = 20 (plane B in Fig. 3.1) the electron energy decreases further and the periodic

modulation disappears.

These observations can be addressed to the following effect. The electrostatic field

generated by the electrons must be perpendicular to all metallic surfaces of the resonator,

making these equi-potential surfaces. Thus, the equi-potential surfaces of the electrostatic

field have to be the waveguide walls, the metallic mirror and the metallic rods [167]. In

contrast to this, if a single electron would propagate in free-space, their electrostatic field

would decrease with 1/r2 exhibiting spherical equi-potential surfaces. Bringing a metallic

surface with a deviating shape or curvature into the field of a free electron implies that

charge in the metal surface has to become displaced in order to establish a zero electric

field component tangential to the metal surface. However, such electron displacement

means that the beam electrons acquire potential energy [168]. Due to energy conserva-

tion, the total energy of the beam must remain constant which accordingly reduces the

kinetic energy of the beam electrons. The amount of potential energy taken from the

kinetic energy is dependent on the distance between the individual beam electron and

the surrounding metal surfaces. For a bigger distance between free electrons and metallic

object a larger build-up of potential energy is found [168].
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Figure 3.5: (a) Electron energy versus normalized z-position at t = 6 ns. The injected
electrons have a velocity of v = 0.221c, which corresponds to a beam energy of Eel =
12.25 keV. (b) Normalized line charge density ρl/ρl,DC versus normalized z-position at
t = 6 ns.

Now, let us show how this effect does explain the observed electron energy changes

in our model. Electrons are injected into the photonic crystal slab from a source located

on the surface of the metallic mirror. When injected into the metal waveguide the elec-

trons lose kinetic energy as described above. This leads to the immediate deceleration of

electrons at the very beginning of the photonic crystal slab z/az < 1. As the amount of

potential energy build-up and deceleration dependents on the distance to the waveguide

walls, the reduction in kinetic energy is dependent on the transverse electron position

(x, y). In the projection onto the z-axis this leads to the observed energy spread of about

160 eV, see Fig. 3.5a. Also, the periodic modulation of kinetic energy throughout the

resonator can be attributed to the build-up and release of potential energy. When the

electrons pass by the rods, the distance to the surface of the rods increases and decreases

periodically. Indeed, the modulation in Fig. 3.5a has a period length of 2.5 mm which is

equal to the longitudinal spacing between the center of the rods. The eventual decrease

in kinetic energy at z/az = 20 is due to the wider width of the output waveguide which

leads to a larger potential energy of the electrons. After leaving the waveguide at plane

C, (not shown in Fig. 3.5a) the velocity is found to increase back to its initial value of

Eel = 12.5 keV. Let us discuss the impact of these effects on the operation of a pFEL. In

a pFEL the electron velocity determines the frequency where amplification takes place.

We conclude, that due to the build-up of potential energy the range of velocity-matched

frequencies should be slightly broadened and shifted. According to Fig. 3.2, the frequency

should shift by a few MHz compared to what would be expected with the nominal velocity

and zero velocity spread.
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While we expected a constant electron energy throughout the photonic crystal slab

at t = 6 ns, we observed several effects caused by the metallic boundaries. Let us now

study whether further deviations from our expectation are also found for the space-charge

density. We again expect that no modulation should occur for the space-charge density

as a function of z, because hardly any radiation is present in the crystal at the time

t = 6 ns and because a continuous stream of electrons is injected. For comparison between

the calculated results and this expectation we compute the normalized projection of the

charge density onto the z-axis from Fig. 3.5a as follows. We generate a histogram for

the z positions of the particles (bin size 0.1 mm) and multiply it with the super-particle

charge of qs = 2.6 fC to get the total charge in a bin. To retrieve the line charge density

we divide it by the bin size. For normalization we calculate the DC line charge density

inside the resonator by using:

ρl,DC =
∫

S J dS

v
= I0

√

mel

2Eel

= 0.152
nC
m

. (3.3)

Here, S is the beam cross section area. For the electron energy we use the mean kinetic

energy value of super-particles inside the slab of Eel = 12.25 keV, which is determined

from Fig. 3.5a. The result is depicted in Fig. 3.5b.

When inspecting Fig. 3.5b we observe that, the line charge density is hardly modulated

at t = 6 ns, except for a very small modulation for z/az < 1. The latter can be attributed

to the injection dynamics described above. However, this modulation is quickly damped

out and it can be concluded that spontaneous emission has no notable influence on the

charge-density inside the slab at t = 6 ns. While we observe here that spontaneous

emission initially has no impact on the electron beam, we found previously that at later

times a single mode grows exponentially. This implies that by then the longitudinal

field of the mode should have re-arranged the velocity and space-charge distributions.

More specifically, the period length of this modulation is predicted by eq. (3.1) to be

λel = 3.78 mm for the chosen electron velocity. To inspect the electron beam at a time

during the exponential growth Fig. 3.6 shows the corresponding energy of the super-

particles and space-charge density versus z at t = 33 ns. The initial kinetic energy of

the electrons inside the slab of Eel = 12.25 keV is indicated as a red line in Fig. 3.6a. It

can be seen that a clear periodic modulation along the z-direction is now present. The

amplitude of the modulation of about 0.5 keV is now much stronger than the effect of

potential energy build-up (see Fig. 3.5a). Also the line-charge density in Fig. 3.6b shows

such periodic modulation. Thus, as expected during exponential growth electron bunching

is observed. The period length of this bunching and the energy modulation is found to
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Figure 3.6: (a) Electron energy versus normalized z-position at t = 33 ns compared to
the initial electron energy inside the slab of Eel = 12.25 keV. (b) Normalized line charge
density ρl/ρl,DC versus normalized z-position at t = 33 ns.

be λel = 3.80 mm and agrees very well with the predicted period of λel = 3.78 mm. In

addition, in both figures the amplitude of the modulation is more pronounced towards

the output end of the laser resonator (z/az > 8). The development of bunching on the

injected continuous stream of electrons requires a certain time interval, which is seen in

Fig. 3.6b as a certain distance the electrons have to travel down the resonator.

To discuss the strength of the energy modulation, it is expected that during the expo-

nential growth regime the total amount of kinetic energy transferred from the electrons

to the electromagnetic field should be negligible when compared to the total beam en-

ergy [89]. From Fig. 3.6a we observe an approximately symmetric modulation around

the initial kinetic energy for z/az < 12, indicating that the amount of electrons that

have been accelerated is almost the same as those that have been decelerated. Above

this position a slight asymmetry is found with respect to the injected electron energy.

When computing the average energy of all electrons inside the photonic crystal slab we

find Eel = 12.135 keV. This is only 90 eV or 0.7% less than the injected energy. Indeed,

during exponential growth hardly any kinetic energy is emitted from the electron beam.

At much later times during the growth this has to change as the emitted power is much

higher than at t = 33 ns, meaning that the electrons have to lose a significant amount of

kinetic energy.

Much later, at about t = 50 ns, the growth in output power decreases and the gain

starts to saturate. Eventually, a constant output power is emitted when the laser has

reached steady-state. By inspecting the super-particle behavior well into steady-state,

for example at t = 204 ns, we should be able to find the origin of the corresponding gain
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saturation. Figure 3.7a shows the kinetic energy of the electrons at this time compared

to the initial kinetic energy of the electrons inside the crystal. First of all we observe

that the beam has acquired a large maximum energy modulation of 10.5 keV and a far

larger amount of electrons have lost energy than have gained. This is expected for the

high amount of power emitted during steady-state operation (about 8% of the electron

beam power). In Fig. 3.7a a regular spatial periodic modulation is still visible near the

entrance range, from z/az = 0 to around z/az = 3.2, just as during exponential growth.

However, the minima and maxima are much more pronounced than in Fig. 3.6a. For

positions further downstream, the energy distribution becomes more complex. While

the accelerated electrons still show distinct peaks of increased energy, the decelerated

electrons cease showing such simple behavior. Starting at the position marked by the

star in Fig. 3.7a, the initially straight low energy electron dips become bent. For the

following low energy dip at z/az = 7 a small curl has developed from the initial bend.

This curl becomes more and more pronounced for consecutive low energy dips. Eventually,

it becomes impossible to find separate low energy dips (see z/az = 10, and onwards) and

in this range the energy distribution becomes very complex.

To understand this complex energy distribution, we realize that most electrons are

already strongly decelerated in the first part of the photonic crystal slab by the strong

electromagnetic field present in the crystal at t = 204 ns. For example, after a propagation

distance of z/az = 4 the lowest energy electrons have already lost a substantial part

(5.8 keV) of their initial kinetic energy which corresponds to a reduction of their initial

velocity by 27%. In contrast, the generated electromagnetic field still propagates with the

same phase velocity. Consequently, the slowed-down electrons slip continuously backwards

in relative spatial phase with respect to the electromagnetic field. Eventually, the sign of

the electromagnetic field changes, meaning that the electrons are not decelerated anymore.

Instead of amplifying radiation, these electrons then absorb radiation and re-gain energy,

which shows as a formation of curls in Fig. 3.7a. Due to the absorption, this part of the

electrons reduces the field growth until a steady-state with a certain maximum intracavity

power is reached. A certain fraction of this power, here about 5%, is coupled out and

detected as continuous-wave laser output. Getting further insights into the gain saturation

is difficult when only investigating the energy distribution, due to its complex shape above

z/az > 12.

To investigate gain saturation in more detail, we turn to discuss the corresponding

line charge density (Fig. 3.7b). For z/az < 8 we observe electron bunches spaced by

about 3.80 mm which is about one velocity-matched wavelength. In contrast to exponen-

tial growth in the small-signal regime (Fig. 3.6b), the modulation amplitude is higher
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Figure 3.7: (a) Electron energy versus normalized z-position at t = 204 ns compared
to the initial electron energy inside the crystal of Eel = 12.25 keV. (b) Normalized line
charge density ρl/ρl,DC versus normalized z-position at t = 204 ns The red arrows mark
the additional electron bunches that develop when the gain saturates, the black arrows
mark the initial electron bunches.

and the bunches are narrower. This stronger bunching occurs because a much stronger

bunching Ez field is present at t = 204 ns. However, beyond z/az ≈ 8, the bunching

decreases. Further, from about z/az > 12, additional bunches grow between the initial

bunch – marked in the figure by red and black arrows, respectively. Eventually, both types

of bunches reach the same modulation amplitude. The spacing between two consecutive

additional bunches and two consecutive initial bunches is again about 3.8 mm. The spac-

ing between an initial and an additional bunch eventually becomes about one half of the

velocity-matched wavelength λP hC/2 such that the amplifying and de-amplifying action

of both types of bunches approximately cancels. This observation is in good agreement

with the origin of saturation in other slow-wave FELs. An example is the traveling-wave

tubes, where the evolution of a second set of electron bunches has also been reported at

saturation [164].

So far we have investigated the growth and transition of the output power into steady-

state along with the corresponding electron beam dynamics. These properties could be

qualitatively explained within the framework of a simple working principle. Of course,

such a description cannot predict a quantitative value for the threshold current and the

steady-state power. For assessing the chances of an experimental verification it is partic-

ularly important to determine the expected threshold pump current Ith for a given pFEL

setup. In the following, we present how to use an extrapolation for the determination of

the threshold. This procedure is analogous to the procedure used to find the threshold in

other types of lasers [169].
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Figure 3.8: Steady-state power Pss versus electron beam current I.

Figure 3.8a shows the calculated steady-state output power Pss as obtained from a

set of PIC calculations versus the beam current. Applying a linear regression to the

calculated data points – depicted as a red line – reveals that the output power increases

in a very good approximation linear with the pump current. The threshold current for

the laser is then estimated by extrapolating the regression line to zero output power. We

find a threshold current of about Ith = 140 mA for the pFEL. When we compare this

value to the electron current of 1 A we used throughout this chapter, which is actually

motivated by experimental considerations (chapter 6), the threshold current seems to be

readily available.

For completeness we note that some care has to be taken when using the PIC calcula-

tions for extrapolating a threshold current. Namely, as has been discussed in section 3.1,

the operation frequency of the laser depends not only on the kinetic energy, but also on

the beam current. Furthermore, as will be discussed in the following section, changing the

laser frequency also varies the gain and thus the output power. To avoid such influences

of laser frequency variations when calculating the output power versus the pump current,

we slightly adjusted the beam energy for each current change to maintain a constant laser

frequency. The required beam energy adjustments are smaller than 10% of the absolute

beam energy. The corresponding change of the small-signal gain per round-trip is below

3%. This can be shown by expanding the expression for the gain parameter C given by

eq. (2.47) in a Taylor series for small changes in the beam energy and substitute this in

eq. (2.46).
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3.3.2 Tuning of electron velocity

In the previous section we gave a detailed view of the origin and the spatio-temporal

dynamics of gain and oscillation in a pFEL. In the following we provide a detailed in-

vestigation of the frequency tuning of the laser upon variation of the electron velocity.

As has been described in section 3.1, the electron velocity changes the dispersion of the

slow-space charge wave. This should lead to a continuous variation of the crossing points

with the photonic crystal dispersion and, thus, a continuous tuning of the laser output

frequency. Figure 3.9 shows the expected frequency tuning from this theory vs. beam

energy as a red, dashed curve.

To investigate the validity of this simple picture, we use a set of PIC calculations in

which we vary the electron energy from 10 keV to 15 keV. This corresponds to a velocity

variation between v = 0.199c and v = 0.243c. Figure 3.9 shows the calculated laser

output frequencies as data points (black circles). It shows that the laser frequency does

not tune continuously at all. Rather, the laser frequency tunes in a step-wise manner

along a number of preferred frequencies indicated by the blue horizontal lines.

To explain the step-wise tuning in addition to frequency selection by velocity-matching,

another frequency selection mechanism has to be present. We address this selection mech-

anism to the presence of standing waves. Similar to a standard standing-wave resonator

the reflections at the planes A and B (see Fig. 3.1) impose boundary conditions such that

the phase advance of the electromagnetic wave has to be a multiple of 2π per round-trip.

Hence, the laser operates only at the particular frequencies which fulfill this condition,

i.e., at so-called longitudinal modes. Correspondingly, the observed tuning characteristics

of the pFEL can be understood as longitudinal mode hops when the center frequency of

the gain is tuned via the electron velocity. This is further supported by inspecting the

results obtained with tuning in finer (100 eV) steps around the electron energy of 12.5 keV

(center of Fig. 3.9). Below a beam energy of 11.7 keV and above 12.8 keV the neighbor-

ing modes – at 15.8 GHz and 16.1 GHz, respectively – start to oscillate. Note that, at a

beam energy of 12.8 keV and 11.7 keV, the spectrum already contains a small contribu-

tion of these frequencies. However, besides mode hopping, Fig. 3.9 shows that the output

frequency of a pFEL can be predicted rather well with the velocity-matching condition.

In order to explore the effects of the additional frequency selection by the resonator

mirrors in more detail, we investigate in the following the steady-state output power and

small-signal growth rate of the laser. We have just reported that the laser oscillation

frequencies are more sharply defined by the longitudinal mode frequencies than by the

velocity-matched frequencies. Thus, when tuning the electron energy the laser is for most

of the electron energies forced to amplify at non-velocity-matched frequencies. We expect
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Figure 3.9: Laser frequency tuning of the pFEL by varying the electron beam energy. The
frequency increases step-wise from one longitudinal resonator mode to the next. A good
agreement with the frequency tuning curve deduced from velocity-matching between slow
space-charge wave and photonic band structure is observed.

that this should influence laser operation and show-up as a non-optimum steady-state

output or reduced small-signal gain. For an investigation of the presence and strengths of

such effects, we calculate the exponential growth rate, GP IC
t , and the steady-state output

power, Pss, in single longitudinal mode operation. As an example, we vary the beam

energy in steps of 100 eV around a certain center value of 12.5 keV, as discussed before

in Fig. 3.9. Thereby, the laser remains oscillating in a single longitudinal mode with a

frequency of 15.96 GHz. From the corresponding set of PIC calculations we determine the

exponential growth rate and the steady-state power for each beam energy. The growth

rate is determined with a linear regression of the logarithm of the power in a certain time

window. The time window is chosen such that the goodness of the regression is better

than 99%, i.e., the coefficient of determination is bigger than R ≥ 0.99. Typically, the

time window then extends from 20 ns to 40 ns. The steady-state power should ideally be

taken when the power does not grow any longer versus time. However, fully reaching

steady-state would have required many extra days of computing. On the other hand,

we observe that, typically, beyond 110 ns the output increases by 10% at most, see for

example Fig. 3.3a. As a compromise between good precision and reasonable computation

time we determine, as the steady-state output, the output which is reached after a time

interval of about 110 ns.

Figure 3.10 shows the results for the growth rate and steady-state power versus beam

energy, as data points. It can be seen that the maximum exponential growth rate is

observed near a beam energy at about 12.3 keV, with smaller growth at both lower and
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Figure 3.10: Growth rate and steady-state power versus beam energy for a longitudi-
nal mode frequency of 15.96 GHz. (Data points are connected with lines for a better
visualization.)

higher beam energies. This observation of an optimum small-signal gain can be addressed

to a best velocity-matching. This interpretation is supported by a similar finding within

traveling-wave tube amplifiers [89]. In these amplifiers velocity-matching is based on

electrical circuits, instead of using photonic crystals to slow down the light. Furthermore,

the electron beam energy is kept constant while an external input signal (seed) to be

amplified is tuned in frequency. Upon tuning, the phase velocity of the seed signal varies

in the slow-wave structure while the slow space-charge wave on the electron does not

change. This enforces a non-velocity-matched amplification of the seed. For traveling-

wave tubes it is reported that the highest small-signal gain is found close to ideal velocity

matching, while the small-signal gain decreases for mismatched velocities [89]. Indeed,

this is very similar to the properties we have just reported for the pFEL.

In contrast to the exponential growth rate, the steady-state output power shows a

different characteristic upon beam energy tuning. As can be seen from Fig. 3.10, the

maximum steady-state power is detected at the highest possible electron energy in the

inspected interval of single mode oscillation. We address this finding to the fact that

electrons with a higher energy can loose a bigger fraction of their energy before the

electromagnetic field is capable to overtake the electrons. This argument is essentially the

same as used to explain the origin of gain saturation discussed above in Fig. 3.7. Following

our argument, the extra amount of emitted power at the upper edge of the interval should

be less or equal to approximately 10% of the extra pump power offered at the upper edge

via a higher energy. However, we observe a much higher increase in the output power by

about 55% at the upper edge. Thus, we expect that more complicated effects, such as
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based on effective refractive index contribution of the driving electron beam might cause

this increase in output power [78].

3.4 Comparison of particle-in-cell calculations to lin-

earized theory

Investigating a pFEL using PIC methods can reveal important basic information about,

e.g., the small-signal gain, the threshold, and the frequency tuning of the output. However,

on the other hand, a PIC modeling also suffers from strong limitations of feasibility due

to extensive computational demands and thus long calculation times. For instance, to

calculate the few data points presented in the previous section a total computation time

of about three weeks was necessary, although we have only studied a single, specific design

of a pFEL. In comparison, linearized models offer a much higher amount of results within

a much shorter time. Within a few hours it is possible to give results on small-signal

gain, threshold current and frequency tuning for a wide range of beam parameters. This

advantage is essential when the suitability of different kinds of photonic crystals has to

be compared, and a wide range of pump parameters has to be explored, such as for

preparing an experimental demonstration. However, as linearized methods are based on

severe approximations, a validation is required to make sure that these methods can be

safely applied for design purposes. A study concerning this validation has never been

presented for pFELs.

In this section we compare the results of PIC calculations with small-signal gain and

threshold calculations based on the linearized theory described in section 2.6. Recall that

the linearized theory is essentially assuming that the photonic crystal can be replaced

by an effective dielectric medium. The corresponding effective refractive index is such

that the wave number inside the medium kP hC corresponds to a phase velocity which is

velocity-matched. The complex electromagnetic field distribution of a photonic crystal

comprises a large set of different wave numbers, but is simply replaced by a single wave

number. This wave number kP hC represents only a part of the complete field distribution.

The small-signal gain per wavelength is then estimated as spatial overlap integral of this

part of the field distribution with the electron beam through eqs. (2.46) and (2.47).

To apply these equations we need to determine the velocity-matched spatial harmonic

amplitude Ez,m(x, y, k0) and the velocity-matched wave number kz,P hC for the given elec-

tron beam parameters U0, I0 and S (cross sectional area of the beam). We have shown in

section 3.2 how to calculate the velocity-matched wave number using an eigenmode solver.

This eigenmode solver also computes the total spatial field distribution of the correspond-
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ing photonic crystal mode throughout the unit cell. From this total field distribution the

velocity-matched part, i.e., the velocity-matched spatial harmonic amplitude, can be cal-

culated by a spatial Fourier transform along z. For more details about the implementation

of this method the reader is referred to [166].

To compare the gain per wavelength Glin
λ retrieved from the linearized theory to the

exponential growth rate obtained from PIC calculations GPIC
t , we need a method to com-

pare both quantities.1 Thus, we aim to transform a gain in time t into a gain per distance

z. We do this by showing how the exponential growth rate Glin
t compares to the gain per

wavelength Glin
λ .

We assume that, one can interpret a pFEL oscillator based on a resonator as cascade

of pFEL amplifier sections. Each amplifier section represents a certain round-trip in the

laser resonator. We assume that, at the beginning of the first round-tip, some small initial

power, Pinit, is present inside the first amplifier section. As the amplification process is

uni-directional, the power at the end of the nth section is:

Pintra(nLres) =
(1

9
R
)n

Pinit exp
(

2π
√

3CN
)n

with N =
Lres

λP hC

. (3.4)

Here, N is the number of velocity-matched wavelengths that fit into the length of the gain

section, Lres, and R are the reflection of the out-coupling mirror. The factor 1

9
expresses

that a free electron based amplifier and, thus, here each amplifier section, effectively

amplifies only a ninth of the injected power, as was discussed in section 2.6. The time the

power of the electromagnetic wave needs to complete n round-trips depends on the group

velocity, vg, as:

tn = 2n
NλP hC

vg

. (3.5)

From the PIC calculations we calculate the logarithmic power versus time t at the output

port (see Fig. 3.1) to quantify the exponential growth, GPIC
t , in the small-signal regime.

We can also use eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) to calculate the logarithm of the power at the output

port as a function of time. After some algebraic steps we find:

ln[PC(tn)] = ln(Pinit(1 − R)) +
vg

2λP hC

[

2π
√

3C +
ln(R) − ln(9)

N

]

tn. (3.6)

Here C is the gain parameter and depends on the photonic crystal and the electron beam,

as given by eq. (2.47). In the case we investigate here the out-coupling is weak, thus

1For better clarity we will in the following denote results from the linear theory with a superscript lin

and from the PIC calculations with a superscript PIC.
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R ≈ 1 and the logarithm of R is close to zero. With this simplification we conclude that

the growth rate Glin
t is connected to the gain parameter C via

Glin
t =

vg

2λP hC

[

2π
√

3C − ln(9)
N

]

. (3.7)

From this, we determine the relationship between gain per wavelength and exponential

growth rate in the linearized model as:

Glin
λ [dB] = 47.3C =

[

2λP hC

vg

Glin
t +

ln(9)
N

]

10 log10(e), (3.8)

where, e = 2.718 is Euler’s number.

Figure 3.11 shows the gain per wavelength Gλ versus the electron velocity calculated.

The red curve is calculated from the linear theory, via eqs. (2.46) to (2.49). The black data

points show the small-signal gain per wavelength GPIC
λ deduced from the PIC calculations,

when inserting the growth rate GPIC
t in eq. (3.8). To exclude possible resonator effects, the

figure shows only the maximum value of the small-signal gain found for each longitudinal

resonator mode.

We observe that the small-signal gain increases towards higher beam energies in both

models. Also the absolute values show a satisfying agreement, although the linear theory

slightly overestimates the gain by 0.2 to 1.0 dB. We address this deviation to a number of

effects that can reduce the gain, but are neglected in the linearized model. Considering

that the simple model neglects energy spread of the electron beam, Coulomb repulsion,

the influence of other spatial harmonics and effects that are related to a small group

velocity [89, 136, 160, 170, 171] the found agreement is actually rather good.

Another way to compare the two models, now including the loss per round-trip ex-

plicitly, is to determine the threshold pump current predicted by the linearized model.

The threshold is reached when the gain per round-trip exceeds the losses per round-trip,

such that the laser can start to oscillate. The loss per round-trip is determined by the

out-coupling loss of about 5 % per round-trip (0.22 dB per round-trip) and the bunching

loss of 9.54 dB. The gain per wavelength is computed using the eqs. (2.46) to (2.49). The

result is a value of about 2.25 dB per wavelength using a beam energy of 12.5 keV and

a beam current of 1 A. As the velocity-matched wavelength is λP hC = 3.78 mm, about

13 wavelengths fit into the resonator with a length of Lres = 50 mm. Consequently, the

net amplification per round-trip amounts to about 29.25 dB, which is well above the total

loss per round-trip of about 9.76 dB. To equalize gain and loss this yields a threshold

current of about Ith = 37 mA, while the extrapolation based on PIC calculations predicts
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between small-signal gain computed by a linear theory and
deduced from the PIC calculation shown in section 3.3. (Data points are connected with
lines for a better visualization.)

a threshold current of about Ith = 140 mA (section 3.8). As expected the linear theory

slightly underestimates the threshold as it overestimates the small-gain per wavelength.

In conclusion, although the linear theory neglects: the influence of the energy spread

of the electron beam, Coulomb repulsion, the influence of other spatial harmonics, and

effects that are related to a small group velocity [89, 136, 160, 170, 171] we have shown that

a strongly simplified linearized theory, as presented in section 2.6, reasonably estimates

the threshold current and small-signal gain of a pFEL. Therefore, the linearized theory

appears an appropriate and very effective method for comparing pFELs based on various

different photonic crystal geometries.

3.5 Conclusion and outlook

In conclusion, we have presented the first comprehensive numerical analysis of the linear

and nonlinear properties of pFELs, based on a resonator. Although the detailed modeling

based on PIC calculations is rather tedious, it has allowed us to physically understand

and analyze the dynamics of electromagnetic field amplification and oscillation with the

associated dynamics of the electron beam within a simple working principle. This working

principle is based on the constructive interference of wavelets emitted from the photonic

crystal as a response to the electron propagation, and the decelerating and accelerating

feedback of the emitted waves on the electron motion. Choosing a specific example of a

pFEL in the microwave range we investigated some of the basic laser properties in more

detail. These are the dynamical growth of the electromagnetic field, the spatio-temporal
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electron beam dynamics, the laser threshold, the output power scaling versus the pump

current and the tuning of the operation frequency.

We find that, after the onset of the electron beam, the initial passing electrons generate

spontaneous emission which leads to a weak output with fluctuating amplitude and phase.

As the photonic crystal slab we study has a particular mode with a phase velocity compo-

nent matched to the electron velocity and with a longitudinal electric field component, the

fluctuating power induces small electron bunching. The electron bunching subsequently

enhances the emission into that photonic crystal mode, with the same phase. This is

equivalent to stimulated emission. If the electron beam is sufficiently strong, the gain

provided by this mechanism exceeds the losses and exponential growth over several orders

of magnitudes sets in. Eventually, the gain saturates, as many electrons lose too much

kinetic energy to remain velocity-matched. This means that many electrons start absorb-

ing energy instead of amplifying it. When steady-state operation is reached, the output

spectrum typically comprises of a single frequency. In our example, this frequency lies

around 16 GHz, with a resolution limited bandwidth of about 2 MHz. The output power

of the laser in steady-state is about 1.5 kW, scales linearly with the applied pump current,

and the threshold current is about Ith = 140 mA. We further verify that, by changing

the electron velocity, the laser frequency is tunable following the velocity-matching of the

slow space-charge wave and the frequency dependent electromagnetic phase velocity of

the excited photonic crystal mode.

To significantly reduce the number of time consuming numerical PIC calculations for

assessing the suitability of photonic crystals for use in a pFEL we finally presented the

comparison with a simple, linearized slow-wave model. We have verified the approximate

validity of this simplified model by observing that most important laser properties can be

predicted with a satisfying agreement. For the chosen example of a pFEL, the small-signal

gain per wavelength is found to be as close as 0.2 dB to the result of comprehensive PIC

calculations. Also the predicted laser threshold of Ith = 37 mA is reasonably close to the

laser threshold found in PIC calculations (Ith = 140 mA).



4
Photonic free-electron laser pumped

by multiple electron beams

4.1 Introduction

Electromagnetic waves with high power (P > 1 W) find numerous applications at various

frequency ranges. For example, remote sensing [172–175], material processing [13, 14, 176–

182] and cancer treatment [183–186] use lasers from around the microwave up to the visible

range and beyond. Typical laser applications demand supplying the power with a high

spatial brightness, i.e., the total power is delivered from a small mode area in the focus

into a small solid angle in the far-field. In addition, the laser should preferably provide a

high spectral brightness by restricting the oscillation to a single frequency. The highest

spectral brightness is achieved when only a single longitudinal mode oscillates. Thus, for

a laser resonator based on free-space propagation the highest brightness at a given power

is achieved when the output is concentrated in a single longitudinal mode with a TEM00

transverse mode profile [169]. The equivalent statement for a waveguide laser is that the

output power is delivered in a single transverse mode and a single longitudinal mode,

as such output can be fully converted into a single frequency TEM00 mode in free-space

using suitable diffractive optical elements. In the previous chapter we predicted that a
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pFEL in the microwave regime, even if based on a single electron beam, already emits

a substantial power of Pss = 1.5 kW in a single transverse and longitudinal waveguide

mode. With such power levels, pFELs seem to be promising for a variety of high power

applications at microwave frequencies.

Nevertheless, an even higher promise lies in the fundamental frequency scalability of

pFELs which is based on the scale invariance of Maxwell’s equations – see chapter 2.

Reducing the spatial period of the crystal by a chosen factor would increase the laser

frequency with the same factor. However, the output power only remains constant if the

other laser parameters are kept constant as well. The latter means particularly the pump

power, which is given by the product of the voltage (proportional to the beam energy) and

the current of the electron beam that pumps the laser. However, the required scalability

of electron beams is fundamentally limited as is discussed in the following.

When downscaling the characteristic length scale of the photonic crystal, by a certain,

desired factor, the cross sectional area of the vacuum channels in the crystal through which

the electrons stream becomes inevitably smaller. Thus, when attempting to maintain a

constant pump current for a constant output power the current density would have to in-

crease quadratically with the scaling factor. Thereby, also the mutual Coulomb repulsion

of the electrons would strongly increase. Already at low scaling factors it is complicated

to compensate space-charge forces with a magnetic guiding field. Upon scaling down

the photonic crystal features, the required magnetic field strength would go beyond any

feasible values [65]. A second problem is, that the emission density of cathodes is fun-

damentally limited. Typically, for a long lifetime the emission density should not exceed

10 A/cm2 [63, 187, 188]. Third, space-charge effects inside high current density beams

counteract bunching which eventually limits the gain or leads to chaotic oscillations of

the output power [89, 189]. In conclusion, this means that the current density cannot be

scaled and upon frequency scaling the available pump power and also the output power

of the laser will reduce. At some point the pump current would be too low to reach the

threshold pump current of the laser and no oscillation will set in anymore.

One might argue that the pump power deployed through a vacuum channel of down-

scaled size can be maintained also with increasing the beam energy. When the beam

current drops quadratically with the scaling factor, one could maintain the power by

quadratically increasing the beam energy. Indeed, high power microwave tubes, such as

the Klystron or Gyrotron can generate megawatt power levels in a single mode by using

high beam energies in addition to high currents [190, 191]. However, such scaling via the

beam energy immediately leads to extremely high (relativistic) energies, the generation of

which requires large-scale electron sources. Thus, to enable a frequency scaling of pFELs
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a new approach needs to be devised which enables to deploy the same pump power into a

photonic crystal with smaller channels. More specifically, in order to not loose brightness

but gain brightness as discussed above, this approach needs to be such that the laser

output is still concentrated in a single transverse mode.

Our solution to maintain the pump power upon down-scaling the crystal is to spatially

distribute the pump current in the transverse direction. Effectively, when the size of

the vacuum channels in the photonic crystal becomes smaller for an up-scaling of the

frequency, the decreased pump current per channel is compensated by pumping through an

increased number of channels. On a more fundamental level, i.e., before even attempting

to upscale the frequency, this is equivalent to the following statement. The output power

from a pFEL at a fixed frequency should increase when the pump current is increased via

a higher number of pump beams in a manner that does not lead to multiple transverse

mode oscillations. The latter condition is of central importance because only if the output

power of the pFEL remains concentrated in a single mode will the brightness increase

with the pump power. Note that increasing the number of pump beams means that the

pumped volume also increases. Corresponding studies of power up-scaling via increasing

the pumped volume have already been performed earlier with relativistic backward-wave

oscillators using corrugated waveguides with a large diameter [95, 101, 192]. However,

the increased pumped volume leads simultaneously to oscillation in multiple transverse

waveguide modes [95, 101, 192]. This result is actually typical for most types of lasers.

For example, when a larger volume is pumped in solid-state lasers or diode lasers, it is

typically found that the output is distributed over an increased number of transverse

modes [193–196]. Thus, while the power can be increased via pumping a large volume,

the high brightness associated with single spatial mode oscillation is typically lost.

In this chapter we demonstrate that, in contrast to the named other lasers, the os-

cillation of pFELs can remain restricted to a single mode, although the power increase

is achieved via pumping a larger volume. This difference in scaling is imposed by the

periodic structure of photonic crystals which enforces a single spatial and spectral mode

output. In a pFEL, a larger volume becomes available when increasing the number of

transverse crystal periods. In section 4.2 we investigate a specific example of such a pFEL

and consider pumping with an increasing number of (up to seven) electron beams. PIC

calculations in section 4.3 show that for this pFEL a power up-scaling in a single longi-

tudinal and transverse mode is achieved, which is equivalent to up-scaling the brightness.

In section 4.4 we illustrate that the emergence of single-mode oscillation arises from the

combination of spatial mode selectivity in photonic crystals with mono-energetic electron

beams. The latter provides gain competition that leads to a condensation into a single
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mode, as found in lasers with homogeneously broadened gain. To generalize the specific

results obtained from the pFEL investigated, we discuss possible extrapolations of the

numerical results towards many beams. We conclude the chapter with an outlook how

the power scaling might be used to generate powerful THz radiation using pFELs.

4.2 pFEL model and dispersion

The pFEL model we investigate here is shown in Fig. 4.1. The laser design is a straight-

forward extension of the single-beam pFEL presented in chapter 3. We increase the

number of photonic crystal periods in the transverse x-direction, from a value of two to

eight, which creates a seven-times larger pump volume. The other parameters describing

the laser geometry remain unchanged compared to the single-beam pumped pFEL shown

in chapter 3. For instance, again 20 unit cells of the photonic crystal slab are enclosed

in the propagation direction z by a resonator. This resonator is formed by a metallic

mirror at plane A with R = 100 % reflectivity and the interface between the photonic

crystal slab and the empty rectangular waveguide, labeled B in Fig. 4.1. The reflectivity

of the interface is determined to be about R > 85 %, where its precise value depends

on the photonic crystal mode considered (see appendix A). As indicated in the figure,

the photonic crystal slab allows the laser to be pumped by up to seven electron beams –

labeled as 1 through 4a and 4b. By successively turning on the current in an increasing

number of pump beams, the total pump power can be increased while the current in each

beam, and thereby also the current density, is held constant. This method avoids the

complexities of increasing the pump power via an increased current density of a single

electron beam, as discussed in section 4.1. The electron beams are injected at plane A

with an energy of Eel = 13 keV each. The beam diameter is chosen as 2 mm and the

current as I = 1 A for each beam. At plane C, the output port, the electromagnetic field

is decomposed into the empty waveguide modes. In order to relate the empty waveguide

modes to the photonic crystal modes, we investigate in appendix A the coupling between

the two different sets of modes at the interface B. We show that each photonic crystal

mode couples only to a single empty waveguide mode, and vice versa. Therefore, each

mode inside the crystal can be unambiguously associated with a certain waveguide mode,

and we do not need to distinguish between both sets of modes in this chapter.

Due to the large volume of the slab, it can be expected that many transverse photonic

crystal modes exist in the devised operating frequency range around 16 GHz. To assess the

number of modes that might start oscillating for the multi-beam pFEL we determine how

many transverse modes are velocity-matched for the considered frequency in the lowest
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Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of a multi-beam pFEL. Up to seven electron beams enter
at A into a photonic crystal slab that consists of 20 unit cells (see Fig. 4.2a) to provide
gain. The gain section is placed inside a resonator, formed by a metallic mirror at A
and the transition between a rectangular waveguide and the photonic crystal slab at B.
At plane C, the so-called output port, the generated electromagnetic fields are sampled
in time. Throughout the model the electron beam is guided by a static homogeneous
magnetic field of Bz = 0.5 T.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Unit cell of the metallic photonic crystal slab, ax = 4.2 mm, az = 2.5 mm,
h = 8 mm, rod height hp = 4 mm, rod radius rp = 0.75 mm, (b) Band diagram of the
photonic crystal slab and dispersion of the slow space-charge wave for the electron beams
to find at which frequencies velocity matching occurs.

possible spatial harmoinc. This number of velocity-matched modes is found by compar-

ing the dispersion of the slow-space charge wave with the photonic crystal modes. The

phase velocities of photonic crystal modes and the slow space-charge waves are matched

when their dispersions curves intersect. We calculate the slow space-charge dispersion

via eq. (2.24). The photonic crystal dispersion is found by computing the eigenmodes

of the unit cell of the photonic crystal slab (Fig. 4.2a). For this we use again an itera-

tive eigenmode solver [141] and approximate, as previously, all metallic parts as perfect

conductors. Figure 4.2b shows the calculated dispersion for the lowest-frequency modes

of the photonic crystal slab, as well as the dispersion of the slow space-charge wave. In

contrast to the single-beam pFEL, we observe that now up to seven transverse photonic

crystal modes exist around 16 GHz, which is due to the large width of the photonic crystal

slab. We label these modes with increasing cut-off frequency, i.e., the lowest-frequency

mode is termed mode 1, the next mode 2 and so on. All of the seven modes around

16 GHz are velocity-matched to the slow-space charge wave in the first spatial harmonic.

This enables that all these different modes have the potential to be amplified, which may

result in a spectrally and spatially multi-mode output with a correspondingly low bright-

ness. Whether or not such multi-mode emission occurs depends on the competition of

photonic crystal modes for the available gain from the electron beams. This gain compe-

tition might either result in an output that contains a single mode or multiple modes. To

comprehensively investigate the effect of gain competition, a fully nonlinear description

of the pFEL dynamics is required.
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4.3 PIC calculations

PIC calculations allow to investigate the growth during start-up including the gain com-

petition between modes. Hence, PIC calculations are ideal to study whether both power

up-scaling and single-mode operation can be achieved simultaneously. To investigate

power scaling we have performed four sets of PIC calculations with a step-wise increase

in pump power via adding more electron pump beams. First, the laser is pumped with a

single electron beam in the center – labeled 1 in Fig. 4.1. Then we model the same laser

with three adjacent beams turned on – 1, 2a and 2b –, five adjacent beams – 1, 2a, 2b, 3a

and 3b –, and finally with the maximum possible amount of seven beams. For inspect-

ing the dynamical growth of the electromagnetic field, we chose as initial conditions for

the PIC calculation that no radiation field and particles are present inside the resonator.

After t = 0 ns, the current in each of the electron beams is ramped up to a constant final

value of 1 A by increasing the number of injected super-particles from zero towards 121

per beam, during the first 900 time steps, i.e., within 0.3 ns .

Figures 4.3 a–d show in semi-log plots the power growth at the output port vs. time

with different numbers of pump beams turned on, i.e., with single-beam pumping (a) to

seven-beam pumping (d). As the beam energy and current per beam is kept constant, the

pump power increases linearly with the number of beams. The semi-log plots show the

three transverse modes with the highest output power for each pump scheme. Common

for all pump powers are the following three findings. First, the output power in all modes

is initially weak and noisy. Second, after a certain time exponential growth occurs for all

modes. Note that, due to the limited dynamical range that can be displayed for an overall

comparison, the power level of spontaneous emission and the onset of exponential growth

is not visible for the weakest modes. The most important finding from all figures is that,

while initially all modes grow, eventually the steady-state output is clearly dominated

for all pump powers by a single transverse photonic crystal mode, which is always mode

1. For all pump powers investigated, the output power in mode 1 is at least almost two

orders of magnitude higher than in the other modes. On a linear scale, at least 95% of

the total output power is contained in mode 1. When looking at the total steady-state

output power we can show that it grows close to linearly with the applied pump power.

However, we postpone a more detailed study of the power scaling to section 4.5. For now,

to investigate whether the increased power also corresponds to an increased brightness,

we need to prove that the power contained in the single transverse mode, mode 1, is also

completely contained in a single longitudinal mode of the laser resonator.

Potential oscillation in multiple longitudinal modes should show up as a laser output

that contains multiple frequencies. A suitable way to identify the number of oscillating
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Figure 4.3: Temporal power growth of the three strongest modes at the output port for
a multi-beam pFEL. The different sub-figures a–d show the output power when pumped
with (a) one beam, (b) three beams, (c) five beams and (d) seven beams.

longitudinal modes in the dominant transverse mode, mode 1, is thus to inspect the power

spectrum of this mode. To calculate this spectrum we take the square of the magnitude of

the Fourier-transform of the electromagnetic field sampled for mode 1 at the output port.

Figure 4.4 a–d shows the power spectra for the different pump schemes. It is observed

that the spectrum of mode 1 consists basically of a single sharp maximum, i.e., the

dominating mode 1 oscillates at a single frequency. This frequency is around 15.87 GHz

and the spectral bandwidth (FWHM) is less than 10 MHz. Note that the spectral distance

between different longitudinal modes of the resonator is more than 0.1 GHz. This spectral

distance makes it easily detectable if more than a single longitudinal mode of the resonator

would be excited, as the spectral resolution of the Fourier-transform is much smaller

(about 7.5 MHz, given by the finite time window of the data in Fig. 4.3). From the
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Figure 4.4: Power spectrum of the strongest transverse mode, mode 1, at the output
port when driven by an increasing number of electron beams. The power spectrum is
normalized to the maximum power of mode 1 for each pumping scheme.

data in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, we can conclude that the laser is clearly operating in a single

transverse mode and also in a single longitudinal mode, except for deviations of at most

a few percent of power. This means that the demonstrated power up-scaling via pumping

with multiple electron beams has also increased the brightness of the output.

4.4 Mode competition

The results of the PIC calculations presented in the previous section predict that the

output of the investigated multi-beam pumped pFEL eventually is dominated by a single

transverse and longitudinal mode and also grows with the number of pump beams. A well-

known mechanism that leads to steady-state single-mode oscillation in potentially multi-
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mode lasers is gain competition. While the observed power up-scaling of the brightness is

very desirable for applications, a fully systematic analysis of gain competition is hindered

by limited computational resources for performing the required PIC calculations and its

“Blackbox” character. These circumstances, presently, limit the following discussion of

gain competition in multi-beam pFELs. However, some important conclusions regarding

the underlying physical mechanisms can still be drawn.

To find the underlying physical mechanism for explaining the observed mode selection,

we recall that a mono-energetic electron beam amplifies electromagnetic fields in a similar

fashion as, e.g., a solid-state laser medium with a homogeneously broadened gain [197,

198]. Homogeneous broadening of the gain in solid-state lasers means that each electron in

the upper laser level is capable to amplify all frequencies in the gain bandwidth [169]. This

implies that the growth of a certain mode diminishes the gain for any other competing

mode. In this case, only the mode with the highest net small-signal gain survives the

mode competition in steady-state, even when the gain advantage is extremely tiny [199].

This is sometimes termed as “spectral condensation”, “mode condensation” or simply

described by the phrase: “The winner takes it all.”

To test this hypothesis for our case we derive the net small-signal gain per round-trip

for each mode for a comparison. As the reflection loss is similar for all of the considered

modes (see appendix A) and also the wavelength of the considered modes is almost equal,

we can simplify the comparison to the small-signal gain per wavelength Gλ. For pumping

with a number of t electron beams, each with a cross-section Sb and a current per beam

Ib,0, the small-signal gain per wavelength becomes [200]:

Gλ[dB] = 47.3C [dB] = 47.3
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Using eq. (4.1) we calculate the small-signal gain per wavelength Gλ for the different

transverse photonic crystal modes, as a function of the number of electron beams. Fig-

ure 4.7 shows the results as data points connected with lines. Each curve corresponds to

the small-signal gain of a certain photonic crystal mode. The figure shows that the highest

small-signal gain is always found for mode 1, although the small-signal gain increases for

each mode with the number of pump beams. Thus, as we have assumed mono-energetic

electron beams a single wave number will grow and it is expected from eq. (4.1) that

eventually a single mode dominates. Indeed, we observe this in the PIC calculations. By

far the main power of more than 95% is contained in a single mode and only a minor

fraction of less than 5% is distributed over all other modes at steady-state. This residual

power found in the other modes might be caused by weak inhomogeneous gain broadening,
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Figure 4.5: Small-signal gain per wavelength versus the number of electron beams pump-
ing the pFEL of Fig. 4.1 at the velocity-matched wave number kz,P hC . (Data points are
connected with lines for a better visualization.)

which occurs if a sufficiently large velocity spread is present in the electron beam [197].

Indeed, this is also the case for our pFEL. We recall that, if mono-energetic beams are

injected into the pFEL, this does not mean that the beams also remain mono-energetic

inside the photonic crystal. As we discussed at the case of a pFEL pumped with a single

beam, the kinetic energy of the electrons becomes slightly decreased upon injection into

the crystal. This decrease depends on the precise transverse and longitudinal position of

the electrons. A small energy spread of about 1.5 % is found in the beam, which might

cause a residual fraction of higher-order mode oscillation.

While the difference in gain for the modes and the presence of homogeneous gain

broadening of the beam would explain that mode 1 dominates, it is not obvious to which

effect or, more specifically, to which variables in eq. (4.1) this is to be addressed. For

a closer inspection, let us discuss the various parameters in eq. (4.1) that determine

the small-signal gain per wavelength Gλ. The beam current Ib,0, the kinetic energy of

the electrons expressed as acceleration voltage U0 and the beam cross-section Sb are

constants and can be excluded from the discussion. To enable the comparison between

the different modes, the total energy per unit cell W has been normalized to 1 J throughout

the calculations. Note that, this does not change the gain as only the field strength relative

to the energy per unit cell enters eq. (4.1). We find from Fig. 4.2b that also the velocity-

matched wave number kz,P hC is basically the same, as it changes less than 1% for the

three modes. Also the group velocity, vg, is hardly different for the modes, which we can

also see by inspecting Fig. 4.2b, as the group velocity is the derivative of the dispersion.

Thus, the difference in gain between the modes is mostly to be attributed to the difference
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Figure 4.6: Total longitudinal electric field component Êz,tot at a cross section (xy-
plane) through the center of the rods. The frequencies for the modes are ν = 15.87 GHz,
ν = 15.95 GHz and ν = 16.03 GHz. All three modes of the photonic crystal slab have
the same wave number in the 0th spatial harmonic of kz,0 = −873 m−1. The white circles
indicate the edge of the electron beams and the rod positions are outlined via black
rectangles.

in the field-electron beam overlap integral:

t
∑

b=1

∫

Sb

|Ez,m(x, y, k0)|2 dSb. (4.2)

Here, Ez,m, is the velocity-matched spatial harmonic amplitude in the considered photonic

crystal mode.

To underline the meaning of this velocity-matched spatial harmonic amplitude Ez,m,

let us recall the mathematical form of the longitudinal component Êz,tot of a photonic

crystal mode, eq. (2.23):

Êz,tot(x, y, z, kz,0) =
∞
∑

m=−∞

Ez,m(x, y, kz,0) exp(−ikz,mz) (4.3)

with kz,m = kz,0 +
2π

az

m, (4.4)

This equation states that, when one knows the specific spatial longitudinal electric field

distribution along the electron beam, one finds Ez,m via a Fourier-transform. For a more

detailed explanation and the precise numerical implementation the reader is referred to

van Dijk [166]. This means that only a fraction of the total field Êz,tot is responsible
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Figure 4.7: Spatial overlap between velocity-matched spatial harmonics amplitude
Ez,1(x, y, kz,0) at kz,1 = 1641 m−1 and electron beams for mode 1, mode 2 and mode
3 of the photonic crystal slab. The corresponding frequencies for the amplitudes are
ν = 15.87 GHz, ν = 15.95 GHz and ν = 16.03 GHz. The spatial harmonic amplitude
Ez,1(x, y, kz,0) is plotted in a false color scale versus the transverse coordinates x and
y. The white circles indicate the edge of the electron beams and the rod positions are
outlined via black rectangles.

for the small-signal gain. This fraction of the total field is the spatial harmonic with

a wave number kz,m equal to kz,P hC . To make this difference clear, let us compare the

total longitudinal electric field component and the spatial harmonic with the wave number

kz,P hC also graphically. The total longitudinal electric field component is what is obtained

with an eigenmode solver when computing the dispersion from the unit cell of the crystal.

This total longitudinal electric field component, Êz,tot, is shown in Fig. 4.6 as a function of

the transverse coordinates (x, y) in a cross-section through the center of the rods for the

three modes considered. Each sub-figure shows the field distribution for the same wave

number of kz,0 = −873 m−1 which corresponds to the operating frequency of mode 1. It

is clearly observed that the photonic crystal modes are distinguishable via the number of

nodes in the x-direction. Further, the maximum field amplitude is found in-between the

rods and the field is zero inside the rods.

Figure 4.7 shows the velocity-matched spatial harmonic amplitude of these three

modes. Thus, the spatial harmonic number is m = 1 and the associated wave num-

ber is kz,P hC = 1641m−1 (see. Fig. 4.2b). Of course, the same number and location of

field nodes are observed, but the velocity-matched field amplitude is non-zero also at the

transverse location (x, y) of the rods. In fact for all modes the velocity-matched spatial
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Figure 4.8: Dynamical growth of the output power for mode selective pumping schemes.
(a) Power when the pFEL is pumped by only the beams 3a and 3b to selectively excite
mode 2. (b) Power when the pFEL is pumped by only the beams 4a and 4b to selectively
excite mode 3.

harmonic amplitude Ez,1 shows a local maximum at the transverse locations of the rods.

Note that this is not in contradiction with the fact that the electromagnetic field inside

a perfect conductor is zero [124]. None of the spatial harmonic amplitudes in the Fourier

series needs separately to be zero inside the rods, as long as the total (phased) superpo-

sition of the spatial harmonics is zero inside the rods, which is indeed the case here (see

Fig. 4.6).

The different small-signal gain of the various photonic crystal modes can now be

understood by looking at the overlap of the velocity-matched spatial harmonic amplitude

with the pumping electron beams. From Fig. 4.7 we observe that, for mode 1 of the

photonic crystal slab, the overlap with the first spatial harmonic is highest for electron

beam 1, as the overall envelope decreases towards the sidewalls of the waveguide. Thus,

the highest contribution of the various beams to the small-signal of mode 1 is from beam

1. The envelope of the first spatial harmonic also exhibits no nodes inside the waveguide,

as is the case for the total longitudinal electric field component shown in Fig. 4.6. Mode

2 possesses one node exactly at the center of the waveguide where the electron beam 1 is

located. Similarly, mode 3 has two nodes at x = −5.6 mm and x = 5.6 mm, thus again

close to where electron beams stream, (2a and 2b). This effect reduces for the higher-

order modes the overlap with the pumping electron beams which is the reason, why the

small-signal gain of these modes is lower than that of mode 1.

As a direct test of the previous explanation for mode selection, we try to enforce the

output being dominated either by mode 2 or mode 3. According to the principle of best

overlap with the electron beams, we chose the location of the beams such that the overlap
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of mode 2 or mode 3 is bigger than for all other modes. Pumping only with the beams 3a

and 3b should let mode 2 dominate. Pumping only by the beams 4a and 4b should make

mode 3 dominate. Figure 4.8 shows the growth of the strongest modes vs. time at the

output port calculated for the two pump configurations. Initially, other modes seem to

have a bigger power than mode 2 and mode 3, respectively. This is due to different initial

noise conditions for the modes. In our calculations different noise levels can be caused

by different spontaneous emission powers for the various modes and, unfortunately, also

by numerical effects. However, it can be seen that the exponential growth is strongest

for mode 2 or mode 3, respectively. After some time these modes become dominant –

about 60 ns for mode 2 in Fig. 4.8a and about 45 ns for mode 3. Thereafter, the results

show indeed that “The winner takes it all”. The power in the other modes reduces to

more than two orders of magnitude below the power of mode 2 and mode 3, respectively.

The favorable overlap with the pump beams leads to a spatial condensation via gain

competition. This shows again that achieving single-mode oscillation is due to a spatial

gain competition similar to homogeneous gain broadening in lasers.

This observation is an important finding for power up-scaling of pFELs without los-

ing single-mode operation. Always one of the modes will have the best overlap with

the electron beams. When supplying mono-energetic pump beams this should lead to a

steady-state power dominated by the mode with the best field-electron overlap. Prefer-

ably, one adjusts the location of the pump electron beams and the transverse field nodes

via the photonic crystal slab geometry, such that the lowest order mode dominates. Even-

tually, this might not be possible anymore, however, as long as the output is concentrated

in a single transverse mode and a single longitudinal mode it could be converted into

a single frequency TEM00 mode in free-space using suitable diffractive optical elements.

This offers the maximum possible brightness when up-scaling the power via pumping a

larger volume.

4.5 Power scaling for multiple beams

We have shown that, by increasing the pump power in a specific pFEL, it is possible

to increase power and brightness, simultaneously. However, so far we have postponed

a more detailed investigation of the powers that can be achieved in mode 1, as found

in Fig. 4.3. In this section we attempt to deduce a general power scaling law from

the PIC calculations. Such power scaling law would be very desirable for an improved

understanding of the underlying physics, but also for predicting the expected output power

when injecting many – possibly hundreds to thousands – electron beams into photonic
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Figure 4.9: Steady-state output power versus the number of electron beams and total
pump current. The numerical data is calculated via PIC calculations for the pFEL shown
in Fig. 4.1 The power scaling is compared with two estimates. First, with assuming an
infinitely wide photonic crystal where each beam contributes equally to the power (ideal
scaling). The second estimate describes the photonic crystal slab as a dielectric-filled
rectangular waveguide and assumes interaction with the lowest transverse TM-eigenmode,
which has a cosine shaped field distribution along the transverse axes (cos2-scaling).

crystals. PIC calculations are most likely incapable to predict such power scaling in a

reasonable amount of computation time because the modeling effort becomes incredibly

excessive.

In order to identify a law for a general power up-scaling, Fig. 4.9 summarizes the

steady-state power obtained with up to seven beams as found in Figs. 4.3 a–d. It is

observed that clearly the output power increases with the number of pump beams. Thus,

the output power also increases with the total pump power. However, for each consecutive

increment of pump power, the increment in output power becomes smaller. This might

indicate that a further power scaling is impossible. In order to find out if this is the case

we compare the found power scaling to scaling laws found in literature.

The most commonly found power up-scaling in lasers is a linear increase with the

pump power [169]. Indeed, this has been found with a single pump beam as seen in

Fig. 3.8. Here, this most naive expectation would mean that, if one beam generates a

output power P1 at steady-state, t beams should ideally generate a power tP1. Figure 4.9

shows that such ideal scaling clearly overestimates the power up-scaling for the specific

pFEL we have investigated.

To understand this discrepancy, note that the assumption that each beam contributes

the same power to the total output implies that each electron beam would contribute with

the same strength to the pumping of the electromagnetic field of the dominating mode.
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However, for transversely finite structures, including the pFEL we study here, the metal

boundaries enforce a transverse variation of the overall electromagnetic field envelope.

The reason for this is that the electric field tangential to the metallic side walls has to be

zero, see Fig. 4.6. As a result the electron beams that are located closer to the wall of

the waveguide interact with a weaker electromagnetic field than the beams in the center

of the waveguide. This reduces the small-signal gain contribution of the beams near the

walls, and it is reasonable that this also reduces their contribution to the the steady-state

output power.

To relate the electromagnetic field strength at the beam location to the steady-state

power, let us compare the pFEL to a hypothetical slow-wave FEL. This FEL achieves

velocity-matching via a rectangular waveguide completely filled with a dielectric with a

refractive index n through which the electrons can nevertheless propagate. Thereby, we

approximate the photonic crystal by a homogeneous effective dielectric medium. In this

case, the first transverse mode with non-zero Ez field is the TM11 waveguide mode [165].

This mode has a cosine shaped field profile along the transverse directions x and y. The

Ez field distribution has nodes at the metallic side-walls and the field maximum lies at

the center of the waveguide.

The steady-state output of these so-called Čerenkov lasers has been studied analyt-

ically by Asgekar in a one-dimensional model [76]. In analogy to solid-state lasers he

defines a saturation intensity, Isat, or equivalently a saturation power Psat, as follows.

Psat =
1
2

ǫ0

m2
el

e2

v5γ6

L4
λ2

matchedS (4.5)

Here S is the transverse cross section of the electron beam and λmatched = 2πk−1
matched is

the velocity-matched wavelength in a Čerenkov laser. The saturation power describes

at which power the gain reduces to half of its small-signal value due to gain saturation.

Asgekar’s analysis is based on the assumption that, at that power, electrons have on

average slipped backwards with respect to the electromagnetic wave by a certain phase

Ω, where the value of Ω is taken from numerical calculations. Further, he shows that the

gain coefficient, g0, and the saturation power Psat are related to the electron beam power1

4Nγ2Psatg0 =
v2

c2
Pbeam. (4.6)

1Please, note that the original paper has a typographic error for formula (4.6), which is in the paper
formula (16). The saturation intensity Isat should be the saturation power Psat if one follows its derivation.
This is also easily observed by performing a simple dimensional analysis of both sides of the formula.
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Here g0 relates in our notation to

g0 = 8π2C3N3. (4.7)

Pbeam is the kinetic beam power which yields for the case of a non-relativistic, low-energy

beam, where γ can be set to unity,

Pbeam = U0I0. (4.8)

In the following, we use eq. (4.6) for approximating the steady-state output power Pss.

For that, we assume that the efficiency defined as

η =
Pss

Pbeam

, (4.9)

is to a first order approximation, not influenced by the current streaming through the

crystal. Indeed, this has also been found in the calculations for the single-beam pumped

pFEL (see Fig. 3.8). Thus, in this one-dimensional theory the following relation can be

found for the steady-state power Pss, when combing eqs. (4.5) to (4.9)

Pss = 4ǫ0ηk2
matchedv3c2 m2

el

e2
C3S. (4.10)

In this one-dimensional theory it is clearly seen that the crucial parameter to determine

the steady-sate power is the gain parameter C. However, for applying eq. (4.10) to our

hypothetical Čerenkov FEL, we need to incorporate transverse variations into the model.

For this, we assume that all of the beams we use are contained in a single, super

electron beam with a total beam current I0 = tIb,0. This beam current increases then

linear with the number of beams t. The saturation power of this super beam is assumed to

be approximately given by eq. (4.5), as it is found that the saturation power is completely

independent of the beam current. Transverse variations are then introduced into this

model via the small-signal gain coefficient C that can for t beams be written as [200]:

C =
(

1
t

∑t
b=1 |Ez,matched(xb, yb, kmatched)|2

2k2
matchedWvgSb

Ib,0

4U0

)1/3

. (4.11)

Here, we have further used that the variation of the electric field around the bth beam,

can be roughly approximated by the electric field at the center of that beam (xb, yb).

Specifically, for the maximum amount of seven beams, i.e., t = 7 the velocity-matched

longitudinal electromagnetic field component, becomes the following in our hypothetical
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Čerenkov laser.

t
∑

b=1

|Ez,matched(xb, yb, kmatched)|2 = |Ez,matched(0, 0, kmatched)|2

×
[

cos2(0) + 2 cos2(1ax/8axπ) + 2 cos2(2ax/8axπ) + 2 cos2(3ax/8axπ)
]

(4.12)

This expression contains the cosine-shaped variation of the considered TM11 waveguide

mode in the laser. It is further assumed that, by increasing the number of beams, the

electromagnetic field that effectively bunches the super electron beam is the square of the

quadratic mean value at the location of the electron beams in our hypothetical Cerenkov

FEL. Using the gain parameter C, eq. (4.11), in eq. (4.10) we find as an approximation

for the steady-state power, that

Pss = 2ǫ0η
n2

W
Ib,0U0

1
t

t
∑

b=1

|Ez,matched(xb, yb, kmatched)|2 . (4.13)

We observe indeed that the above derivation predicts a linear scaling with Ib,0 and U0 if

the longitudinal field strength present at each beam location is the same, as expected from

Fig. 3.8. However, for a cosine shaped field distribution the square of the quadratic mean

value is smaller than for a transversally homogeneous field. Therefore, we can expect

the resulting power scaling to be less than linear. Figure 4.9 shows the calculated power

scaling four our hypothetical Čerenkov FEL, when we set that the power emitted by a

single electron beam is equal to our pFEL pumped with a single electron beam. The

figure shows that the power increment reduces with increasing number of pump beams,

as each added pair of adjacent pump beams interacts with a smaller longitudinal electric

field than the center beam. While this power scaling confirms the principal result, of a

reduced power increment with each added pair of adjacent pump beams, the figure also

shows that the absolute agreement to our numerically calculated data points is not better

than for a linear scaling. We suspect that this is due to our coarse approximations via an

effective dielectric medium which does not accurately model the fine structure of the field

distribution in a photonic crystal. Nevertheless, there is an overall correct tendency of the

cos2-weighted power scaling with the numerical results. This indicates that the varying

field strength at the beam locations influences the shape of the power scaling law.

In conclusion, we found that the transverse variation of the photonic crystal mode

affects the steady-state output power. While this means the power up-scaling with the

number of beams is slightly less than linear, an overall power scaling with the number of

beams is still expected.
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4.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we presented how a pFEL with a large pump volume can be used to achieve

a single-mode power up-scaling, by pumping it with many electron beams. In other lasers,

it is typically observed that increasing the pump volume, leads to multi-mode oscillation

[95, 101, 192–196]. However, when calculating the output for a specific pFEL, the lowest

transverse mode remains dominating and contains more than 95 % of the total power at

a single frequency.

We found that this is likely due to the circumstance that a mono-energetic electron

beam can be considered as providing mode competition for the gain in analogy to homo-

geneous gain broadening. In this competition, the mode with the highest small-signal gain

eventually suppresses the amplification of other modes by depleting their gain. The small-

signal gain of the various potentially oscillating modes depends on the overlap between the

velocity-matched spatial harmonic amplitude and the electron beams. Indeed, we found

that the spatial overlap between the dominant mode and the electron beams is higher

compared to other modes. When increasing the transverse width of the photonic crystal

slab, a certain transverse mode will always have the best overall overlap with the pump

beams. Even if this is not the lowest transverse mode, the output remains concentrated

in a single transverse mode and a single longitudinal mode which can be converted into

a single frequency TEM00 mode in free-space using suitable diffractive optical elements

achieving the highest possible brightness for a given power and frequency.

To devise a power scaling law we discussed the trend of the power increment versus the

number of electron beams. Each pump power increment via adding more beams results

in a slightly less output power increment. With seven beams a maximum output power of

8 kW in a single-mode is found for the laser. This power is slightly less than is expected

for a linear scaling with the pump power. We investigated whether such deviation is due

to the varying electric field strength along the transverse direction. The power scaling law

found with this assumption provides a similar tendency as found in the PIC calculations.

The power scaling discussion is of central importance for a frequency scaling of pFELs,

as we discussed in the introduction of this chapter, especially, as the increased power

output is found in a single-mode. For example, given the power scalability pointed out

at a particular example, pFELs might fill in the so-called THz gap. The name THz-gap

expresses the lack of higher-average power THz sources (P > 1 W) that, at the same time,

can be compact in size [64, 65, 201]. For instance, backward-wave oscillators and traveling

wave tubes may be constructed with dimensions that provide output in the THz range,

but their maximum output is not more than a few tens of milliwatts [65, 202, 203]. The

strongest of these sources use extremely high current densities of more than 150 A/cm2
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[203]. These densities tremendously complicate the electron beam generation and guiding.

Using our concept of scaling, i.e., by dividing the total electron current over a large

volume, in the form of many electron beams, avoids such problems. By extending the

number of crystal periods in a transverse direction, here the x-direction, and possibly

also the y-direction, photonic crystals naturally provide an increasing number of vacuum

channels for the propagation of multiple electron beams. We envision that eventually the

current might be distributed over hundreds or thousands of electrons beams generated,

e.g., by field-emitter arrays [187] to pump a single-mode of a pFEL at THz frequencies

and generate several Watts of output power.





5
Mapping electromagnetic field

components inside photonic crystals

5.1 Introduction

Photonic crystals provide spontaneous and stimulated emission in a pFEL by offering a

suitable spatio-temporal distribution of the electromagnetic field modes. By shaping the

electromagnetic field, such that a velocity-matched and longitudinally oriented Ez field is

present, photonic crystals enable bunching of the electron beam which eventually leads to

laser oscillations. Besides pFELs, there are a wide range of other fundamental experiments

that rely on proper shaping of the electromagnetic field in a photonic crystal to control

the interaction of light and matter. For example, spontaneous emission from quantum

dots is enhanced or inhibited by placing them inside a photonic crystal [19, 20, 24, 25,

28, 29]. Such experiments also have far reaching technological impact in, for example, the

development of efficient micro-scale lasers, LEDs or solar cells [30–38, 204–206].

All these scientific examples and applications are enabled by the particular field dis-

tribution present inside the photonic crystal, i.e., at the locations of the free electrons

or the embedded light sources. Eigenmode fields of ideal photonic crystals, i.e., assum-

ing a perfect periodicity, can be calculated by numerical methods such as eigenmode or
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FDTD methods [121, 141, 207, 208]. However, all real photonic crystals inevitably suffer

from unpredictable non-periodic local deviations due to both fabrication errors and, also

fundamentally, due to thermodynamical arguments [209, 210]. Such deviations are very

challenging to include into numerical calculation and require certain idealizations of the

structure geometry even when sophisticated methods are applied [211, 212]. A measure-

ment is the only way to analyze the electromagnetic field inside a real photonic crystal.

However, a method to measure the absolute field strength of an eigenmode inside a real

photonic crystal has never been published.

To date the most commonly used method to map local fields of photonic crystals has

been near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) [213–231]. This technique relies on

scanning a small tip of a tapered optical fiber above the surface of a photonic crystal that

collects part of the evanescent field with subwavelength resolution. However, while this

method has been used to measure individual field components [226, 228, 232] it is restricted

to probing local fields outside the crystal near its surfaces while the field deep inside

the crystal cannot be mapped. If the probe of an NSOM is placed inside the photonic

crystal it would distort the fields beyond recognition, due to its large size compared to

the photonic crystal features, see e.g., [222]. Thus, one is forced to make assumptions

about the internal scattering of the fields under study to the detected evanescent fields.

In case of three-dimensional crystals, relating the fields at the surface to the fields in

the bulk is even more challenging [221] than in the widely studied two-dimensional slab

systems. What is desirable is to devise a method that can probe the absolute strength of

the electromagnetic field inside a photonic crystal.

While non-periodic deviations inside photonic crystals are especially important at THz

or optical frequencies [233, 234], non-periodic deviations should be a minor concern at

microwave frequencies. It is possible to precisely manufacture microwave structures, thus

minimizing such deviations. However, for the particular example of microwave photonic

crystals for application in a pFEL a method to precisely characterize the field distribu-

tion inside the photonic crystal remains important. During laser operation the vacuum

pressure in the laser needs to be typically below 1 ·10−7 mbar. Such pressures are required

to allow the operation of thermionic dispenser cathodes. Dispenser cathodes provide a

high current, thus high gain, but they are very vulnerable to exposure to air, especially

after first operation [235–238]. For example, the specific gun we intend to use for a first

experimental demonstration should not be exposed to air more than a few times [239].

Hence, after the laser has been operated once, breaking the vacuum is to be prevented

at all costs. Should the laser not operate as expected, the standard procedure is to in-

vestigate the proper working of each component individually to detect the problem. This
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requires opening the vacuum vessel and imposes a high risk of destruction to the cathode.

Thus, it is desirable to thoroughly characterize the photonic crystal before evacuating the

laser. As has been discussed in previous chapters for laser operation, the longitudinally

oriented field strength is most important. As we pointed out before, such a method is not

readily available and it would be desirable to devise such method.

Here we demonstrate a method to measure the absolute strength of the electromagnetic

field distribution inside photonic crystals. Our method relies on measuring the resonant

frequencies of standing waves in a photonic crystal of finite length that is enclosed by two

mirrors. A subwavelength scatterer placed inside the crystal scatters the electromagnetic

field which shifts the frequency of the resonances of the photonic crystal modes propor-

tionally to the square of the electric and magnetic field strength at the scatterer position

[127, 133, 240, 241]. By measuring the frequency shift as a function of the spatial position

of the scatterer, we obtain maps of the field strength versus position. To demonstrate the

method we perform measurements using a typical photonic crystal as intended for the

use in pFELs. In order to maximize gain such photonic crystals are designed such that

the longitudinal field component dominates throughout most of the inside of the photonic

crystal slab. This allows the use of a spherical, metallic bead as a scatterer to map the

dominant longitudinal electric field component inside the photonic crystal slab.

5.2 Measurement method

To map the electromagnetic field, the photonic crystal is placed between two mirrors.

The mirrors restrict the electromagnetic field in the photonic crystal to discrete longitu-

dinal photonic crystal modes with associated resonance frequencies ν0 and wave numbers

kz. To measure the electromagnetic field we place a scatterer inside the photonic crystal

and measure the shift of the resonance frequencies. We chose a scatterer in the Rayleigh

regime with a small size parameter x ≪ 1, with x = 2πR/λ . Here, R is the radius of the

object and λ the wavelength. In this regime the field is approximately constant through-

out the scatterer volume. Thus, the scattering can be treated within the electrostatic

approximation to calculate the resulting frequency shift ∆ν due to the scatterer. Using a

spherical metallic scatterer with a radius R we obtain [127, 240, 241].

∆ν(r) =
1

2
µ0Ĥ(r)2 − ǫ0Ê(r)2

U
πR3ν0 (5.1)

where Ê(r) and Ĥ(r) are the unperturbed electric and magnetic fields at the location

r of the scatterer, respectively. U is the total energy stored inside the unperturbed
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cavity, ǫ0 is the permittivity and µ0 the permeability of free space. If we measure the

frequency shift versus the scatterer location ∆ν(r) we will map, in a general photonic

crystal, the electromagnetic field quantity
(

1

2
µ0Ĥ(r)2 − ǫ0Ê(r)2

)

. In certain photonic

crystal geometries particular field components dominate, i.e., the field strength of a single

component is much greater than for all other components. Measuring the total field is

then effectively a measurement of this dominating field component.

In the photonic crystal of a pFEL it is most suitable to let the longitudinal field

component dominate because this maximizes the amplification of the laser. In this case

the frequency shift becomes

∆ν(r) ≈ −ǫ0Êz(r)2

U
πR3ν0 (5.2)

Solving for the Êz component yields

Êz(r) =

√

−∆ν(r)U
πR3ǫ0ν0

. (5.3)

Equation (5.3) shows that it is possible to map the absolute strength of the Êz field

component by measuring the frequency shift of the longitudinal resonances ∆ν versus the

bead position and by determining the total energy stored in the cavity U for a specific

input power Pin.

5.3 The photonic crystal slab

In this section we present the photonic crystal slab that is used to demonstrate the

method. The unit cell of the photonic crystal slab we use is shown in Fig. 5.1a. The

unit cell has similar geometry as the crystals we studied in the chapters 3 and 4. A

rectangular lattice of metal rods is enclosed inside a rectangular metal waveguide causing

the Êz field component to dominate above all other field components inside the structure.

However, the unit cell used is a supercell instead of a simple cell photonic crystal slab,

which has been initially considered beneficial for use in pFELs and therefore the crystal

was immediately available at the time we carried out the measurements. A rectangular

lattice of metal rods with a central line defect at x = 0 forms the basis of the supercell.

The photonic crystal has a lattice constant of az = 7.5 mm along the z-direction and the

lattice constant is ax = 6.75 mm along the x-direction. The third transverse row of rods

is missing inside the supercell. In total the supercell consists of 12 rods and has a length

of az,eff = 22.5 mm, as indicated in Fig. 5.1a. The diameter of the rods is 4 mm and the
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic three-dimensional view of the photonic crystal slab indicating
the defining geometry parameters. Metallic rods are placed inside a rectangular metallic
waveguide. The dashed line indicates the size of the supercell. (b) Calculated band
structure of the photonic crystal slab showing the four lowest photonic crystal modes
having a non-zero Ez component of the electric field.

surrounding waveguide has a width of w = 47.25 mm and a height of h = 20 mm.

To calculate the band structure of this photonic crystal slab, a finite-difference time-

domain (FDTD) method is used [208]. In the calculations, through the application of

appropriate periodic boundary conditions to the unit cell, the photonic crystal slab is

taken to be infinitely long in the z-direction. For simplicity, all metal parts are treated

as perfect electric conductors which is well justified in the microwave range. Figure 5.1b

shows the results for the four lowest-frequency photonic crystal modes with a non-zero

longitudinal electric field component. Due to the z-periodicity of the slab, the dispersion

in the 0th spatial harmonic, i.e., for normalized wave numbers (az,eff kz) between 0 and 2π,

repeats with increasing wave number [44] and the finite transverse size of the waveguide

results in a lowest allowed normalized frequency of 0.61 for mode 1. No other photonic

crystal modes exists below this cut-off frequency.

For a comparison with experimental field mapping data we calculate the local Êz

field distribution of mode 1 and mode 2. The FDTD method is applied at the resonant

frequency of mode 1 and 2 for a normalized wave number of az,eff kz = 0 which corresponds

to a normalized frequency of 0.61 and 0.71 respectively. Figures 5.2a through 5.2d show

the Êz field pattern of the modes at two transverse planes at different z coordinates.

The first plane is taken through the center of the first row of rods at z = 0.5az and the

second plane is taken through the empty row of the unit cell at z = 2.5az where mapping

is performed. As expected, the field pattern is symmetric due to the symmetry of the

photonic crystal slab. Furthermore, throughout all field patterns it is observed that mode
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Figure 5.2: Transverse longitudinal electric field distribution, Êz, of the photonic crystal
slab for mode 1 and mode 2 at two cross sections (xy-plane) inside the unit cell. First,
through the first row of rods (at z = 0.5az, (a) and (b)). Second, at a cross section
through the empty part of the waveguide (at z = 2.5az, (c) and (d)). The normalized
wave number for both patterns is kzaz,eff = 0 and the corresponding normalized frequency
for (a) is 0.61 and for (b) 0.71.
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2 has a field node at the center of the waveguide which will explain that mode 2 is not

found in the experimental data later on.

5.4 Experimental setup

A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.3. The high-precision man-

ufactured photonic crystal, whose properties have been described in section 5.3, is placed

between two highly reflective alumimun mirrors to form a resonator. In the longitudinal

direction, the resonator contains a total of 15 unit cells of the photonic crystal. The first

mirror is positioned at a distance of 0.5az from the center of the first row of rods and the

second mirror is positioned at a distance of 1.5az from the last row of rods.

The photonic crystal slab is fabricated as follows. A channel with a rectangular cross

section of 47.25 mm × 20 mm is milled into a solid aluminum block (bottom plate) and is

covered with an aluminum top plate. Both plates contain holes for mounting the rods.

The rods are hollow brass cylinders with an inner diameter of 2 mm and an outer diameter

of 4 mm. The rods are positioned with screws extending from the top plate through the

rods and attach into the bottom plate. This also provides an electrical connection between

the rods and the waveguide. The total positioning accuracy for the rods is estimated to

be less than 100 µm, corresponding to a high accuracy of about 1.4% of the inter rod

distances.

To measure the resonant frequencies of the photonic crystal slab cavity, a Hertzian

dipole antenna [242] is mounted at the center of each mirror (see Fig. 5.3). Both antennas

point along the z-direction to excite or detect modes with a non-zero Êz field component.

One antenna acts as an emitter – labeled “in” in Fig. 5.3 – while the other antenna acts

as a receiver for transmission measurements – labeled “out” in Fig. 5.3. As a compromise

between minimal loading of the resonator by the antennae and sufficient coupling to the

modes, the length of both antennas was selected as 4 mm. Note that, with the antenna

position in the center of the mirror, modes with an Êz field node in the center cannot be

excited, as is the case for mode 2 shown in Fig. 5.2b.

The other end of both antennae is connected to a network analyzer via coaxial SMA

cables. The network analyzer is formed using a tunable microwave source with a maximum

frequency of 20 GHz (Wiltron, model 69147A), two directional couplers (Krytar, model

2610) and two microwave power meters (Anritsu, model ML1438A with power heads

MA2444A and MA2424B). The network analyzer is calibrated before the measurements to

compensate for frequency dependent losses in cables and other components. The accuracy

is estimated to be about 10%, as re-connecting coaxial cables typically has an effect of
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Figure 5.3: Schematic view of the setup to measure the electromagnetic field inside the
photonic crystal slab by a scatterer. The figure shows a cross section through the photonic
crystal slab at y = 0. The photonic crystal slab is sandwiched between two aluminum
mirrors (bold black). The input and output antennas are mounted at the center of both
mirrors. To map the Êz field component along the x-direction a spherical metallic scat-
terer, which is mounted on a string, can be moved throughout the photonic crystal slab.

this magnitude. Using this setup, we can measure the reflection and transmission spectra

of the photonic crystal slab cavity. For the measurements the frequency resolution is set

to 250 kHz and the input power Pin from the network analyzer is 1 mW.

To map the electromagnetic field inside the photonic crystal slab the scatterer is

scanned through various locations inside the resonator. The scatterer is a stainless steel

bead with a radius of R = 2 mm which sits on a 0.3 mm thick nylon string. As shown

in Fig. 5.3 the string runs through two small holes (300 µm) in the opposing side walls.

The holes are positioned in the center of the side walls (y = 0) and at z = 2.5az inside

the 3rd unit cell, as counted from the input side. A 4 mm deep cylindrical cavity with a

diameter of 4.5 mm is fabricated at the position of the holes in the inner surface of the

side walls in which the bead can fit completely. One end of the string is attached to a

weight to keep the string straight via tension, and the other end of the string is mounted

on a translation stage. The translation stage is used to position the bead with a relative

accuracy of better than 0.05 mm. The absolute position is calibrated using the position

at which the scatterer completely disappears within the cylindrical cavity. The error in

this position is estimated to be smaller than 0.1 mm.
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Figure 5.4: Transmission and reflection spectrum of the photonic crystal slab without a
scatterer between 8.0 GHz and 13.5 GHz. The peaks correspond to the various longitudinal
modes for each transverse mode.

5.5 Dispersion measurement

Before measuring the Êz-field component of the photonic crystal slab resonator we verified

the appropriate description of the slab using the FDTD model. Specifically, to confirm the

crystal dispersion, we measured the resonance frequencies of the different longitudinal and

transverse modes without a scatterer inside the photonic crystal. Measuring the dispersion

is based on determining the longitudinal resonance frequencies of a finite-length photonic

crystal consisting of n unit cells and assigning wave numbers to each observed resonance

frequency [243]. For the assignment we consider the phase advance δφ of standing waves

per round trip in the resonator. At each longitudinal resonance the phase advance per

round trip along the z-direction is a multiple of π:

δφ = naz,eff kz,0 = mπ m = 1, 2... (5.4)

Here naz,eff is the geometrical length of the resonator and kz,0 is the wave number in

the 0th spatial harmonic. As the resonator mirrors enclose 15 unit cells of the photonic

crystal, n = 15 longitudinal resonances with a finite wavelength are expected [243] having

a normalized wave number az,eff kz of

0 < az,eff kz,0 =
m

n
π ≤ π. (5.5)

From the calculations shown in Fig. 5.1b the frequency of the considered modes is seen to
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be a monotonously increasing or decreasing function of the wave number. This renders the

resonances denumerable. By using eq. (5.5), a normalized wave number can be associated

to each longitudinal resonance frequency, from which the dispersion of that transverse

mode is obtained.

Figure 5.4 shows the measured transmission and reflection power spectrum of the

unperturbed photonic crystal slab resonator in the range from 8 GHz to 13.5 GHz on a

logarithmic power scale. For most of the measured frequencies the reflection is close to

0 dB which is equal to the input power of 1 mW. Due to the resonator an electromagnetic

field can only build up at frequencies where longitudinal resonances of a transverse pho-

tonic crystal mode exist. In both spectra we clearly observe the resonances belonging to

the longitudinal modes and the frequency of reflection and transmission resonances agree

very well with each other.

By comparing the transmission levels of the various detected resonances we identify

which resonances belong to the same transverse mode. Four frequency ranges can be dis-

tinguished in Fig. 5.4. From 8.0 GHz to 9.8 GHz sharp resonances appear with an averaged

normalized transmission of about -15 dB. From 9.9 GHz to 10.7 GHz the transmission is

very low (< −40 dB) and only one weak and broad resonance is observed. However, this is

not a stop band of the slab, but a mode that cannot be effectively excited with a centered

Hertzian dipole antenna due to its mode symmetry (Fig. 5.2). From 10.8 GHz to 11.8 GHz

another set of resonances appears. This set of resonances is easily distinguished from the

following set between 11.8 GHz to 13.3 GHz whose average transmission level (−10 dB) is

much higher.

The three different sets of resonances are identified as three different transverse modes.

To retrieve the dispersion of each transverse mode we assign a wave number to the lon-

gitudinal resonances of each transverse mode. As an example of this process we will

concentrate on the frequency range from 8.0 GHz to 9.8 GHz. Fig. 5.5a zooms into the re-

flection and transmission spectrum for this frequency range. For our photonic crystal slab

of 15 unit cells, theory predicts to observe 15 longitudinal resonances belonging to mode

1. Indeed, on inspection of the transmission and reflection spectra, 15 resonances are ob-

served. The first resonance is only clearly visible in the reflection spectrum. Furthermore,

the resonances above the tenth one are only visible in the transmission spectrum due to

a lower signal-to-noise ratio in the reflected signal.

We have used eq. (5.5) to assign wave numbers to each measured resonance frequency

of mode 1, as plotted in Fig. 5.5b. The agreement with the theoretical dispersion (solid

lines) is excellent. To assign wave numbers to higher order modes we take into account, as

explained above, that mode 2 is not effectively excited with the centered Hertzian dipole
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Figure 5.5: (a) Zoom into the transmission and reflection spectrum of the photonic crystal
slab depicted in Fig. 5.4. The spectra clearly show the different longitudinal modes
for transverse mode 1. The labeling depicts the number of anti-nodes, m, along the
propagation direction. (b) Measured band structure of the photonic crystal slab for the
mode 1 to mode 4 (symbols) compared to the calculated values from Fig. 5.1b

antenna. Furthermore, the resonances of mode 4 can only be partly observed. Mode 4

overlaps in frequency with mode 3, but mode 3 couples better to the antenna as can be

seen from the higher transmission level of mode 3. Hence, only mode 3 is detected where

both modes overlap.

With these considerations we can assign normalized wave numbers to mode 3 and

mode 4, as well. For these modes the agreement with the theoretical dispersion (solid

lines) is also excellent. In conclusion, the excellent agreement for mode 1 to mode 4

indicates an appropriate description of the fabricated slab with FDTD calculations.

5.6 Electric field measurements

We measure the longitudinal electric field inside the photonic crystal slab by measuring the

frequency shift of an individual longitudinal resonance due to a spherical metal scatterer

inside the crystal. By scanning the position of the scatterer we can map the electric field

distribution. Note that the measured frequency shift ∆ν is referenced to the resonance

frequency of the resonator loaded by the nylon string alone. The effect of the nylon string

is small and results in a shift of only 250 kHz.

Figures 5.6a and 5.7a show two examples of the measured frequency shift ∆ν for mode

1 due to the scatterer. The frequencies of the two longitudinal resonances are 8.16 GHz
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Figure 5.6: (a) Measured frequency shift ∆ν induced by placing the spherical scatterer
at a certain distance to the center. Shown is the frequency shift ∆ν for mode 1 at a
longitudinal resonance with ν = 8.16 GHz and kz,0az,eff = 1

15
π. (b) Resulting electric

field component Êz from the measured frequency shift shown in (a) versus position. The
measured electric field component Êz (symbols) is compared to the calculated electric
field (lines).

and 8.42 GHz, respectively. The uncertainty of the frequency shift is 250 kHz due to the

frequency resolution of the network analyzer. In both measurements the frequency shift

always remains smaller than or equal to zero, as expected from eq. (5.2) for a mode with

a dominating Êz field component. Towards the edge of the waveguide the frequency shift

∆ν approaches zero. As can be seen from Fig. 5.2, the electric field Êz at these locations

is nearly zero. Thus, also the frequency shift by the bead is minimized. In both examples,

the strongest frequency shift of about 4.75 MHz and 2.25 MHz, respectively, is reached

at about 7.0 mm from the center. In between two rows of rods, the strongest Êz field

component along the x-direction is generally not located at the center of the waveguide

but located slightly off the center, see Fig. 5.2.

To calculate the longitudinal electric field Êz from the measured frequency shift we

apply eq. (5.3). However, this requires the determination of the total energy stored inside

the cavity U . To retrieve U we use the definition of the quality factor [169]:

Q = 2πν0

U

Pdiss

. (5.6)

Exactly at resonance the dissipated power per cycle Pdiss is equal to the input power Pin

from the network analyzer. To retrieve the experimental Q-values we determine the full

width half maximum of each transmission resonance νFWHM shown in Fig. 5.5a and use
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Figure 5.7: (a) Measured frequency shift ∆ν induced by placing the spherical scatterer
at a certain distance to the center. Shown is the frequency shift ∆ν for mode 1 at a
longitudinal resonance with ν = 8.42 GHz and kz,0az,eff = 6

15
π (b) Resulting electric

field component Êz from the measured frequency shift shown in (a) versus position. The
measured electric field component Êz (symbols) is compared to the calculated electric
field (lines).

Q = ν0/νFWHM.

Figures 5.6b and 5.7b shows the resulting electric field strength Êz (square dots)

determined for the two longitudinal resonances of mode 1 at a frequency of 8.16 GHz and

8.42 GHz, respectively. As a comparison, the figure also displays the Êz field strength

from the FDTD calculations presented in section 2 (black line). Uncertainties for the

measured field values are determined by using the Gaussian error propagation law. We

assume that the dominating errors are the uncertainty in input power of about 10 % and

the frequency resolution of 250 kHz. All other uncertainties are much smaller and do not

significantly contribute to the error bars of the measurement.

Figure 5.6 shows the results for a longitudinal resonance with a frequency of 8.16 GHz.

The overall shape of the electric field shows an excellent agreement to the calculated field

strength. Furthermore, the absolute values agree within the range of the measurement

accuracy, although no adjustable parameter is used in the calculations. Figure 5.7 shows

an example at a higher frequency of 8.42 GHz. The agreement between FDTD calculations

and experiment is, again, very good. This holds for both the shape of the profile and the

absolute values. Minor deviations are visible at the waveguide center. The small difference

between the electric field maximum and the central electric field value at the center is

calculated to be about 7 V/mm. This is not resolved in the measurements. In addition,
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the measured absolute field value is slightly lower. We might tentatively attribute both

effects to the fact that influences due to non-periodic variations in the photonic crystal

become more important at a higher frequency (shorter wavelength). Nevertheless, in both

examples a good agreement between experiment and theory is found.

The two discussed examples for mapping the electric field component Êz effectively

illustrate the capability of the method to map the absolute value of a specific electric field

component inside a photonic crystal.

5.7 Conlcusion and outlook

We have demonstrated for the first time a method for mapping the absolute strength

of an electromagnetic field component inside a photonic crystal. The method relies on

measuring the change in resonance frequency when the photonic crystal is placed inside

a resonator and the field inside the photonic crystal is perturbed by a sub-wavelength

scatterer. In our experiments spherical scatterer is applied to measure the dominat-

ing longitudinal electric field Êz in a specific photonic crystal slab. We observe good

agreement between measured and calculated electric field strength Êz without using any

adjustable parameters in the calculations.

Note that if all six field components are of comparable strength, such as in an arbitrary

photonic crystal or at specific locations, this measurement method can still measure each

individual field component. For example, the strength of the electric field components

can be individually measured by using a metallic needle instead of a metallic bead. The

metallic needle short circuits and thus probes the electric field along the orientation of

the needle while leaving all other field components unaffected. For a thin metallic needle

with a thickness d and a length l aligned along the z-direction one obtains [240, 241]:

Êz(r) =



−12
∆ν(r)

ν0

1
πl3

ln(1 +
√

1 − (d/l)2) − ln(1 −
√

1 − (d/l)2)

(1 − (d/l)2)3/2

−
2
√

1 − (d/l)2

(1 − (d/l)2)3/2





1/2
(5.7)

In the near future, we plan to apply this method to map and compare the field dis-

tribution of various photonic crystals for use in our photonic crystal lasers. Further we

envision that this method could be even applied in the near infrared or optical domain

to characterize general photonic crystals by scaling down the setup. Instead of a bead

on a string we suggest mounting a metallic or dielectric scatterer on one end of a stiff
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carbon nanotube whose other end is mounted on the tip of an atomic force microscope.

The scatterer is then moved by moving the atomic force microscope tip. Mounting a

carbon nanotube on an atomic force microscope has been demonstrated [244]. Further,

atomic force microscopy allows a sufficiently high spatial resolution, as demonstrated by

recent measurements where an emitter directly mounted to an atomic force microscope

has been used to map the emitter lifetime around a single nanorod [245]. Combining

these techniques, it should be possible to measure the shift in resonance frequency in the

transmission spectrum to determine the absolute field strength inside accessible air voids

of an photonic crystal at optical frequencies.





6
Design of a photonic free-electron

laser

6.1 Introduction

In chapter 3 and chapter 4 we have given a thorough numerical investigation of a pFEL,

showing that such a laser is promising for the microwave regime and, possibly, also beyond

microwave frequencies towards the THz range. So far, the only experimental study of such

a laser does not seem to have employed the significant slowing of phase and group velocity

possible in a photonic crystal. Instead pumping has been performed with high electron

energies of Eel > 200 keV, which is more than an order of magnitude higher than what

we propose in the numerical calculations. Further, those experiments have been using

huge beam currents beyond I > 1000 A [246, 247], a choice that excludes continuous

steady-state laser operation with a well defined output quality of the radiation. The

described megawatt pumping could only be applied in a pulsed manner, i.e., with a

strongly time dependent beam energy and current, causing that the laser never reaches

steady-state in these experiments [246, 247]. This makes a comparison between theory

and experiment effectively impossible. Also, because the beam current and voltage varies

continuously, very strong magnetic fields, in excess of 1.5 T, are required for beam guiding
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[246, 247]. However, such high magnetic field strength also enables Gyrotron emission

which is conceptually different from pFELs [170]. Having two different gain mechanism

simultaneously present in a laser makes it difficult to interpret the experimental results

and compare these with theory. In conclusion, to study the physics of a pFEL it would

be desirable to design a laser in which the experimental parameters can be controlled and

only a single gain mechanism is present, such that the laser output can be well analyzed.

This would enable an accurate comparison between theory and experiment.

Properly designed pFELs allow for pumping with low-energy and low-current beams

which allows to operate the laser in steady-state and to characterize it thoroughly. This

allows the use of different technologies than those discussed above. Thereby, a much bet-

ter control of the electron beam is possible. For example, in the traveling-wave tube, one

of the most widely used low-energy, slow-wave FELs, it became even possible to measure

the phase space distribution of the electrons after interaction [164]. While the know-how

from traveling-wave tubes provides a solid technological foundation for pFEL experiments

traveling-wave tubes typically only employ single electron beams. Thus, multi-beam elec-

tron sources are not easily available and would have to be individually designed [248–250].

Further, as we have seen in chapter 4, the operation of multi-beam pFELs is more dif-

ficult to understand and, thus, to predict due to the complexity introduced by mode

competition.

In this chapter we outline the design of a microwave pFEL pumped by a single, low-

energy, electron beam (Eel < 15 keV) and that, we believe, can be realized and brought to

operation in the near future. The design of the pFEL is based on the calculations presented

in chapter 3. The first section describes the overall setup, while the remaining sections

describe the development, modeling and characterization of the individual components of

the setup. We start with describing the electron beam generation by the electron source.

Next, we describe the beam transport to be achieved via a solenoid magnet. Finally, we

present the design and fabrication of the microwave components which encloses the pFEL

structure, i.e., the resonator including the photonic crystal slab and the vacuum window.

6.2 Setup overview

The goal of the experiments is to realize, for the first time, a pFEL based on low-energy

electrons suitable for a complete investigation of the underlying physics. A systematical

study of this kind has so far only been done theoretically via numerical modeling which

has been described in this thesis. The operation of this pFEL has to be controllable and

measurable to such an extent that an accurate and comprehensive comparison between
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experiments and modeling becomes possible. A precondition for this is a carefully designed

laser. The most critical components of the laser are a well-controllable electron beam and

a suitable photonic crystal, as the interplay between these provide the amplification. In

chapter 3, which describes the modeling, the beam current has been chosen to be I0 = 1 A,

and beam energies have been selected to range from Eel = 10 keV to 15 keV. Assuming a

strong magnetic field of 0.5 T, the beam would be guided throughout the structure in a

beam radius of rb = 1 mm. The modeling then predicts the generation of electromagnetic

waves with a frequency of about 16 GHz. The dimensions of this metallic photonic crystal

slab are in the mm-range and given in detail in Fig. 3.2. The complete crystal has

been considered to be enclosed by a resonator. All metallic parts have been assumed

to be perfectly conducting throughout the modeling. Finally, the numerical results have

predicted the power, frequency and modal content that would be measurable behind the

photonic crystal slab in a rectangular waveguide under vacuum.

In practice none of the conditions can be exactly realized in an experiment. However,

with a proper design it should be possible to approximate all of the desired parameters

sufficiently well. A first issue is the launching of the electron beam. In the modeling,

a certain area of the perfect metal mirror emits the electron beam for numerical conve-

nience, while the beam radius remains approximately constant throughout the rest of the

crystal volume via the application of a strong, homogeneous magnetic field. Real electron

sources combined with a proper guiding technique can provide a nearly constant electron

beam radius throughout the volume of the crystal. However, such sources can not be

integrated into the photonic crystal. Thus, for the real design we decided to inject the

electrons via an injection hole in the upstream mirror (plane A) of the resonator which

alters the resonator design somewhat. Further, real electron sources apply high-voltages

and require a vacuum. In addition, providing high magnetic fields for guiding the beam

with a constant beam radius is difficult and an alternative method using smaller magnetic

fields for the guiding is desirable. A second issue is the choice of materials for the pho-

tonic crystal slab and the resonator. Specifically, the assumption that all metallic parts

are perfectly conducting can only be met approximately. While metals have, indeed,

a high conductivity, residual losses are always present [165]. These additional material

losses increase the pump current threshold. In order to make sure that the threshold

current can be reached, it is desirable to minimize these losses by selecting appropriate

materials. In addition, the selected type of electron source should still be easily capable

to provide more than the correspondingly increased threshold current. A third issue is

how to perform measurements of the input and output quantities. Measuring inside a

vacuum vessel is generally quite complex, because one can not easily exchange or freely
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Figure 6.1: (a) A rendered three-dimensional view of the pFEL construction model. Elec-
trons are injected by an electron gun into a solenoid magnet with a hollow core (in red).
Note that the electron gun itself is hidden in this view, only the high-voltage isolator
and the ion pump are visible, which are connected to the backside of the electron gun.
For establishing an ultra-high vacuum inside the vessel, next to the ion pump, a turbo
molecular pump is connected to the setup. (b) Cross section of the pFEL design. In this
view the electron gun and the photonic crystal slab inside the magnet are visible as well.
After radiation is emitted inside the photonic crystal slab it propagates down an empty
rectangular waveguide towards a vacuum window.
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position measurement equipment. Thus, measuring the spatial and spectral content of the

generated radiation should preferably be done outside the vacuum. This is possible but

requires to include a suitable vacuum window in the design to couple the radiation out

into a waveguide at atmospheric pressure. In summary, the design work requires to com-

bine a wealth of vacuum requirements, high-voltage requirements, microwave engineering,

and electron beam transport in the construction.

Over the course of this thesis a design has been developed which is optimized to match

all these conditions. An overview of this design is shown in Fig. 6.1. While Fig. 6.1a

shows a three-dimensional, rendered image of the complete design, Fig. 6.1b gives a cross-

sectional view. The electrons are emitted by a commercial, thermionic electron gun which

provides a nominal electron current of about 2 A at a low energy of about 14.2 keV. The

beam guiding with a magnetic field through the photonic crystal slab will be achieved

via the so-called Brillouin flow technique, which minimizes the required magnetic field

strength [89]. For this guiding technique a shielded solenoid is required – the shielding is

indicated in red in Fig. 6.1a. Behind the photonic crystal slab, the solenoid magnet ends

and due to the shielding a nearly field-free region is found a few centimeters away from

either side of the magnet. Consequently, the electron beam diverges and the electrons

hit the inner walls of the output waveguide. For matching the size and impedance of

the pFEL’s output waveguide to a standard waveguide, the pFEL’s output waveguide is

internally tapered to connect to a standard waveguide size (WR90) [165]. At the end of

this standard waveguide, a thin window made from Kapton foil transmits the generated

output into a waveguide at atmospheric pressure and characterization of the expected

microwave output can be performed outside the vacuum vessel.

In the following sections we describe all integral parts of this design in more detail,

starting with the electron gun. Thereafter, we describe the electron beam transport and,

finally, we describe the realization of the photonic crystal slab and the output window.

6.3 Electron generation

While many different types of cathodes are available, standard electron guns used for

slow-wave FELs employ thermionic dispenser cathodes, because these are well-developed

and can sustain a high current [63]. For the pFEL we have also selected such an electron

gun type, which is normally used in certain traveling-wave tubes [251]. While the high

beam current of dispenser guns is highly desirable for generating stimulated emission,

this comes at the expense of high demands on the vacuum system [235–238]. To prevent

destruction of the dispenser cathode by so-called poisoning, the vacuum pressure should
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Figure 6.2: Cross-section of the electron gun and the electrical connections for operating
it.

preferably remain below 1 · 10−7 mbar. Further, after first operation one should limit

the number of times the cathode is exposed to air. According to the manufacturer, our

specific gun should not be exposed to air more than a few times [239].

The cathode emits a high current of free electrons. In order to apply these electrons

for driving the pFEL, a concise, well-defined beam must be formed and accelerated to an

energy of about 15 keV. As is typical for thermionic electron guns, the beam in our gun is

formed by an electrostatic focusing electrode and accelerated by a high-voltage gradient

U0 between anode and cathode, see Fig. 6.2. The accelerated electron beam leaves the

gun through a hole in the anode. The specifications of our electron gun are the following.

The beam energy ranges from 7 keV to 15 keV, which can be easily adjusted by changing

the acceleration voltage between anode and cathode. The nominal beam energy of the

gun is about 14.2 keV, where the gun emits a high beam current of 2 A. These parameters

define the so-called gun perveance,

P = I0

(

e

Eel

)3/2

. (6.1)

The perveance is, in a good approximation, only dependent on the gun geometry [89, 252,

253]. Thus, the beam current at other beam energies can be calculated by assuming that

the gun perveance of P = 1.16µAV−3/2 remains constant. Finally, the beam radius at the

focus point of the gun is rb = 1 mm. From these specifications the nominal beam power

amounts to about 30 kW. Such high power is difficult to handle continuously, as the power

supply load is high and the thermal design, especially of the beam dump, becomes very

challenging at such excessive average powers. Therefore, we plan to operate the gun in a
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pulsed mode, with pulse durations of about 10 µs and a repetition rate of 10 Hz, meaning

that the duty cycle is 0.1‰. This allows using the waveguide wall as beam dump as

it lowers the average beam power to about 3 W. We note that pulse durations of a few

microseconds are certainly long enough to allow a study of all the dynamical aspects of the

laser, because steady-state operation is already expected after a few hundred nanoseconds

(see chapter 3). For pulsing, the electron beam the gun is equipped with a grid electrode

in front of the cathode. As the grid is placed in close proximity to the cathode, a potential

change of only a few hundred volts is sufficient to start or to suppress electron emission.

In addition, to avoid excessive heating of the grid during the electron pulse, the cathode

is equipped with a shadow mask which restricts the electron emission to cathode areas

that are directly below the open areas of the grid.

To operate the electron gun, several different voltages have to be supplied to the

electron gun as shown in Fig. 6.2. A high-voltage potential is used for acceleration, while

low voltages operate the heater (6.3 V), the grid (about ±300 V) and the focus electrode

(connected to the grid). For safety reasons, it is convenient and common practice to

ground the anode. The cathode voltage is then biased to a negative high-voltage potential.

In this layout, none of the high-voltage electrodes is accessible to the user – and could

endanger him or her. However, the lower voltages then have to float on a high potential

and a floating power supply must be designed.

Figure 6.3 shows the scheme of our home-built floating high-voltage power supply.

To make those power supplies which float on a high-voltage physically inaccessible to

the user, the whole structure is placed in a grounded metal tank. The tank containing

the floating supplies has electrical feed-throughs, both for the high-voltage and for the

low-voltage input and output signals. As we use a pulsed electron beam we base the

power supply on a capacitor charging scheme. The capacitor (C = 1 µF) is charged with

a high-voltage of negative polarity using a commercial power supply, placed outside the

tank. The power supply delivers a maximum current of 30 mA. When the capacitor

is fully charged, an electron beam current of 2 A during a 10 µs pulse only changes the

potential between the two capacitor terminals by 20 V (0.1%). Thus, a nearly constant

voltage remains present between anode and cathode during the capacitor discharge pulse.

The small charge drawn from the capicator during a single pulse can be easily replaced

between two consecutive electron pulses. To monitor the voltage between the capacitor

terminals a voltage divider is connected to one of the terminals. The divider consists of

a 40 MΩ connected in series to a 1 kΩ resistor. By measuring the low voltage present

over the 1 kΩ resistor we can compute the high-voltage present between the capacitor

terminals. Heater and grid supply float on this high-voltage potential. To fine-tune the
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operation of the electron gun, the heater and grid power supply must be adjustable during

operation. To adjust both supplies while floating on high voltage they are controlled via

a micro-controller, which also floats on the high-voltage potential. The micro-controller

is remote-controlled from a PC via three optical fibers, which provide a communication

link to the PC and at the same time provide the high-voltage isolation between the input

and output. One fiber input is used for triggering the electron beam pulse, while the

other two fibers are used for changing the settings of the power supplies. All the floating

power supplies inside the tank are powered by a 220 AC voltage which is feed onto the

high-voltage via an isolation transformer that provides 100 kV DC isolation between its

input and output. Finally, in order to measure the current emitted from the cathode, the

supply wire towards the cathode is surrounded by a Rogowski coil. The described power

supply has been built and successfully tested.

6.4 Electron beam transport

To achieve a high gain in the pFEL, the electron beam has to be guided through the

photonic crystal with a high transmission efficiency. In the numerical modeling the total

length of the gain section has been selected to be 50 mm, see chapter 3. Further, to

prevent a degradation of the gain the velocity spread of the electron beam should be

minimized [254]. However, due to their charge, electrons repel each other and therefore

the electron beam would quickly diverge without an external force being present. Inside

the electron gun, the external force is generated by the focus electrode, which compresses

the electron beam to a small diameter in a given distance. This electrostatic focus point

lies a few millimeters behind the exit hole of the anode. Beyond this distance the electron

beam would diverge again, if no additional external force is applied. The diverging beam

would inevitably hit the photonic crystal and no electromagnetic field would be generated.

To provide a suitable guiding force that prevents this, a strong magnetic field of Bz =

0.5 T was assumed to be present in the modeling. However, the required magnetic field

strength of Bz = 0.5 T is impractical to generate. In commercial applications of high

current electron guns an alternating magnetic field from permanent magnets is often

applied to guide the electrons [253]. Indeed, such technique has also been developed for

the selected electron gun for operation in a traveling-wave tube. While guiding with

permanent magnets is desirable for commercial applications due to its low mass and

volume, it only works for a specific, fixed acceleration voltage which would prevent any

systematic investigation of frequency tuning.

To minimize the required magnetic field strength, it is well-known that so-called Bril-
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Figure 6.3: Scheme of the electrical circuit for the floating high-voltage power supply that
is used to provide the required voltages for the electron gun.
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louin guiding based on an adjustable magnetic field provides suitable guiding of electron

beams [66, 89, 252]. In this guiding technique, the field is assumed to be zero at the cath-

ode region and needs to abruptly increase at the focal point of the electron gun. Beyond

the focal point a constant magnetic flux density, Bz, needs to be abruptly established in

the guide the electron beam. The required value of the flux density in the guiding region

is given by [89]:

Bz = 0.83 · 10−3

[

TmV1/4

A1/2

]

I
1/2

0

U
1/4

0 rb

. (6.2)

where rb is the beam radius at the focal point of the gun. The evaluation of this expression

for the selected gun with rb ≈ 1 mm shows that Brillouin guiding requires a flux density of

approximately Bz = 108 mT at the nominal electron beam energy. Generating a field with

such flux density can be easily done with a hollow core solenoid magnet. However, without

further precautions the flux density only reduces very slowly towards zero magnetic field

outside the solenoid magnet. Providing the required abrupt increase of the magnetic field

at the entrance of the magnet can be achieved by completely enclosing the magnet with

an iron shield. As iron is ferromagnetic, it short-cuts the external magnetic field lines

such that these field lines do not reach the cathode region. Further, the magnetic field on

the inside of the solenoid becomes more homogeneous. While such a shield, when fully

closed, provides the ideal magnetic field shape, this is not very useful for a real design. In

order to inject the electron beam into the magnetic field at the upstream end a vacuum

tube from the gun has to be fitted through the shield. Also, at the downstream side

another vacuum tube should fit through the shield to transport the electron beam to

the beam dump and the generated radiation to the vacuum window of the vessel. Both

constraints lead to magnetic field leakage into the surrounding region, which reduces the

homogeneity of the field inside the magnet. In addition, having a non-zero magnetic

field at the cathode location can potentially deteriorate the guiding of the electron beam.

Next, it must be ensured that for any shield design the focal point from the electron gun

can be brought to an overlap with the sharp increase of the magnetic field. Finally, in

practice it is often found that the magnetic field for Brillouin flow should be about two

times stronger than is predicted by eq. (6.2), [255]. This is because Brillouin guiding

assumes a laminar flow of the electrons, which is not the case in a realistic electron gun.

First, due to the elevated temperatures at the cathode, emitted electrons always possess a

certain transverse velocity. Second, the grid introduces further transverse velocities, due

to a slight potential variation.

In order to find a shielding that takes non-laminar electron flow and the geometrical
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Figure 6.4: (a) Cross-section through the design of the solenoid magnet and the iron
shield (b) Calculated and measured magnetic flux density along the axis of the solenoid
magnet.

limitations into account, but still enables Brillouin guiding, we take the following three

steps. First, we calculate the solenoid field for a certain shield with a three-dimensional

magneto-static solver [256]. Second, this field distribution is combined with the three-

dimensional model of the electron gun as provided by the gun manufacturer [251]. Third

and finally, we investigate the electron propagation of this combined model with a three-

dimensional particle tracer program [256]. Note that this model also includes realistic

thermionic cathode emission and the actual grid electrodes and potentials [251]. Based

on the calculated electron beam trajectories, we then decide whether sufficient guiding is

achieved, i.e., a constant beam diameter is observed over several centimeters. If this is

not accomplished we re-design the shield until sufficient guiding is observed.

Figure 6.4a shows the final design for the shielded solenoid from this procedure. It

turns out that the required magnetic flux density for guiding is about Bz = 163 mT

which is about 1.5 times more than that predicted by eq. (6.2). The solenoid providing

this magnetic field has a length of 350 mm and a hollow core with a diameter of 45 mm.

To minimize field leakage, the central hole in the shield neatly fits to the vacuum tube

diameter with a 0.5 mm margin for alignment purposes. Taking into account the housing

of the electron gun, the maximum thickness of the upstream shield is 1 mm. However,

it was found that such a thin sheet of iron becomes saturated in magnetization by the

required magnetic flux density for guiding. The consequence is additional leakage of

magnetic field. To prevent this additional field leakage, the outer part of the upstream

shield is chosen to be much thicker and its thickness is 5 mm. The starting point of this
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thicker shield is chosen such that the gun housing fits into the created cavity. The lateral

area of the solenoid is completely covered with a 10 mm thick shielding. The downstream

shielding has a thickness of 5 mm. Further, for fitting the rectangular output waveguide

through the solenoid the downstream shield has a larger central opening with a diameter

of about 37 mm.

The calculated variation of the magnetic flux density along the axis of the shielded

solenoid is shown in Fig. 6.4b. As expected, some field leaks out through the upstream

part of the shield into the gun region. As the distance between cathode and focal point

of the gun is about 11 mm the cathode is placed at z = −11 mm. Note, we verified that

slight changes around this value do not significantly influence guiding. The magnetic field

at the cathode position is below 3 mT, which is less than two percent of the field inside

the solenoid. Inside the magnet the field quickly reaches its value of Bz = 163 mT and

remains very homogeneous. The magnetic flux density varies by less than 2 % inside a

range from 10 mm to 300 mm and in this range we should achieve guiding.

The calculated electron beam trajectories associated to this final design from the

particle tracer code are shown in Fig. 6.5. The figure shows the electron beam trajectories

at the nominal beam energy of 14.2 keV projected onto the ρ-z plane, with ρ being the

distance to the longitudinal axis. The curved cathode is located at z = −11 mm. Close

to the cathode, at negative z-values, the trajectories are seen to be focused by the focus

electrode. When the electrons enter the magnetic field at z = 0 it can be observed

that the electrons beam radius is about 1 mm. While the beam should diverge when

an improper magnetic field is used, the electron beam radius rb remains approximately

1 mm throughout the entire calculated distance as desired. As the magnetic field hardly

changes beyond z = 65 mm, we expect that the beam will remain guided, until the

magnetic field starts to significantly reduce at the downstream end of the solenoid. With

this realistic modeling the realization of such magnetic field configuration should allow a

high transmission efficiency of the electron beam throughout the whole photonic crystal.

Further, we found a small energy spread of less than 2% for this configuration. We verified

that this small energy spread alters the steady-state output and small-signal gain by less

than 2%, via running further PIC calculations of the numerical model shown in Fig. 3.1

. We note that transport without any interception was still achieved if we lowerd the

magnetic guiding field by 10%. Thus, even when assuming the well-known effect that

bunching detertoriates the guiding, it is reasonable to expect that a variation of less than

2% of the magentic field strength should still allow guiding. Therefore, the interaction

length of the photonic crystal might be increased to up to 290 mm. This is about five

times longer than the gain section in the numerical calculations. Recalling that in the
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Figure 6.5: Electron beam trajectories from the cathode to the inside of the solenoid
magnet, shown in the ρ-z plane. The figure shows the result for the nominal beam energy
of 14.2 keV, a beam current of 2 A and a magnetic flux density of Bz = 160 mT

small-signal regime the amplification per pass grows exponentially with z, this should

provide ample gain to reach the threshold.

To realize the magnetic configuration we chose an electromagnet. Such a magnet

configuration has the advantage that the magnetic field strength is easily adjustable via

the current. This is very desirable for performing systematical studies of the tuning of

the laser frequency. For experimental simplicity, we chose a normal conductive magnet –

whose weight we limited to below 25 kg. This implies that the copper winding package can

have a maximum thickness of 50 mm. The minimum current density for generating the

required magnetic field is then retrieved when assuming a single wire with a cross-section

of 50 mm times 350 mm. This leads to a current density of 2.6 A/mm2 for a flux density of

160 mT. Due to the ohmic loss in the copper wires, such solenoids need adequate cooling

[78]. For efficient cooling, we chose the solenoid to be wound from hollow square metal

wires with an external cross section of 0.22 mm2. While the current is flowing through the

copper edge of the wire, the dissipated heat can be very efficiently transported away by

flowing cooling water through the hollow core of the wire. We have installed the magnet

and characterized it. To generate a flux density of Bz = 160 mT, the required current is

176 A. Note that, for an additional margin in magnetic field strength, the solenoid can

provide up to Bz = 200 mT when driving it with a current of 212 A. The resistance of

the wire package is about 0.07 Ω, thus the maximum power dissipation at 212 A is about

3.2 kW. Using a water pressure of about 5 bar, which results in a water flow of about

1 l/min through the wire, this power can be easily cooled away. The magnetic field has

been characterized using a magnetic field meter (F.W. Bell 615). The results are compared
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to the design values in Fig. 6.4b and a good agreement is found. As we have discussed

above, the magnetic guiding is extremely robust against slight changes of the magnetic

field. Thus, we can assume that, if the gun is properly aligned to the field lines, the

electron beam should be transported with a high transmission efficiency and a low energy

spread through the photonic crystal slab. For such alignment the standard procedure of

mapping the electron beam position by a phosphor screen can be applied before placing

the photonic crystal slab inside the vacuum vessel.

6.5 Microwave design

To provide amplification, a photonic crystal slab enclosed in a resonator is placed inside

the solenoid, such that the electron beam travels through its center. While the design of

the photonic crystal slab and the resonator are based on the numerical analysis given in

chapter 3, we had to adopt three important modifications in the experiment (see Fig. 6.1b).

At the upstream end, the electron beam enters through a hole with a diameter of 3 mm

into the gain section. It is required to analyze the effect of this hole on the mirror function

at the upstream end. Second, material losses will occur inside the photonic crystal slab

which increases the laser threshold. Finally, back-reflections into the laser resonator might

occur from the vacuum window which might change the threshold and tuning properties

of the laser.

To allow the electron beam to enter the resonator, a hole is present in the upstream

mirror. One might expect that a hole would considerably reduce the reflectivity of the

mirror, but this is not the case. The hole in the mirror and the vacuum tube connecting

the gun to the resonator are circular metallic waveguides. Electromagnetic waves can

only propagate in such waveguides above a certain cut-off frequency. The inner diameter

of the hole and the tube is relatively small, 3 mm, which corresponds to a high cut-off

frequency of about 64.9 GHz [165]. Below this cut-off frequency the waveguide reflects

incoming radiation. As all frequencies that can be obtained with the described pFEL

design are below 20 GHz, the entrance hole for the electron beam will not notable reduce

the mirror reflectivity in the relevant spectral range.

The most important difference between calculations and experiment is certainly that

in the experiments material losses are inevitable. Although metals only have weak losses

at microwave frequencies, it is still important to quantify the losses. This enables to judge

whether the associated increase of the laser threshold can be tolerated. The power loss

in the photonic crystal slab, Ploss, can be estimated by calculating the current density,

Jsurf , induced by the tangential magnetic field, Ĥt, at the surface of the metallic parts of
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Figure 6.6: (a) Aluminium bottom plate of the manufactured photonic crystal slab, (b)
Top plate of the photonic crystal slab, showing the copper rods soldered into the copper
top plate, (c) Assembly of top and bottom plate to form the photonic crystal slab.

the photonic crystal slab [257].

Ploss =
Rs

2
|Jsurf |2 =

Rs

2

∫

S
|Ĥt|2dS (6.3)

Here the magnetic field Ĥt is taken from the eigenmode calculations for a lossless struc-

ture, and Rs is the material dependent surface resistivity.

Choosing copper provides a very low surface resistivity, thereby reducing the losses.

However, copper is a mechanically soft material. This imposes difficulties for manufactur-

ing a photonic crystal. In addition, a high risk exists that certain parts of the photonic

crystal slab become bent or distorted in the course of the experiment. Aluminum is in

contrast to copper a much more rigid material, but its surface resistivity is about twice

as high.

In view of the named material properties, combining both materials might give a

mechanically rigid structure with still rather low losses. To find such combination, we

compute the contribution by the different parts of the crystal to the surface integral in

eq. (6.3). We find that the majority of surface currents is induced at the rod surface

(about 80%). To reduce the loss we have fabricated the crystal from two parts. The

first piece (Fig. 6.6a) is a solid aluminum block that forms the bottom and the side of

the waveguide for the crystal. The second piece (Fig. 6.6b) is a copper top plate holding

the rods. The estimated loss per unit cell is about 0.12 dB for the complete assembly

(Fig. 6.6c) which is found from eq. (6.3).

In order to estimate whether such loss still allows to overcome the threshold current

with the given electron gun, we should compare it to the available gain. We estimate the
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laser threshold including material losses at the nominal beam energy of the electron gun

of 14.2 keV. For this, we use the same procedure as described in section 3.4. However,

now the losses are increased by the additional material losses. For a crystal length of 20

unit cells we find the threshold to be about Ith = 70 mA. Note that, we also reported in

section 3.4 that the used linear model slightly underestimates the current threshold.

In the experiment we expect that we can easily compensate the effect of the losses

with an increased length of the gain section compared to the limit of 20 unit cells in

the numerical calculations. This number has only been chosen for the sake of reasonable

short computation times. While increasing the length of the photonic crystal slab (and the

number of unit cells) is straightforward in the experiment, we expect the main limitation

to be the length over which the electron can be properly guided. When the selected gun is

applied in a traveling-wave tube it can typically be guided over a length of 300 mm [251].

However, to have a variable length available in the experiments, we decided to have four

separate crystal sections manufactured. The maximum total number of photonic crystal

slab unit cells is 109, when inserting all four sections behind each other. For this case we

calculate a strongly reduced threshold current of Ith = 7 mA, which is about three orders

of magnitude below the maximum available beam current. In conclusion, even if we still

have underestimated the laser threshold by an order of magnitude the laser should still

easily turn on.

To characterize the generated emission it is transported through a vacuum window

into a WR90 waveguide at atmospheric pressure. The task of the window is to prevent

atmospheric gas to enter the vacuum vessel, while letting microwave radiation pass with

minimum reflections. This is achieved by using the thin window concept. If the window

is much thinner than the wavelength the phase advance during propagation through the

window is nearly zero. As the reflection at the backside is phase shifted by π and the

amplitude is almost the same as the front reflection, the two reflections nearly cancel

out. We use a vacuum window consisting of a circular sheet of kapton with a diameter of

40 mm and a thickness of 0.2 mm which is a 1/100-fraction of the wavelength of the TE10

mode inside the waveguide at 16.0 GHz. To compute the reflection of such window we use

a three-dimensional FDTD solver. Figure 6.7a shows the results for a frequency range of

14 GHz to 16.5 GHz. Indeed, a very low reflection of about 1% is observed throughout

the entire frequency range. The remaining power of about 99% is transmitted. At steady-

state 1% of the output power amounts to about 15 W, while the intracavity power is about

30 kW. Such a small fraction of 0.5‰ can be expected to have a negligible effect on the

laser threshold and frequency tuning [94, 258].

The components to realize such window are shown in Figure 6.7b. To seal the window,
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Figure 6.7: (a) Calculated reflection and transmission versus frequency for a kapton
vacuum window with a thickness of about 0.2 mm, (b) Components for realizing the thin
waveguide window 1: kapton sheet, 2: atmospheric waveguide section, 3: final part of in-
vacuum waveguide, 4: molybdenum sheet to hold kapton in place, (c) Complete vacuum
window assembly.

the kapton sheet - labeled 1 in the Fig. - is sandwiched between the atmospheric waveguide

and the final part of the in-vacuum waveguide section that holds an O-ring - labeled 2

and 3, respectively. To hold the kapton sheet in place when pressing it onto the O-ring it

is surrounded by a molybdenum sheet - labeled 4 - with a thickness equal to the kapton

sheet and a central hole in which the kapton sheets fits. The complete assembly is shown

in Fig. 6.7c. This assembly has been successfully tested for its mechanical stability when

one side is held at a vacuum pressure of about 1 · 10−7 mbar. Finally, we note that it is

extremely unlikely for electrons to hit and thereby destroy the functioning of the windows.

Due to Coulomb repulsions the electron beam strongly diverges and all electrons should

have hit the vacuum section waveguide shortly after the magnet (within about 40 mm),

while the distance to the window is more than 100 mm.

6.6 Conclusion and outlook

This chapter described the most important components required to realize a pFEL. While

an appropriate photonic crystal slab design and sufficient electron beam parameters have

been identified by performing numerical calculations (see chapter 3.4), a number of chal-

lenges may occur when we actually want to realize these conditions in a laser. An electron

beam has to be guided over many centimeters and be injected into a photonic crystal slab

enclosed by a resonator to provide gain. All this has to occur in a ultra-high vacuum of
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less than 1·10−7 mbar for operating the electron gun. This electron gun finally needs to be

operated using high-voltages. Overall, we need to combine four different technologies, i.e.,

electron beam generation and transport, high-voltage technology, microwave engineering

and vacuum technology.

A design which, we expect, can simultaneously meet those requirements has been

presented. The electron gun is a commercial gun usually in use for traveling-wave tubes.

A gridded electron gun requires a number of floating voltages, and the realization and

design of the power supply have been discussed. The electrons are streamed through the

structure via Brillouin guiding using a custom-designed electromagnet to facilitate the

application of different beam voltages for frequency tuning of the device. An experimental

characterization of the magnetic field shows good agreement with the calculated field

strength. The calculated electron flow for such guiding field shows that we should be able

to transport the beam through the photonic crystal slab as planned.

The microwave design is based on chapter 3. We discussed three modifications (with

respect to the numerical modeling) which are required to perform the experiment and

which might have an influence on the laser properties. First, a hole is present in the

upstream mirror, which was shown not to affect the mirror function. Second, material

losses increase the threshold current. However, as the laser design allows to increase

the number of unit cells to more than one hundred, for providing an increased gain, the

threshold current is estimated to be as low as Ith = 7 mA. This estimate is based on the

linear model from section 3.4 which slightly underestimates the threshold. However, the

expected threshold current is almost three orders of magnitude smaller than the maximum

current provided by the selected gun. This should ensure that the laser reaches threshold,

easily. The generated radiation will then be coupled out by a vacuum window, which we

designed such that back-reflections into the laser remain limited to only 1%. This value

should be sufficiently small to exclude a significant influence on the properties of the laser,

e.g., the laser threshold or the tuning characteristics.

In the near future, the described setup will be fully assembled to systematically inves-

tigate the operation of a pFEL for the first time.
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Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis, the first comprehensive study of photonic free-electron lasers (pFEL) has

been given, based on a theoretical modeling via a systematic variation of its essential

parameters. pFELs are based on the Čerenkov emission of many electron beams inside

photonic crystals. The Čerenkov emission process can become stimulated if there exist

certain modes for electromagnetic waves inside the photonic crystal having a longitudinal

electric field component and a phase velocity that matches to the electron velocity. In

this case the electric field generated from spontaneous Čerenkov emission can act back

on the electrons to form electron bunches from the initially continuous stream of elec-

trons. On average more electrons are decelerated than accelerated during the formation

of bunches. The associated net reduction of kinetic energy in the electron beam is con-

verted into electromagnetic field energy. Thereby, the velocity-matched amplitude of the

electromagnetic wave grows and coherent radiation is generated by stimulated Čerenkov

emission yielding laser oscillation. When tuning the electron velocity, the matching phase

velocity is changed as well. Due to the dispersion of the photonic crystal mode this tunes

the output frequency of the laser. As a pre-condition we limit the scope of this thesis to

pFELs that use low-energy electron beams (about 10 keV). These electron energies can

be produced by compact electron sources to achieve compact devices [63, 64].

The first central issue of this thesis is to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the
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amplification mechanism in pFELs, including the dynamic start-up of oscillation and the

frequency tuning of the laser. The second central issue is to explore the power up-scaling

properties of pFELs via pumping with multiple electron beams, as the latter is what

enables also a frequency up-scaling of the laser. The third central issue is to prepare the

realization of a pFEL in the microwave range to allow for a first thorough experimental

investigation. Two chapters of this thesis are devoted to study the first two issues by

numerically modeling pFELs either pumped with a single electron beam or with multiple

beams. The first steps to realize pFELs for enabling also an experimental investigation

of their properties is presented in two chapter as well. The results show that pFELs are

promising for providing tunable high power lasers for the microwave and potentially for

the THz regime.

The first set of numerical investigations in this thesis is aimed at comprehensively

studying the laser properties of pFELs (chapter 3). For this purpose we investigate a

simplified, prototype model of a pFEL for the microwave range, which is pumped by a

single electron beam, with a beam energy of about 12.5 keV and a beam current of 1 A.

The photonic crystal slab is 50 mm long and is formed by a periodic array of metallic rods

placed inside a rectangular metallic waveguide.

We explain that stimulated emission and laser oscillation can be well described via

the following working principle. As a response to electrons passing the metallic rods

multiple wavelets are emitted from the photonic crystal. Constructive interference of

these wavelets can be achieved by designing the photonic crystal to offer a suitably low

phase velocity that roughly matches to the velocity of the electrons. Feedback from this

emission upon the electron beam leads to an electron bunching with a spatial period

matching the spatial period of the field that caused it. This yields stimulated emission,

as also found in other types of FELs. In order to investigate these described dynamics in

more detail, and to allow also quantitative predictions, we have modeled the linear and

nonlinear properties of pFELs with a rigorous numerical method, the particle-in-cell (PIC)

method. Although such detailed modeling can become rather tedious, it has allowed us to

understand and analyze the physical dynamics of electromagnetic field amplification and

the dynamics of the electron beam leading to steady-state oscillation. Further, for the

specific pFEL under investigation we have studied the main laser characteristics. These

are the dynamical growth of the electromagnetic field, the spatio-temporal electron beam

dynamics, the laser current threshold, the growth of the steady-state power with the pump

current and the tuning of the operation frequency with the electron velocity.

We find that, after turning on the electron beam, initially the continuous stream of

electrons along the metallic rods generates spontaneous emission. The photonic crystal
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slab we have chosen offers a particular mode which is velocity-matched at a low spatial

harmonic and also provides a strong longitudinal electric field component. This allows

the initial spontaneous emission in this particular mode to induce the onset of electron

bunching. Although the initially induced electron bunching is weak, it nevertheless sub-

sequently enhances phase-matched emission into that photonic crystal mode. This means

that the initial electromagnetic field is amplified in phase, which is a clear signature of

stimulated emission. In turn the growing amplitude of that mode enhances the bunch-

ing of the electrons. If the electron beam is sufficiently strong the gain provided by this

feedback mechanism exceeds the losses and exponential growth over many orders of mag-

nitudes sets in. Eventually, the gain saturates with the following dynamics. When the

electrons amplify the electromagnetic wave their average kinetic energy reduces, which

brings the electrons out of velocity-matching with the electromagnetic wave. This re-

duces the growth of the field amplitude until a steady-state output is reached, where the

saturated gain balances the losses. At steady-state, the output power is 1.5 kW and the

output spectrum typically comprises of a single frequency. For our specific example this

frequency is around 16 GHz and the laser output shows a resolution limited bandwidth

of about 2 MHz. By varying the beam current we found that the threshold current is

about Ith = 140 mA and that the output power scales linearly with the applied pump

current. We observe that, by changing the electron beam energy from 10 keV to 15 keV,

the laser frequency tunes according to the expected velocity-matching between photonic

crystal slab and electron beam.

While the described PIC calculations are very valuable for investigating the properties

of a specific pFEL to great detail, such calculations are also very time consuming and

tedious. To address this inherent problem we also compared the PIC calculations to the

simple linearized gain model of Pierce, summarized in section 2.6. A satisfying agreement

between both descriptions was found. For the chosen example of a pFEL, the small-signal

gain per wavelength was found to be as close as 0.2 dB to the result of the extensive PIC

calculations. Also the predicted laser threshold of Ith = 37 mA is reasonably close to the

laser threshold found in the PIC calculations (Ith = 140 mA). In the future, the good

agreement for the small-signal gain and the laser threshold from the two approaches will

allow a quick assessment of the suitability of a larger variety of different photonic crystals

geometries for the application in pFELs.

In the following chapter 4, we discuss the options for power and frequency scaling in

pFELs. As has been recalled in section 2.4, photonic crystals are freely scalable to any

desired frequency. This means that, when the geometrical size of the photonic crystal is

scaled down with a certain factor, s, the frequency of its modes is increased by the same
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factor s, while the relative field distribution of the modes remains unchanged. Based on

this simple scaling relation, one might think frequency up-scaling of the laser frequency

in a pFEL is straightforward. However, it turns out that the additionally required scala-

bility of the electron beam is fundamentally limited, such that the pump power provided

by the electron beam reduces. When downscaling the characteristic length scale of the

photonic crystal with the factor s, the cross sectional area of the vacuum channel in the

crystal through which the single electron beam streams inevitably reduces. The area

approximately reduces with the square of s. Thus, attempting to maintain a constant

pump current – for achieving a constant output power – would cause the current den-

sity to increase quadratically with the scaling factor s. Eventually, this is not possible

anymore, due to the mutual Coulomb repulsion of the electrons in the pump beam. The

consequence is that decreasing the size of the photonic crystal reduces the pump power.

Beyond a certain maximum output frequency the possible pump current drops below the

threshold current. Thus, the laser will not start-up.

Photonic crystals offer a viable approach for achieving frequency scaling using the fol-

lowing power scaling principle. Photonic crystals naturally provide many vacuum channels

in parallel. Instead of increasing the current density in a single electron beam for power

scaling, it appears possible to drive the laser by multiple, spatially separated electron

beams. This avoids stronger Coulomb repulsion when increasing the total beam current

and thereby the pump power. In other words, we suggest for the purpose of frequency

scaling to compensate the pump current loss per beam by increasing the total number

of beams. Accordingly, it should be possible to maintain a constant pump and output

power.

At the basis of frequency scaling in pFELs are thus the properties of power scaling

via multiple pump beams. To investigate these properties at an example, we have studied

how the quantity and quality of the output from a specific pFEL is affected by increasing

the number of electron beams, in our case in steps from one to seven beams. For this

investigation we increased the number of transverse periods of the photonic crystal slab.

This creates the required, large, pump volume for streaming many electron beams. Note

that, in other lasers such increase of the transverse size of the laser mode volume typically

leads to oscillation in multiple transverse modes, which is equivalent to a loss of brightness

of the laser output. However, when calculating the output in our pFEL with a wide

photonic crystal slab pumped with seven beams, we find that the lowest (fundamental)

transverse mode dominates and contains more than 95% of the total output power, which

amounts to about 8 kW.

In the studied case, this observation is most likely caused by the fact that the pFEL is
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pumped by mono-energetic electron pump beams, which can be considered as providing

mode competition for the gain in analogy to homogeneous gain broadening. We verified

this explanation by comparing the small-signal gain for the various, potentially oscillating

modes using the linear model. We find that the small-signal gain is highest for the

dominant fundamental mode. The reason for this is that all higher-order photonic crystal

modes have field nodes which lower the spatial overlap with the pump beams. While

it might eventually not be the fundamental photonic crystal mode that dominates the

small-signal gain, it will be always dominated by a certain single mode. This single mode

is than expected to dominate the stimulated emission at steady-state as well. Using a

suitable diffractive optical element a single mode in the output waveguide can always be

converted into a single frequency TEM00 mode in free-space to obtain the highest possible

brightness for a given power and frequency.

In order to find an approximate power scaling law for more than the limited number of

seven beams we could investigate with PIC calculations, we compare the numerical results

with scaling based on qualitative arguments. The numerical calculations show, that each

pump power increment via adding pairs of adjacent beams results in a further increase

of the output power but with a slightly lower power increment. Hence, the output power

scales somewhat lesser than linear with the number of beams. We investigated whether

this deviation from a purely linear scaling is due to the decreasing electric field strength

along the transverse coordinate, which would reduce the interaction with the electron

beams. The power scaling law we retrieved using an effective dielectric model for the

photonic crystal slab shows a similar tendency as that found in the PIC calculations.

The observed power scaling in pFELs achieved with multi-beam pumping could be the

key for increasing the operating frequency of the pFEL, which is subject of future investi-

gations. We envision that, eventually, the current might be distributed over hundreds or

thousands of beams, for example provided by field-emitter arrays [63, 187]. Although the

losses of metallic photonic crystals are certainly higher at a higher frequency we expect

that it will be possible to pump a single-mode of a pFEL at THz frequencies and generate

several watts of output power with a high spectral and spatial brightness.

The remainder of the thesis is aimed to prepare the realization of a microwave pFEL to

allow for the first time a systematical comparison and verification of the expected proper-

ties of a pFEL by experiments. As we have discussed throughout the previous paragraphs,

the key element for providing amplification is the photonic crystal. More specifically, it

is the longitudinal electric field component of the photonic crystal that is present at the

position of the electron beams. This field component determines the absolute strength

of amplification. Thus, it is important to experimentally characterize this field compo-
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nent for photonic crystals that are considered for pFELs. However, measurements of field

components well inside a photonic crystal have never been undertaken. In chapter 5 we

present and demonstrate a method how to map the absolute value of individual electro-

magnetic field components inside photonic crystals. The method relies on measuring the

change in resonance frequency when the photonic crystal is placed inside a resonator and

the field inside the photonic crystal is perturbed by a sub-wavelength scatterer. In our

experiments a spherical scatterer is applied to measure the longitudinal electric field com-

ponent in a specific photonic crystal slab, in which this field component dominates. We

observe good agreement between measured and calculated electric field strengths without

using any adjustable parameters in the calculations.

Notably, this method might not only be interesting for the particular mapping of

field distributions inside photonic crystals for the use in pFELs, which are designed for

operation in the microwave and THz range. We envision that, this method could even be

applied in the near infrared or optical domain by scaling down the setup. Instead of a

bead on a string we propose mounting a metallic or dielectric scatterer on one end of a stiff

carbon nanotube whose other end is mounted on the tip of an atomic force microscope.

The scatterer is then moved by moving the atomic force microscope tip. Mounting a

carbon nanotube on an atomic force microscope has been demonstrated [244]. Further,

atomic force microscopy allows a sufficiently high spatial resolution, as demonstrated by

recent measurements where an emitter directly mounted to an atomic force microscope

has been used to map the emitter lifetime around a single nanorod [245]. Combining

these techniques, it should be possible to measure the shift in resonance frequency in the

transmission spectrum in order to determine the absolute field strength inside accessible

air voids of a photonic crystal at optical frequencies.

Chapter 6 of this thesis presents a specific technical design for realizing a pFEL in

steady-state operation at microwave frequencies. Previous attempts to realize pFELs were

based on high electron energies Eel > 200 keV, which are at least an order of magnitude

beyond what we base our approach on. Those experiments also used a huge beam current

beyond I > 1000 A [246, 247], which is at least three orders beyond what we expect

as threshold current. These experiments have failed to achieve steady-state operation,

because the applied megawatt pumping could not be provided with pump parameters that

are constant over times characteristic for the laser dynamics. Consequently, the output

and its properties are hard to control and difficult to characterize thoroughly. This makes

a systematic comparison between theory and experiment effectively impossible.

Unlike previous attempts, our pFEL design is based on well-known technological know-

how taken from microwave tubes. This means that a standard electron gun operated at
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a beam energy of about 10 keV and a beam current of about one ampere is applied. This

should allow an excellent control of the experimental conditions and parameters to enable

an accurate comparison to theory and a systematical experimental study. While we base

the fundamentals of the design on the numerical calculation of chapter 3, that model is of

course an idealization. A number of modifications are required to enable the experiment

due to technical limitations. First, in the modeling, a certain area of the perfect reflecting

mirror emits the electron beam for numerical convenience, and the beam radius is held

approximately constant throughout the rest of the crystal volume via the application of

a strong, homogeneous magnetic field. While standard electron guns provide such beam

properties, a proper guiding scheme is to be designed for transporting the beam with

a constant diameter through the crystal. In addition, standard guns can also not be

integrated into the photonic crystal, but the electron beam must enter the gain section

through an injection hole in one of the resonator mirrors. Second, for proper operation of

an electron, gun an ultra-high vacuum of better than 1 · 10−7 mbar is required. Third, to

operate the electron gun high voltages are required. The generation and handling of high

voltages must be properly designed, for example, to avoid breakthroughs. Fourth, inside

a real photonic crystal losses will inevitably occur and raise the laser threshold. Fifth

and finally, for a characterization of the output the generated radiation is to be separated

from the electron beam and to be coupled out from the vacuum vessel via a low-reflective

vacuum window. Overall the proper design of a pFEL requires to combine four different

technologies, i.e., electron beam generation and transport, high-voltage power supplies,

microwave engineering and vacuum technology.

Our design to fulfill these requirements is based on a commercial dispenser electron

gun that is usually applied in traveling-wave tubes. This particular electron gun provides

up to 2 A of beam current at its nominal beam energy of 14.2 keV. For studying the fre-

quency tuning of a pFEL the beam energy can be varied in a range of 10 keV to 15 keV.

Proper operation of the electron gun requires a vacuum of better than 1 · 10−7 mbar to

avoid the destruction of the cathode via so-called poisoning. To avoid excessive demands

on the power supplies and the thermal laser design, the electron gun is equipped with a

grid electrode for pulsing the electron beam. The gridded gun needs to be supplied with

several floating voltages, and the realization and design of the power supply has been pre-

sented. The Coulomb repulsion among the electrons inside the beam require an external

guiding force to prevent degradation of the gain through electrons being intercepted by

the crystal and to avoid an increased energy spread of the electron beam. In addition,

for studying frequency tuning, the application of various beam energies is required. A

guiding technique that allows these conditions to be implemented most easily is Brillouin
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flow guiding with a solenoid electromagnet. We presented the careful design of the elec-

tromagnet and the associated electron flow, as well as the realization of the magnet. A

good agreement between the calculated magnetic field strength and the measured field

strength was found. In numerical calculations the electron flow through the magnet has

been shown to be rather robust versus variations of the magnetic field strength. The mag-

net should therefore enable the transport of the electron beam with a high transmission

efficiency and low energy spread through the photonic crystal slab as planned.

For the microwave design of the laser we discussed three key modifications, with respect

to the numerical modeling in chapter 3. These modifications are crucial for enabling the

experiment, but could potentially influence the laser properties. First, a hole is present

in the upstream mirror for injecting the electron beam. Our estimates show that this

should have no impact on the mirror function. Second, material losses are present in a

real structure which inevitably increases the threshold current. However, based on the

procedure described in section 3.4 we estimate that the threshold current can be as low as

7 mA when using the maximum photonic crystal slab length of over one hundred unit cells.

While we found that the applied procedure slightly underestimates the threshold current,

the expected threshold is almost three orders of magnitude smaller than the maximum

current provided by the selected gun. Thus, we are confident that the laser easily reaches

threshold and laser oscillation will be observed. Third and finally, the radiation is coupled

out via a vacuum window in order to characterize the generated radiation outside of

the vacuum vessel. Such a window typically gives rise to reflections back into the laser

resonator, which might alter the laser threshold and the frequency tuning characteristics.

Using a thin window, the calculated reflections into the laser resonator are limited to

about 1%. This value should be small enough to be of negligible influence for the laser

properties.

Taking into account all the differences between the model presented in chapter 3 and

the experimental design in chapter 6, we expect that, after fully assembling the setup,

the first systematic experimental analysis of pFELs becomes possible.

In conclusion, the theoretical modeling presented in this thesis and the subsequent

experimental demonstration and laser operation based on this thesis may become the

key for the realization of a new family of compact and high-power laser sources for the

microwave to the THz spectral range.



A
Laser resonators for pFELs

In any laser oscillator, the presence of a feedback resonator and its properties strongly

impacts on the laser operation. For example, considering a most commonly used solid-

state laser medium, Nd:YAG [196], at least eight entirely different frequency ranges are

emitted, depending on the spectral properties of the resonator mirrors [169]. However, the

resonator design also determines the spatial properties of the generated output, as can be

seen when the laser beams obtained from stable resonators are compared with those from

unstable resonators [169, 259]. An experimental investigation of the spatial and spectral

emission internal to a laser resonator is typically only possible via a characterization of the

light outside the resonator. Due to limitations in the software used to perform the PIC

calculations in chapter 3 and chapter 4, we encounter the same limitation in analyzing

the results of the numerical calculations. Thus, for drawing appropriate conclusions from

the PIC calculations, it is obvious that the influence of the out-coupling on the spatial

and spectral composition of the light must be known.

The properties of the resonator element used for out-coupling are generally dictated by

the electromagnetic boundary conditions imposed by the interfaces of that element. For

instance, when using the interface to a material with an increased refractive index as the

out-coupling element, the partial reflection and output coupling from that interface can

be calculated via the well-known Fresnel formula [260]. While the light frequency remains
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unchanged upon reflection and transmission, the Fresnel formulas show that, generally,

not only the amplitude, but also the orientation of the electromagnetic field vector might

be affected by the interface. For example, in case of Brewster reflection, only a certain

polarization is reflected. Thus, even in a simple case of a plane wave impinging on a plane

interface, the orientation of the reflected and transmitted electromagnetic field vectors are

different. At the transition between a photonic crystal slab and the subsequent output

waveguide, such as that considered in our examples of pFELs, the situation becomes even

more complex. Unlike in a plane wave, the field strengths also vary transversely to the

propagation directions.

Thus, we can expect that at an interface between a photonic crystal and a waveguide,

such as that found in our pFELs, the reflection and the transmission for an impinging

electromagnetic wave are rather complex to predict. For example, assume a single pho-

tonic crystal mode, i.e., a certain complex transverse field shape, propagates inside a

crystal and reaches the interface to a waveguide. At the interface part of the mode is

reflected and a part of the eigenmode is transmitted. The exact spatio-temporal form of

the field that is transmitted is determined by the precise boundary conditions. Because

the spatial shape of the eigenmodes in the photonic crystal differs fully from the shape

of the eigenmodes in an empty waveguide, the prediction of the transmission into the

waveguide is far from obvious without performing detailed calculations. Therefore, even

if only a single photonic crystal mode impinges on the interface, the light transmitted

into the waveguide will generally excite several different waveguide modes. Due to the

software used for the PIC calculations, the pFEL output field is already decomposed into

the modes of the output waveguide when sampling them at the output port. Thus, if we

are unable to relate the observed mode content at that plane to the mode content inside

the photonic crystal, we are also unable to clarify any effects such as transverse mode

competition inside the pFEL.

At first sight the intricate transmission seems only to complicate the numerical in-

vestigations of a pFEL. However, the amount of transmission also impacts directly on

the operation of the laser. Assume that the interface between a photonic crystal and a

waveguide forms one mirror of a resonator, as in our pFELs. The losses of the resonator

become then dependent on the spatial and spectral properties of the transmission at the

interface (out-coupling), which directly affects the laser threshold. Next to these so-called

active losses from the out-coupling at the resonator mirrors, passive losses, such as mate-

rial losses, add to the total loss of a resonator. However, for the pFEL we have neglected

material losses throughout the numerical calculations. Further, in both lasers we study

in this thesis, one of the pFEL mirrors is a perfect mirror. This means the out-coupling
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from this mirror is T = 0 % and, accordingly, its reflectivity is R = 100 %. Thus, the

resonator losses are entirely determined by the transition between the photonic crystal

slab and the output waveguide.

In this appendix we present a study of the effects at this transition between the

photonic crystal slab and the output waveguide in a pFEL. In the first section of this

appendix, we study whether the output waveguide modes are correlated to single modes

inside the photonic crystal. In the second section we show how we can deduce the effective

reflectivity and thus out-coupling at the named interface.

A.1 Transmission at the interface

As is clear from the introduction, we need to relate the mode content at the output port

to the modes in the photonic crystal. Only then the observed behavior at the output port

can be used to describe the dynamics of the modes inside the photonic crystal.

It is possible to realize that, at the same frequency, only a single mode is allowed

to propagate in both the empty waveguide and the photonic crystal slab. The coupling

between the two can then be expressed by a simple transmission and reflection coefficient.

Such is the case for the pFEL studied in chapter 3. However, for the multi-beam pFEL

described in chapter 4, several transverse modes can propagate in the crystal and in the

waveguide. Figure A.1 shows the dispersion of the photonic crystal modes for the pFEL

from chapter 4 together with the cut-off frequencies of the lowest order waveguide modes

in the output waveguide. It is clearly seen that for the operating frequency of this specific

pFEL, about 16 GHz, multiple modes can propagate inside the photonic crystal slab and

inside the waveguide.

A priori, it is impossible to know whether a certain photonic crystal mode exclusively

couples to a certain waveguide mode. Coupling depends on the specific boundary condi-

tions at the interface [261–263]. However, certain conclusions can still be drawn if there

is a matching spatial symmetry between the geometry of the waveguide and the crys-

tal. Specifically, in our case both systems are symmetric to the same yz-plane that goes

through the center of both the waveguide and photonic crystal slab. Thus, the eigenmodes

of both systems can be classified with respect to their symmetry to this plane. If the field

distribution of a crystal mode is mirror symmetric to the symmetry plane, it can couple

only to waveguide modes that are also mirror symmetric. A similar argument applies to

modes that are anti-symmetric to the named plane. However, any further conclusions re-

quire computation of the precise coupling between photonic crystal and waveguide modes

at the interface.
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Figure A.1: Band diagram of the photonic crystal slab and cut-off frequencies of the
lowest order modes in the output waveguide for the pFEL shown in Fig. 4.1 indicating
that multiple modes exist in both systems.

Computing the transmission of photonic crystal modes into the waveguide first requires

the selective excitation of photonic crystal modes in the resonator. This requires the

excitation of an infinite summation of plane waves with appropriate relative amplitudes

and proper phasing, see eq. (2.22). While this is not impossible, typical three-dimensional

electromagnetic wave solvers do not allow such excitation [141, 208]. Typical software

packages usually allow only the excitation and detection of single waveguide modes in

a certain reference plane (input, output). To avoid a time consuming development for

a direct excitation of photonic crystal modes, we first performed a basic check whether

specific single waveguide modes would already enable the excitation of a single photonic

crystal mode. If this check turns out to be positive we could subsequently study the out-

coupling of this single photonic crystal mode using this simple excitation. Luckily, this

check did indeed turn out to be positive. The model we used to compute the described

case is shown in Fig. A.2. A rectangular waveguide is attached to both sides of the

photonic crystal slab for the multi-beam pFEL. At one side, a certain waveguide mode

is injected, and we study the power at the input and output decomposed into waveguide

modes. For performing these calculations, a frequency domain method is used [141].

In the PIC calculations we have observed only radiation below 16 GHz, accordingly we

limit the frequency domain computations to waveguide modes which can propagate below

that frequency. From Fig. A.1 we observe that the waveguide allows three eigenmodes:

TE10, TE20 and TE30 [165]. From our previous discussion of reflection and transmission at

interfaces we can expect, that when injecting a single mode, the other propagating modes

are excited via mode conversion at the interface. For example, when exciting the TE10
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Figure A.2: Numerical model for computing the transmission and reflection of the pho-
tonic crystal slab modes into the rectangular waveguide modes and vice versa. At the
input, a certain waveguide mode shape is excited and the reflection and transmission into
the excited mode and also into the other two propagating modes are computed.

mode at the input, we can expect power in all three propagating waveguide modes at the

input and output, i.e., TE10, TE20 and TE30. The same argument holds for excitation

with the TE20 and TE30 modes. In the following, detected reflection and transmission

in the excitation mode is named self-reflection and self-transmission. Detected reflection

and transmission in other than the excited mode are named cross-reflection and cross-

transmission. In order to find the spectrum of both types of transmission and reflection,

we sweep the frequency from 15.0 GHz to 16.0 GHz in steps of 1.3 MHz.

When analyzing the reflection and transmission for an excitation with TE10, TE20,

and TE30 input, we find that the input mode is not converted into other waveguide

modes via in-coupling into or out-coupling from the photonic crystal slab. Quantitatively,

the corresponding coefficients for cross-reflection and cross-transmission are ten orders

of magnitude lower than the three coefficients for self-reflection and self-transmission.

Therefore, mode conversion at the interface can be neglected. The self-transmission for

the three input modes are shown in Fig. A.3. We observe that, for each input mode,

the transmission shows a distinct set of single-peaked resonances. This indicates that

reflection at the interface between the slab and the waveguide spectrally restricts the

build-up of the electromagnetic field inside the photonic crystal. Only electromagnetic

fields with wave numbers kz that correspond to a phase advance of a multiple of 2π

per resonator round-trip can build up, see also section 5.5. These sets of wave numbers
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Figure A.3: Self-transmission spectrum for the input waveguide mode TE10, TE20, and
TE30.

are determined by the resonator length and are, therefore, the same for any transverse

photonic crystal mode, see eq. (5.4). However, the associated frequencies for these set of

wave numbers depend on the dispersion of the photonic crystal mode. In our case the

dispersion for mode 1 to mode 3 is different. The fact that each input mode leads to a

distinct set of resonances, where not a single resonant frequency is identical to any other

input mode is a strong indication that each input mode excites a single photonic crystal

mode.

In order to identify this photonic crystal mode, we calculate the field distribution inside

the crystal when injecting a certain input mode with one of its resonant frequencies.

Figures A.4 a–c show the electric field component Êy inside the photonic crystal for a

TE10, TE20, and TE30 input. Figures A.4 d–f show the Êy field distributions found when

analyzing the unit cell of the photonic crystal with an eigenmode solver. It is obvious

that figures in the same row show nearly the same field distributions. Thus, we find that

the photonic crystal mode 1 is almost exclusively excited by a TE10 input, mode 2 by a

TE20 input and mode 3 by a TE30 input.

In order to investigate how the out-coupling of these modes into the waveguide occurs,

we recall that no cross-transmission is found in the calculations. Hence, each photonic

crystal mode also couples out into the same, single waveguide mode that excited it. In

conclusion, this result means for the analysis of the results from the PIC calculations,

that the observed power growth of each waveguide mode can be unambiguously associated

with the power growth of a single photonic crystal mode. Further, this means that by

studying the relative power changes of different waveguide modes at the output port we

can investigate the competition of photonic crystal modes inside the laser.
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Figure A.4: Electric field component Êy inside the photonic crystal slab at a cross section
(xy-plane) through the center of the rods. In the left column (a–c), the electric field
component Êy computed for an waveguide input by a TE10, TE20, and TE30 mode, re-
spectively. In the right column (d–f), the electric field component Êy for the photonic
crystal mode 1, mode 2 and mode 3 computed at the same frequency as used in a to c,
but obtained by an eigenmode analysis of the unit cell of the photonic crystal.
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Figure A.5: (a) Reflectivity versus frequency of the interface for the multi-beam pFEL,
(b) Reflectivity versus frequency for the single-beam pFEL.

A.2 Reflection at the interface

In the previous section we have shown that, at the boundary between our specific photonic

crystals and a rectangular waveguide, a single mode of the crystal couples to a single mode

of the waveguide. However, we did not quantify the out-coupling of a single photonic

crystal mode at the interface, or in other words, the reflectivity at the interface. This

quantification is important for the calculation of the threshold pump power of a pFEL as

presented in section 3.4. In addition, such quantification is important as it simplifies the

discussion of mode competition because it allows to compare the gain per wavelength of

the modes instead of the gain per round-trip (see 4.4). In this section we present how to

compute the reflection coefficient from the quality factor Q of a longitudinal resonance.

As we neglect material losses and because both the resonator mirrors in the calculations

of the last section have the same reflectivity Rr for a resonance r we find that

Rr = exp
(

−πνr
τres

Qr

)

, (A.1)

with the round-trip time equals τres

τres =
2Lres

vph

. (A.2)

Here, we used that Q = νr/νr,FWHM.

We determine the quality factor Q of each transmission resonance from Fig. A.3 and

find the phase velocity from the dispersion in Fig. A.1. Using eq. (A.2) we calculate

the reflectivity. Figure A.5a shows the results for the three lowest transverse modes of
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the multi-beam photonic crystal versus frequency. We observe that the the reflectivity

increases towards 16 GHz. This is expected, as it is well-known that the reflectivity at an

interface generally increases with the group velocity-mismatch between the modes at an

interface [62]. While the group velocity of the waveguide modes increases towards 16 GHz,

the group velocity of the crystal modes decreases resulting in a bigger group velocity-

mismatch. Most importantly, the reflectivity at the operating frequency of 15.87 GHz,

which we observed in section 3.4, for the multi-beam pFEL differs for the three modes

by only 5 %. Thus, we can simplify the discussion of mode competition to analyzing the

gain per wavelength instead of the gain per round-trip.

For computing the reflectivity of the single beam pFEL we have applied the same

method and the results are shown in Fig. A.5b. Once more we find the same trend:

an increasing reflectivity when the frequency approaches 16 GHz, as the group velocity

mismatch increases between waveguide and photonic crystal. We find that the reflectiv-

ity is about 95% around 15.9 GHz, which is used for determining the laser threshold in

section 3.4.
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Samenvatting

Coherente elektromagnetische golven worden veel gebruikt in verschillende onderzoeksvel-

den en hebben vele toepassingen. Vrijwel elk deel van het elektromagnetische spectrum,

variërend van radiogolven tot harde Röntgenstraling, wordt succesvol gebruikt ten beho-

eve van de mensheid. Daarom is het ook niet verassend dat, ondanks de grote verschei-

denheid aan bestaande bronnen waarmee elektromagnetische golven opgewekt worden, er

een aanhoudende vraag is naar nieuwe bronnen met verbeterde eigenschappen aangepast

aan specifieke behoeftes.

Een belangrijke recente ontwikkeling in het continue streven naar nieuwe bronnen, is

het gebruik van materialen met een periodieke structuur op de schaal van de elektro-

magnetische golflengte. Deze zogenoemde fotonische kristallen bëınvloeden op een funda-

mentele manier de generatie van licht. Deze vorm van controle stelt wetenschappers in

staat lasers met unieke eigenschappen te ontwikkelen. Voorbeelden zijn ultrasnel gemod-

uleerde lasers of lasers met een extreem lage drempel. Doordat de karakteristieke lengte

van fotonische kristallen van de orde van de golflengte is, zijn deze lasers zeer compact te

maken. Het is bijvoorbeeld goed mogelijk dat op fotonische kristallen gebaseerde lasers

diodelasers aanvullen in lab-on-a-chip toepassingen voor eenvoudige en snelle analyse van

biologische en chemische stoffen.

Hoewel de controle die een periodieke structuur kan uitoefenen niet varieert als de

structuur en de frequentie beide geschaald worden, is de emissie van op fotonische kris-

tallen gebaseerde lasers tot op heden beperkt tot een klein aantal frequentiegebieden. Dit

wordt veroorzaakt doordat de emissie gebaseerd is op discrete overgangen van gebonden

elektronen in typische emitters als quantum dots en andere halfgeleider materialen. Dit

in tegenstelling tot emissie van vrije elektronen die in principe elke frequentie kunnen

uitzenden bij een overgang tussen twee niveaus binnen de continue verdeling van kinetische

energietoestanden. Een zeer interessante coherente lichtbron met unieke eigenschappen

zou dus gerealiseerd kunnen worden door het combineren van vrije elektronen als emitter

met een groot frequentiebereik met de schalering van fotonische kristallen.
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In dit proefschrift bestuderen wij een dergelijke lichtbron die gebaseerd is op coherente

emissie van vrije elektronen in een fotonische kristal, welke door ons de fotonische vrije-

elektronenlaser (pFEL) genoemd wordt. We presenteren voor het eerst een uitgebreide

en diepgaande studie naar de eigenschappen van een pFEL. Wij beperken ons hierbij tot

pFELs die elektronenbundels gebruiken met een lage energie (ongeveer 10 keV). Hierdoor

is het mogelijk om compacte elektronbronnen te gebruiken en een compacte laser te realis-

eren. De benodigde stappen om tot een experimentele realisatie van een microgolf pFEL

te komen worden eveneens beschreven in dit proefschrift.

Om het werkingsprincipe en de eigenschappen van een pFEL te bestuderen gebruiken

we de zogenaamde ”particle-in-cell” (PIC) methode om een numeriek analyse uit te voeren

van een laser die door een enkele elektronenbundel wordt aangedreven. De elektronen-

bundel heeft een kinetische energie van ongeveer 12.5 keV en een stroom van ongeveer 1 A.

Het fotonische kristal bestaat uit een rechthoekig patroon van ronde metalen paaltjes die

geplaatst zijn in een rechthoekige metalen golfgeleider. De onderlinge afstand tussen de

paaltjes is van de orde van enkele millimeters en heeft als gevolgd dat de verwachte emissie

van de laser in het microgolfgebied zal liggen. Voor de onderzochte pFEL hebben we een

drempelstroom van ongeveer 140 mA gevonden. Door de pompstroom te verhogen boven

de drempel neemt het uitgangsvermogen lineair toe met de stroom, tot ongeveer 1.5 kW

bij een stroom van 1 A. Hierbij is frequentie van de coherente straling ongeveer 16 GHz.

Uit de resultaten die voor deze specifieke pFEL verkregen zijn met behulp van de

PIC simulaties komt een simpele beschrijving van de werking van de pFEL naar voren.

De werking van de laser is gebaseerd op het principe van constructieve interferentie van

een groot aantal korte golfpakketjes die uitgezonden worden door het fotonisch kristal

als reactie op de passerende elektronen. De emissie van elk van deze golfpakketjes kan

beschouwd worden als spontane emissie van Čerenkov straling door elk elektron in het

fotonisch kristal. De Čerenkov straling kan veranderen in gestimuleerde emissie door

terugkoppeling van de spontane emissie op de elektronen. Hiervoor moet gelden dat het

fotonisch kristal een elektromagnetisch veld ondersteunt met een longitudinale elektrische

veldcomponent en dat deze een fasesnelheid bevat die gelijk is aan de snelheid van de

elektronen. De terugkoppeling resulteert in het opeenhopen van de elektronen vanuit de

oorspronkelijke continue verdeling in de bundel. Tijdens dit proces worden gemiddeld

mee elektronen vertraagd dan versneld. De kinetische energie die hierdoor beschikbaar

komt wordt op een coherente wijze toegevoegd aan een groeiende elektromagnetische golf.

Door de snelheid van de elektronen te variëren is ook een andere fasesnelheid van het

elektromagnetisch veld nodig wat tot een verandering van de frequentie van de laser leidt.

Door gebruik te maken van PIC simulaties is het mogelijk gedetailleerde informatie
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over het functioneren van een pFEL te verkrijgen. Echter, zo’n gedetailleerde beschrijv-

ing is niet altijd noodzakelijk en handig, vooral omdat de PIC berekeningen tijdsintensief

zijn. Het is daarom wenselijk om een alternatieve methode te vinden die gebruikt kan

worden om te testen of een bepaald fotonisch kristal geschikt is voor gebruik in een

pFEL. Een snelle methode heeft als belangrijk voordeel dat het mogelijk wordt een grote

verscheidenheid aan fotonische kristallen met elkaar te vergelijken, of een groot aantal

verschillende pompparameters te onderzoeken, bijvoorbeeld als voorbereiding op een ex-

perimentele demonstratie. Een dergelijke methode is gevonden in de vorm van een lineair

model dat vervolgens gevalideerd wordt met behulp van PIC simulaties. Dit lineair model

kan onder meer gebruikt worden om de drempel van de laser en de kleinsignaalversterking

te voorspellen.

Het hoge vermogen dat een pFEL gepompt door een enkele elektronenbundel kan

produceren is veelbelovend voor verschillende toepassingen. Echter, de grootste potentie

van de laser ligt in het schalen van de frequentie naar verschillende spectrale gebieden. Als

de spatiële periode van het kristal verkleind wordt met een bepaalde factor, dan zal de laser

frequentie met eenzelfde factor verhoogt worden. Echter het vermogen van de laser zal

alleen dan constant blijven als ook alle andere parameters gelijk blijven, in het bijzonder

geldt dit voor de energie en de stroom van de elektronenbundel die de laser pompt. Nu

zal door het schalen het oppervlak dat beschikbaar is voor de elektronenbundel afnemen,

zodat de stroom alleen gelijk kan blijven door de stroomdichtheid toe te laten nemen.

De stroomdichtheid is echter fundamenteel gelimiteerd door de Coulomb repulsie tussen

de elektronen. Bij het schalen naar hogere frequenties zal de stroom in de enkele bundel

onvermijdelijk afnemen en daarmee ook het vermogen van de laser.

Gelukkig biedt een fotonisch kristal een alternatieve aanpak voor het schalen van de

frequentie waarbij het vermogen van de laser gelijk kan blijven. Fotonische kristallen

bieden van nature vele parallelle vacuümkanalen. De afname van de stroom in een enkele

bundel kan dus gecompenseerd worden door meer bundels door het kristal te sturen zodat

de totale bundelstroom gelijk blijft. Het uitgangsvermogen van de laser kan zo in stand

gehouden worden. Een bijkomend risico is echter dat het grotere pompvolume kan leiden

tot het oscillatie in meerdere transversale modi. Hierdoor kan de helderheid van de bron

afnemen.

Om deze methode van schalen te onderzoeken, vergroten we de transversale afmeting

van het kristal, bij gelijkblijvende periodiciteit, zodat de laser gepompt kan worden met

maximaal zeven elektronenbundels. Het uitgangsvermogen neemt toe met het aantal

pompbundels en bedraagt ongeveer 8 kW bij zeven elektronenbundels. Maar belangrijker

is dat de output van de laser bijna volledig in een enkele transversale veldverdeling wordt
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gegenereerd, meer dan 95% van het totale vermogen bevindt zich in de laagste orde

transversale veldverdeling. De verklaring dat slechts één van de vele veldverdelingen

dominant is wordt gezocht in het feit dat de elektronen mono-energetisch zijn. Hierdoor

gedragen de elektronen zich als een homogeen verbreed versterkingsmedium en zullen de

verschillende transversale veldverdelingen in competitie strijden om de versterking.

Deze resultaten maken het volgens mogelijk dat een toekomstige pFEL gepompt kan

worden door vele, d.w.z. honderden tot zelfs duizenden, pompbundels, bijvoorbeeld ge-

produceerd door zogenaamde veld-emissie array elektronenbron. Het grote aantal bundels

staat een voldoende lage stroom per bundel toe terwijl de totale stroom voldoende hoog is

om in een pFEL een vermogen van enkele Watts te produceren in een enkele transversale

veldverdeling en op een frequentie in het THz gebied.

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift wordt een experimentele demonstratie van het

pFEL concept voorbereid. De versterking in een pFEL draait om het fotonisch kristal.

Het kristal dient een elektromagnetisch veld met een longitudinaal elektrische veldcom-

ponent te ondersteunen, immers het is deze veldcomponent die verantwoordelijk is voor

de versterking. Een experimentele verificatie van deze veldcomponent is belangrijk voor

het karakteriseren van de fotonische kristallen die in een pFEL geplaatst kunnen worden.

Een groot probleem is dat tot op heden geen methode bekend was waarmee individuele

componenten van het elektromagnetische veld in het inwendige van een fotonisch kristal

gemeten kunnen worden.

We laten een methode zien die geschikt is voor het in kaart brengen van de elektro-

magnetische velden in het inwendige van een fotonisch kristal. De methode berust op het

meten van de verschuiving in de resonantiefrequenties wanneer het fotonische kristal in

een resonator wordt geplaatst en het veld in het fotonische kristal verstoord wordt door

een verstrooier die kleiner is dan de golflengte. In onze experimenten is een bolvormige

verstrooier gebruikt om het dominante longitudinale elektrische veld in een specifiek fo-

tonisch kristal te meten. We vinden een goede overeenkomst tussen gemeten en berekende

longitudinale elektrische veldsterktes zonder gebruik te maken van fit parameters in het

model.

Uit onze analyse is duidelijk gebleken dat de pFEL een veelbelovend concept is voor

het maken van verstembare, coherente Čerenkov straling met een aanzienlijk vermogen.

Voor het demonstreren en onderzoeken van dergelijke lasers, wordt in dit proefschrift ook

een experimenteel ontwerp gepresenteerd dat straling kan generen in het microgolfbereik.

Een ontwerp vereist de combinatie van een viertal verschillende technologiën, namelijk

elektronenbundelgeneratie en -transport, hoogspannings-, microgolf- en vacuümtechnolo-

gie. Als elektronenbron is gekozen voor een standaard commerciële elektronenbron welke



gebruikt wordt in lopende-golfbuizen. Deze bron levert een bundelstroom van ongeveer

2 A bij een nominale bundelenergie van 14.2 keV. Om de verstemming van de pFEL te on-

derzoeken, kan de bundelenergie gevarieerd worden van 10 keV tot 15 keV. De benodigde

hoogspanningsvoedingen zijn ontworpen en gerealiseerd. Daarnaast presenteren we het

ontwerp en de realisatie van de elektromagneet die nodig is om de elektronenbundel door

het fotonisch kristal te leiden. Het ontwerp is gebaseerd op de numerieke optimalisatie

van de elektronen banen uitgaande van een realistisch model voor zowel de elektronbron

als magneet. Tenslotte hebben we een ontwerp en prototype gemaakt voor het fotonische

kristal. In het ontwerp van de pFEL is ruimte voor meer dan honderd eenheidscellen

van het fotonisch kristal. Bij het maximale aantal eenheidscellen is de verwachte drem-

pel van de laser voor de pompstroom ongeveer 7 mA. We verwachten, nadat de complete

opstelling is samengebouwd, dat de eerste systematische experimentele analyse van een

pFEL mogelijk wordt.

Het theoretische model dat in dit proefschrift wordt gepresenteerd, en het bijbehorende

voorstel voor een demonstratie van de pFEL, kan een sleutelrol spelen in het ontstaan

van een nieuwe groep van compacte, hoogvermogen laserbronnen in het microgolf- en THz

frequentiebereik.
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